The Fisher CP-100 8-track tape cartridge player.

So far, there has been a big But. Ordinary 8-track cartridge players simply don't have the audio quality demanded by owners of fine component stereo systems. And that's where the new Fisher CP-100 comes in. An 8-track tape cartridge player designed to meet Fisher standards. Suddenly, you're in business: you can play 4-channel Bach or rock (and lots of it) with excellent fidelity.

The new CP-100 is different.
The Fisher CP-100 is a ruggedly built tape deck with low flutter and wow. It has four separate low-distortion playback channels from tape head to output. To play either the new 4-channel or standard 2-channel 8-track cartridges, simply plug the CP-100 into the tape monitor or "aux" input of your system (as shown above). Switching to the correct mode, 4-channel or 2-channel, is completely automatic, indicated by red jewel lights. You select the tape sequence you want to listen to by pushing one of the three convenient program control buttons (jewel lights indicate your choice). Frequency response is 50 to 12,000 Hz, which compares favorably even with open-reel machines. The list price is $169.95.

What to use with it.
Of course, to get the most out of your 4-channel 8-track cartridges, the CP-100 should be plugged into the best possible 4-channel stereo system. Which brings us, as any alert audiophile could have told you, to the Fisher 701. The 701 is a true 4-channel AM/FM stereo receiver with 250 watts of power, push-button electronic tuning without moving parts (from the front panel or by remote control), toroidal filters on FM and other ultrasophisticated electronics. In addition to being the most advanced piece of 4-channel equipment you can buy, it's also a sensationally fine receiver for conventional 2-channel stereo. Not to mention mono.

With the CP-100 and the 701, you're ready for all the current action in 4-channel stereo. And you can also use them to simulate a 4-channel effect with a 2-channel program source. That, of course, doesn't sound as good as true 4-channel, but who's going to sue you?

We invented high fidelity.
Introducing the ideal source of true 4-channel stereo:

Only 25¢! $2 value! Send for your copy of The Fisher Handbook, a fact-filled 80-page guide to high fidelity. This full-color reference book also includes complete information on all Fisher stereo components. Enclose 25¢ for handling and postage.*

Fisher Radio, Dept. SR-6, P.O. Box 1367
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

Even with a true 4-channel stereo system of the highest quality (like the Fisher 701 receiver and XP-9C speakers shown on the right), you must confront the question of what to listen to.

Why 8-track cartridges?
The 4-channel LP record and 4-channel FM broadcasting are undoubtedly coming but aren't here yet. Tape is the only readily available source of true 4-channel stereo. Open-reel 7½ ips 4-channel tapes can be superb, but if you want a reasonably extensive repertory of classical and popular music, your choice is necessarily the 8-track tape cartridge. With two 4-track sequences at 3¾ ips, the 8-track cartridge is capable of good fidelity and has the unqualified backing of several major record companies. But!

*Please glue or tape coin on picture of handbook above.
There's no higher fi than a true 4-channel stereo system.
But what do you feed into it?
Shown above: The Fisher 701 true 4-channel AM/FM stereo receiver ($699.95) plus four Fisher XP-9C four-way bookshelf speaker systems ($219.95 each).
We've added a new feature to two of our best-selling receivers.

A lower price.

Many stereo buyers have asked our dealers why Pioneer components are never on sale, except for discontinued models. The reason is quite simple. Pioneer dealers can sell all the Pioneer units they're allotted as long as they come in.

How come a lower price now, and on the popular SX-440 and SX-770 stereo receivers? We've been advertising on television and in general consumer publications. We feel the great mass of the buying public is still not thoroughly familiar with the enjoyable and relaxing hobby of high fidelity. So to get them started with hi-fi, we're enticing them with our 4C watt SX-440 stereo receiver for $169.95 (formerly $199.95) and the 70 watt SX-770 for $199.95 (formerly $249.95). These are brand new, factory sealed units from our present stock. They carry the regular Pioneer 2-year warranty on parts and labor.

Pioneer's policy has always been to give the most value for the money. At these reduced prices the SX-440 and SX-770 surpass themselves for value. Visit your Pioneer dealer for a demonstration.

U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.
178 Commerce Road
Carlstadt, N.J.: 07072.
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NOSTALGIA: GOING HOME TO EDEN

"O N ANY list of human capabilities, nostalgia ought properly to rank just above petty thievery and just below eating peas with a knife; it is often mauldin, usually untrue, and always useless. Most of all, it is counterproductive." Thus critic Clifford Ridley, commenting fashionably on No, No, Nanette in a recent issue of the National Observer. We needn't take Mr. Ridley too seriously in this, however, for his is a very selective contempt: having described the crime, he promptly goes on to commit it by composing, in the time-honored "they don't write 'em like they used to" mode, a nostalgic hymn in praise of Gershwin, Porter, Kern, and Schwartz. Since others might easily level Mr. Ridley's earliest structures against his later favorites, it can be seen that what we have here is merely a question of brand preference, nostalgia by any other name is still nostalgia.

We are all, of course, subject to recurrent bouts of nostalgia—once we get old enough to have some pleasant memories to be nostalgic about. Nostalgia is therefore "chronic" in two senses: looking backward is one of the important ways we form perceptions of ourselves (both individually and collectively) in time, and the tendency to do so, moreover, is always with us. But everybody, everywhere, and all the time suggests an impressively universal activity, and rather than dismiss it, as Mr. Ridley does, as a reprehensibly "counterproductive" vice, we ought to be willing to entertain for a little while the idea that it may, on the contrary, be a useful virtue.

Is nostalgia mauldin? Sometimes, but this is not so much a characteristic of nostalgia itself as of some of the sentimentalists who practice it too perfectly. Infatuation with any one of the three tenses in which we must spend our lives can lead to a kind of spiritual dislocation: it is equally limiting to our human potentialities to be mauldin about the past, smugly content with the present, or too much in love with the future (see the March editorial "The Future in Its Place"). Let us, then, respect the accomplishments of the past for what they are: they are the only authors of the actualities of the present, and these will in turn, in time, determine what are still only the possibilities of the future. We are what we have been; we will be what we were.

Is nostalgia "untrue"? Yes; it almost has to be if it is going to be of any use to us at all. Because of the way we remember (and forget), nostalgia is a selective (and therefore "untrue") view of the real past, a censored account of what actually happened, emphasizing the positive and pleasant aspects of its subject matter, omitting the negative and the unpleasant. This is as it should be: if it were not for our trick memories—distillers of pleasure, suppressors of pain—who would ever have the courage to fall in love, have a baby, or go to a dentist more than once?

Is nostalgia useless? In the general sense, no, though it might occasionally be difficult to discover the particular use of a given nostalgic exercise. Life is to be lived, certainly, but just as certainly not without a measure of examination and reflection. The principal use of the past is to give us direction; without it we will more than likely discover only the shortest way into the swamp. When we criticize the shortcomings of the present, it may, on the contrary, be a useful virtue.

"counterproductive" vice, we ought to be willing to entertain for a little while the idea that it may, on the contrary, be a useful virtue.

Is nostalgia maudlin? Sometimes, but this is not so much a characteristic of nostalgia itself as of some of the sentimentalists who practice it too perfectly. Infatuation with any one of the three tenses in which we must spend our lives can lead to a kind of spiritual dislocation: it is equally limiting to our human potentialities to be mauldin about the past, smugly content with the present, or too much in love with the future (see the March editorial "The Future in Its Place"). Let us, then, respect the accomplishments of the past for what they are: they are the only authors of the actualities of the present, and these will in turn, in time, determine what are still only the possibilities of the future. We are what we have been; we will be what we were.

Is nostalgia "untrue"? Yes; it almost has to be if it is going to be of any use to us at all. Because of the way we remember (and forget), nostalgia is a selective (and therefore "untrue") view of the real past, a censored account of what actually happened, emphasizing the positive and pleasant aspects of its subject matter, omitting the negative and the unpleasant. This is as it should be: if it were not for our trick memories—distillers of pleasure, suppressors of pain—who would ever have the courage to fall in love, have a baby, or go to a dentist more than once?

Is nostalgia useless? In the general sense, no, though it might occasionally be difficult to discover the particular use of a given nostalgic exercise. Life is to be lived, certainly, but just as certainly not without a measure of examination and reflection. The principal use of the past is to give us direction; without it we will more than likely discover only the shortest way into the swamp. When we criticize the shortcomings of the present, as we should, we do so against the (edited) example of the past. When we lay our plans for a more perfect future, as we must, we do so by manipulating the (selected) materials and experiences of the past. Either activity requires that we make use of the past in its idealized, nostalgic form.

Nostalgia is therefore nothing less than the wellspring of human ideals and aspirations. Beyond the comparatively recent Good Old Days of our fathers lies the fabled Golden Age of the ancients, and beyond that is Paradise Lost, the Garden of Eden. Nostalgia is thus a part of the continual working out of the grandest myth, the most powerful psychological metaphor, of them all. Its subject is youth and innocence—not a personal, individual youth, but the youth of the race itself—and what it is trying to tell us was spelled out long ago in the original Greek: nostalgia means "going home"—going home to Eden.

STEREO REVIEW
"Very Heavy." That's the recording artist's hip way of expressing satisfaction after a recording session because every single sound has been captured exactly as it was created. Ultimate fidelity. Audio perfection. And chances are it was achieved on Ampex sound equipment. Which is why Ampex is in 90% of the world's recording studios.

Now for the first time, you can experience virtually this same studio versatility and quality at home. We created The AX-300 for the man who has a passion for true, pure sound. The audio perfectionist. And because the AX-300 has more professional innovations than others, we dubbed it the 45 Lb. Studio. You'll soon see... and hear... why it warrants this distinction.

The AX-300 is a six head bi-directional stereo tape deck. The Ampex Deep-Gap heads are symmetrically located so that tape is always pulled over heads in either direction for better tape-to-head interface. 3 motor drive system. Heavy duty hysteresis synchronous capstan motor assures steady, even tape motion regardless of voltage fluctuations.

Symmetrically arranged push-buttons control all tape motion functions thru positive action solenoid operation.

Exclusive motion sensing controlled solid-state logic circuit prevents tape stretch, breaks and spills, even when changing from fast wind directly to play. Built-in studio 4 line mixer. 4 separate controls let you mix 4 independent sources for mono, or 2 stereo sources for stereo recording.

Function programmer. Operates independently of mixer panel and allows total recording and playback convenience with choice of stereo operation, channel 1 mono, channel 2 mono, sound-on-sound or sound-with-sound. All programmed internally without external patching.

Stereo echo effect. Allows addition of controlled feedback in both channels without the use of external patch cords.

Controlled bandwidth. Built-in active filtering limits the bandwidth to allow full bias, provides extremely clean recordings throughout the audio spectrum. Provides extremely low signal-to-noise ratio, virtually eliminates intermodulation distortion and dropouts.

Externally adjustable bias and VU meter calibration. Automatic reverse and repeat play. Pause/edit control. Variable noise reduction filter. Source/tape monitoring. 6 solid state pre-amps. Auto shut-off. 3-speed operation. Optional remote control. Plus many more features we simply don't have room to list.

AX-300 means studio innovations, studio capabilities for the audio perfectionist. One of the most technically versatile decks you can buy. Yet it's a breeze to operate. We built in everything you need. And nothing you don't.

For in-depth coverage of all the features of the AX-300, order the AX-300 instruction manual. Just send $1.00 to cover postage and handling to Ampex, Dept. 300, 2201 Landmeier Road, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007. Or stop by your audio dealer and ask him about the AX-300. And be prepared to do a lot of listening.

The 45 Lb. Studio

Very Heavy
These long playing cartridges will outperform any long playing records you own.

Bel Canto Banquet

I enjoyed Martha Bennett Stiles' article on food fit for a diva ("The Bel Canto Banquet," April), but it is, alas, incomplete. She omitted that all-time popular favorite—Fresh Garden Peas!

William B. Ober
Tenaflly, N. J.

All banquets, like articles, must end, and just proportion sometimes means that something must be left out—there was room neither for Mary's Garden Peas nor her Salad, and the Olives Fremstad (pimiento in sour cream spiked with garlic) are still in the kitchen.

Kris Kristofferson

I do hope that Kris Kristofferson ("Kris Kristofferson: Odysseus in Lewis," April) is talented, as he does seem to be such an unappealing car.

Steve Adamson
Stoughton, Mass.

We suggest that now that Mr. Adamson has looked, he also listen a little.

Grammar Awards

Your recent series of thought-provoking articles on the "classical crisis" can be graphically amplified by the way the classical category was handled—or scuttled—at the March 16th Grammy Awards. The National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences (NARAS) represents the recording industry. The awards are presented each year to those responsible for excellence in just about every area of the recording field. Three points serve to illustrate what the recording industry thinks of classical music:

In all categories except classical, the award was announced before the award was presented to the winner. In classical, only the winners were announced.

At least one winner in the classical field was not given enough time to go to the podium to receive his award. When Robert Myers of Angel Records was only halfway to the podium, the next award was announced.

The two people chosen to present the classical awards were not familiar with the music. One even stated that she did not know how to pronounce these names. "Needless to say, she did not try."

It seems in a city the size of Los Angeles, NARAS could have found someone who knew the music well enough to be able to pronounce those names. It almost seems as if the recording industry is deliberately trying to destroy a part of its own lifeblood, and this is frightening.

Robert A. Norberg
Recording Engineer
Capitol-Angel Records
Hollywood, Cal.

The Editor replies: "Mr. Norberg's letter may come as something of a surprise to those readers who saw the Grammy Awards televised. If one were to judge from that oddly unprofessional spectacle alone, there are no Grammy awards for classical music."

Quadrasonics

For some time now I have been increasingly aware of a misspelling that began appearing in the various audio magazines I was reading, the spelling of the prefix quadri- (or quadru- or quadr-) before vowels as "quadro-" or "quadra-" (or "quadra-"), spellings which appalled me, as they are so far out of line with regard to normal good English. I did some research in my back magazine files and found that you were the first one to use the spelling "quadra-" in the September 1969 issue of STEREO REVIEW. The misspelling "quadra-" has now spread to several other publications, making it harder to eradicate it. The problem is not whether it is -phonic or -sonic, Greek or Latin (and there is plenty of precedence for mixing the two), but whether the prefix is spelled correctly. The only correct spelling is as in quadraphonic or quadrasonic or quadricast.

Philip N. Bridges
Ashton, Md.

The Editor replies: "I agree with Mr. Bridges that, according to the 'rules' of word coinage, the spelling 'quadri-' is 'correct' and 'quadra-' is not. Neologistics is hardly an exact science, however, and one is therefore free to make (or break) a few rules without being tossed out of the game. 'Quadra-' was chosen over 'quadri-' for the best reason in the world: it is easier to read. In English, the 'a' in that position scans for an unaccented neutral vowel sound, but the 'i' presents a problem, a momentary hesitation. How does one pronounce it—at 'quadri-'

(Continued on page 8)
Deep inside a building at New York's Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, recorded history is being recorded again. At the Rodgers and Hammerstein Archives of Recorded Sound, technician Sam Sanders is busy continually transcribing all sorts of old recordings, transcriptions and acetates. Not only will there then be a more permanent record of this valuable material, but access to it is made easy through a sophisticated catalogue system, by which interested persons can hear material that was otherwise unavailable.

The Rodgers and Hammerstein Archives of Recorded Sound are part of the New York Public Library, Research Library of the Performing Arts, and encompass virtually the entire history of recorded sound. But to get these early (and often irreplaceable) discs onto tape wasn't easy. Because until the recording industry established its own standards, playing speeds, groove widths and depths were widely varied.

Stanton engineers worked closely with Archive Head David Hall and engineer Sam Sanders when the Archive Preservation Laboratory was being set up. Standard Stanton 681 cartridge bodies were chosen for their superior reproduction characteristics. However, some 30 different stylus types had to be prepared to give the tape transfer operation the variety needed to match the various old groove specifications. Each was hand-made by Stanton engineers to fit a particular disc's requirements. So when Sam Sanders begins the careful disc-to-tape transfer, he must first match the stylus to the record. Both microscope and trial-and-error techniques must be often used together. But one of the special styli will enable every last bit of material to be extracted from these recorded rarities.

It goes without saying that a company willing to take such care in helping to preserve recorded history must also be interested in superior reproduction of today's high fidelity pressings. Which is one reason why Stanton cartridges remain the choice of professionals the world over.

For an informative brochure about our professional-quality cartridges, write to Stanton Magnetics, Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
NEW, TRANSPARENT AND BEAUTIFUL.

ADC's brand new 450A is a "high transparency" speaker system for the perfectionist who wants to own the best bookshelf system money can buy.

This two-way system avoids the use of complex crossover networks and the resultant phase distortion. By enabling the majority of the audio spectrum to be radiated by the high frequency unit, we achieve essentially a "single point source". The low frequency driver is then left to do the demanding but un-complicated job of reproducing the low and basically non-directional portion of the audio spectrum.

The result is an extremely transparent true-to-life bookshelf speaker system you must hear to appreciate.

**ADC 450A SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Type**: Full-sized bookshelf
- **Cabinet**: Oiled Walnut
- **Dimensions**: 25" H x 14" W x 12¾" D
- **Weight**: 50 lbs. each
- **Frequency Response**: 25 Hz to 30 kHz ± 3 dB (measured in average listening room)
- **Speakers (2)**: ¾" "point source" wide range tweeter and 12" high compliance woofer
- **Nominal Impedance**: 6 ohms (for optimum performance from transistorized amplifiers)
- **Power Required**: 10 watts RMS minimum
- **Price**: $150 (suggested resale)

Sonic or as "quadree-sonic?" We are all sub-vocalizers, and either of these, it seems to me, is impossible for speakers of English to do justice to without a prissily unnatural set of the lips.

By christening this new art (if 'art' it is) in print, I was hoping thereby to give it, as soon as possible, a descriptive and easily pronounced handle everyone could agree on. This was perhaps overbold and presumptuous of me, for almost immediately there was a veritable eruption of elegant variations, all of them affected and a few of them monstrous (in the third and fourth Webster senses), difference only for difference's sake. But then, rules can be broken by anyone so inclined to break the one about 'quadri-' and 'quadra-'; for example, and Mr. Bridges apparently doesn't mind fracturing the one about mixing Latin and Greek roots. I am a little firmer on the latter than he is, but I am capable, in this music magazine, of breaking practically any rule, without qualm, for Euphony's sake.

Which brings us to the last point: I have a sense, which etymologies might, with a great deal of difficulty, explain, that we should pay some attention to how we use the roots 'phon-' and 'son-.' Audio really has two "business ends," the input and the output, and we have customarily been using 'phon-' for the input end (megaphone, microphone, telephone—and, yes, phonograph is an exception); I favor preserving the difference. Thus, music may be quadrophonically recorded (by microphones), but it is quadrasomono reproduced (by loudspeakers). Knowing from experience, however, that this is one area in which barbarous etymologies are almost always triumphant, I expect in time to find all the world chanting 'kwodreefonix' with one voice, and without causing discernible pain to any lexical ganglia but Mr. Bridges' and mine.

**Multi-Channel Enthusiasm**

Since all the talk began about four-channel sound some months ago, my reaction has been to dismiss it as just a gimmick. However, as Ralph Hodges pointed out in his April article, "Multi-Channel Listening," it was simple to set up a "free home trial," since I had enough equipment at hand already.

How shall I say it? I saw the light; I heard the sound—and I loved it. It really works, adding an extra dimension to so many of my records. Of course, it does nothing for mono and very little for certain stereo discs, but I've hit a few winners and I'm just starting to re-audition the records and tapes in my collection. The big hit of my early experiment was the first Swing-Angle Singers album "Bach's Greatest Hits." It's unbelievable. The effect is so splendid that the two extra speakers have become a much enjoyed addition to a music system that has never been as effective as the hook-up described in the article. The manual accompanying my amplifier, of breaking practically any rule, was perhaps overbold and presumptuous of me, for almost immediately there was a veritable eruption of elegant variations, all of them affected and a few of them monstrous (in the third and fourth Webster senses), difference only for difference's sake. But then, rules can be broken by anyone so inclined to break the one about 'quadri-' and 'quadra-'; for example, and Mr. Bridges apparently doesn't mind fracturing the one about mixing Latin and Greek roots. I am a little firmer on the latter than he is, but I am capable, in this music magazine, of breaking practically any rule, without qualm, for Euphony's sake.

This two-way system avoids the use of complex crossover networks and the resultant phase distortion. By enabling the majority of the audio spectrum to be radiated by the high frequency unit, we achieve essentially a "single point source". The low frequency driver is then left to do the demanding but un-complicated job of reproducing the low and basically non-directional portion of the audio spectrum.

The result is an extremely transparent true-to-life bookshelf speaker system you must hear to appreciate.

聘用大米克品牌的新450A是一款“高度透明性”扬声器系统，为追求极致的书架式扬声器系统，任何金钱都可购买。

该二路系统避免了使用的复杂分频网络和由此产生的相位失真。通过让音频频谱的大部分由高频单元辐射，我们实现了基本上一个“单点源”。低频驱动器则被留给做件要求但简单的工作。以复制低频，以及基本非方向性的部分音频频谱。

结果是一个极其透明真实的书架式扬声器系统，你必须听到欣赏。

**ADC 450A SPECIFICATIONS**

- **类型**：全尺寸书架式
- **柜体**：油木
- **尺寸**：25" H x 14" W x 12¾" D
- **重量**：50磅每个
- **频率响应**：25 Hz to 30 kHz ± 3 dB（在平均聆听室测量）
- **扬声器（2）**：3/4" “点源”宽域高音单元和12"高合规度低音单元
- **名义阻抗**：6欧姆（以保持放大器的高效率）
- **所需功率**：10瓦RMS最小
- **价格**：$150（建议零售价）

音响或称为“四度音响”？我们都已经学会用语言来描述，特别是当涉及到声音的再现时。然而，规则可以被打破。任何想打破“quadri-”和“quadra-”的人，例如，Mr. Bridges 似乎并不介意打破第一个关于混合拉丁语和希腊语的规则。我站在后者这一边，但我是有能力，通过《音乐杂志》的指南，打破所有的规则。

《music》

对我来说，这是一次简单的家庭试验，因为我已经有了足够的设备。我看到了光，听到了声音—我爱上了它。它确实有效，为许多唱片和磁带添加了一维的维度。当然，它对单声道不起作用，而且对某些立体声唱片的使用非常有限，但我已经找到了一些赢家，并开始重新聆听录音。我的早期实验中最成功的是第一张Swing-Angle Singers专辑“Bach’s Greatest Hits”。这是不可否认的，效果如此之好，以至于另外两个扬声器已经成了一种被大家喜爱的增加，我的音乐系统从来没有像这样有效。

自从四声道声音几个月前出现以来，我的反应一直是把它当作一个花招。然而，正如 Ralph Hodges 在他的四月文章“Multi-Channel Listening”中所指出的，它是简单地设置了一个“免费家庭试验”，因为我有足够的设备。

我将如何说呢？我看到了光明；我听到了声音—我爱上了它。它确实有效，为许多唱片和磁带添加了一维的维度。当然，它对单声道不起作用，而且对某些立体声唱片的使用非常有限，但我已经找到了一些赢家，并开始重新聆听录音。我的早期实验中最成功的是第一张Swing-Angle Singers专辑“Bach’s Greatest Hits”。这是不可否认的，效果如此之好，以至于另外两个扬声器已经成了一种被大家喜爱的增加，我的音乐系统从来没有像这样有效。

多年来，我拥有多个Jensen墙式扬声器，它们被安装在与我的主要扬声器和辅助音箱一起使用。它们的图示在第64页上表示，所有这些皆需要与放大器的扬声器接口相连。我使用一组Atari-Radio Shack Solo-103单元在房间的角落里，面向上部，以获得立体声效果，以及Fairwell to Tarwathie by Judy Collins “Whales and Nightingales”以一次令人惊讶的音效。

感谢您提供这些信息。May I suggest Bernstein’s Peter and the Wolf recording on Columbia for some new “hall” reverberation effects, and Fairwell to Tarwathie from Judy Collins “Whales and Nightingales” leaves one fairly dripping with seawater.

DOUGLAS K. BECK
Sunnyvale, Cal.

Many thanks for Ralph Hodges’ article on multi-channel listening in the April issue. For several years I have had a pair of Jensen wall speakers that were wired in parallel with my main speakers and were used to supplement them. The diagram on page 64 revealed that all that was required was to disconnect the ground wires at the amplifier speaker terminals and twist them together. Quite an improvement, especially for snare drums, cymbals, and triangles. It really brings them out and seems to add depth to the sound. All program material is noticeably benefited.

Incidentally, each of the Jensen speakers has a five-inch woofer, two tweeters, and a level control. Just right for “free" quadrasonic.

JOHN S. MCLEAN
Richards Landing, Ont.

Ralph Hodges’ article in the April issue was an excellent coverage of "Multi-Channel Listening." It would be useful to know whether amplifiers with a center channel speaker outlet would provide a “difference signal.” Two or more speakers could be powered by the center channel and, if properly placed, would perhaps be as effective as the hook-up described in the article. The manual accompanying my amplifier describes the method of wiring the third (center channel) speaker, but doesn’t give the purpose or effect to be achieved.

JAMES V. HENRY
McLean, Va.

Mr. Hodges replies: “Sorry to disappoint you, Mr. Henry, but the answer to your implied question and the queries from numerous other readers on alternate hook-ups is "The center-channel output provides not a ‘difference’ signal but a ‘sum’ signal, which can be used to drive a center-fill speaker between the main..." (Continued on page 10)
it's funny--you pay more for a TDK cassette and you get so much less.

less tape noise... exclusive TDK SD Gamma Ferric Oxide affords better signal-to-noise ratios. wider dynamic range too.

less distortion... TDK's SD high coercivity oxide permits higher recording levels, low harmonic distortion (0.7%) at standard recording levels, clearer sounds.

less mechanical problems... precision slitting means no "scalloped" tape edges, accurate track alignment; virtually no jamming or binding of reel hubs to adversely affect wow and flutter.

less "dropouts" and head wear... mirror finish of oxide side prevents "shedding", abrasive action.

TDK ELECTRONICS CORP.
LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK 11103

World's leader in tape technology since 1932.

JUNE 1971

CIRCLE NO. 49 ON READER SERVICE CARD
We put a little more feature into each feature.

- A Papst hysteresis synchronous motor with outer rotor for unvarying speed accuracy.
- Precise stylus overhang adjustment with built-in gauge — no shifting, no guesswork, no templates.
- Silicone-damped cueing in both automatic and manual play.
- And, those exclusive light touch pushbuttons to make it easy to enjoy all those other wonderful 50H features $175.00 at your hi-fi dealer.

Benjamin Electronic Sound Corp., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735, a division of Instrument Systems Corp.

Available in Canada.

MIRACORD 50H
CIRCLE NO. 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD

RABCO
Gives you a choice —
TWO straight line servo-driven phono-arms.

The moderately priced ST-4 turntable and mechanical servo arm

- Synchronous motor at the turntable for constant speed
- Electric-motor cueing and end-of-record arm lift

The superb SL-8E electric servo arm for those who seek the ultimate

ST-4 Combination $159.00
Optional Two-Piece Cover $15.00
SL-8E arm $169.00

MAKERS OF THE ONLY SERVO DRIVEN STRAIGHT LINE ARM
RABCO
11937 TECH ROAD
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20904

CIRCLE NO. 33 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Editor replies: "Simply because measuring or weighing anything requires a standard. In this case, Piaf is the standard, and other singers may be measured against her accomplishment without any implication that they are her equal. Knowing that, to Mr. Coppage, Melanie 'sounds a little like Piaf' (and that is all he said) gives us some idea of the kind of singer she is very quickly, and probably better than a long disquisition on her voice and performing style would.

"Get-Ready Man"

I can tell you exactly where the "Get-Ready Man" mentioned in William Anderson's "Editorially Speaking" column for March comes from. He appears in "The Car We Had to Push," the second chapter of My Life and Hard Times by James Thurber. It is a shame that he forgot that Thurber created the Get-Ready Man, but whether or not one remembers the name of the creator isn't nearly as significant as remembering the creation itself—which is, incidentally, a point that is just as true about music as it is about literature and all other art.

BERNARD SPUNBERG
North Hollywood, Cal.

Jeanette MacDonald

The RCA album LPV 526 does not contain original soundtrack recordings of Jeanette MacDonald, as Mr. Mallery states in his letter to the Editor (February), but rather recordings of the 1930's and 1940's. The word 'original' on the album cover is used to distinguish them from the second and third versions of the same songs, which were recorded by MacDonald and Eddy in later years, up to 1958.

I have ninety-eight selections by Jeanette MacDonald, all of which have been released commercially on RCA and HMV. To the best of my knowledge, none is a soundtrack. And for those interested in hearing Miss MacDonald sing grand opera, the selections in LM 2908 are actually from Faust, Bohème, Butterfly, Louise, and Roméo et Juliette.

WILLIAM F. CORCORAN
New London, Conn.

(Continued on page 12)
Have the high notes on your records become only a memory?

When Jascha Heifetz plays a high note on your favorite violin recording, are you actually hearing it? Or are you just remembering it?

That's something to think about when you consider how many hundreds of dollars you've invested in your records. And what can happen when you play them.

As soon as the stylus touches down in the groove, a running battle begins. The stylus is violently tossed up, down and sideways, thousands of times a second. These motions are either producing beautiful high notes, or expensive memories. It all depends on the tonearm.

How the tonearm should work.

If the tonearm does its various jobs properly, your records can last a lifetime. So we think it is worth investing a few minutes of your time to understand the essentials of what a tonearm is supposed to do.

The tonearm must apply just the right amount of pressure to the stylus, keep this pressure equal on both walls of the groove, and follow the stylus without resistance as the groove spirals inward. Then the stylus will be able to respond freely to all the twists and turns in the record groove, without digging in or chopping away.

And the pending four-channel records are likely to require the stylus to perform even more complex gyrations.

It takes some engineering.

Dual tonearms do all these jobs extraordinarily well. For example, the tonearm of the 1219 works like a gyroscope. It pivots up and down on one ring, left and right on another.

And all four pivot points are identical. This suspension system is called a gimbal. And no other automatic tonearm has a pivot system like it.

It takes extraordinary precision.

Every stylus is made to apply even pressure on the groove walls. But during play, the groove pulls the stylus against the inner wall. Better tonearms have a special setting to compensate for this "skating" effect.

However, for an anti-skating system to be effective, bearing friction must not only be low, but consistent. If you can imagine fifteen thousandths of a gram, that's the maximum bearing friction of the 1219. Guaranteed.

And some other angles.

Apart from preventing record wear, tonearm design should prevent distortion. This largely depends on the angle of the stylus in the groove. Which depends in some cases on tonearm design, in others on the way the cartridge fits into the tonearm head.

The longer the tonearm, the lower the tracking error. The 1219 is 8¾" from pivot to stylus tip, longest of all automatic tonearms.

The angle of the stylus in the groove alters during play depending on whether you are playing one record or a stack. The Dual 1219 is an exception because its tonearm can be set for the correct angle in either single or multiple play.

The professionals' choice.

Dual turntables have been the choice of professionals for many years because of their precision, ruggedness and simplicity of operation. And not always the most expensive Dual, either.

If you'd like to know what independent test labs say, we'll send you complete reprints of their reports. Plus an article on what to look for in record playing equipment reprinted from a leading music magazine.

But if you're already convinced and can't wait, just visit your authorized United Audio dealer and ask for a demonstration.

Dual automatic turntables are priced from $99.50 to $175.00. When you think about it, that's not very much to pay to keep your records from becoming a costly memory.


Dual

Twin-ring gimbal system of Dual 1219. Arm pivots vertically from inner ring, horizontally from outer ring. All four suspension points have identical low-friction bearings.

Anti-skating system of Dual 1209 and 1219 has separate calibrations for elliptical and conical stylis.

Mode Selector of Dual 1219 lowers tonearm base for single play. Stylus tracks at correct 15° angle.
"I have never heard Mozart's incredible scoring so well captured on a recording."

NEW YORK MAGAZINE
April 5, 1971

Mozart's Latest Hit!
London's marvelous recording of
THE MAGIC FLUTE

GEORG SOLTI
conducting The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
Pilar Lorengar, Stuart Burrows,
Cristina Deutekom, Hermann Prey,
Martti Talvela, Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
OSA-1397

"... 'The Magic Flute' of a great conductor and a consummate Mozartean..."

CHICAGO TODAY

New Honeywell Pentax Spotmatic II does things no other camera in the world can do.

Start with the world's best-selling 35mm SLR and the world's best metering system.

Now cap it off with a unique new lens that lets you take sharp, flare-free pictures in tough lighting situations you wouldn't even attempt to shoot with any other camera, no matter how expensive.

Fantastic? Fantastic! Visit your Honeywell dealer and see for yourself. Not all dealers are authorized to handle Honeywell products. If the dealer you visit does not have the product you want, shop elsewhere.

Honeywell

Dynaflap

- So it goes for me... the new Plymouth has to have a crankshaft replaced... the new Signature refrigerator is now awaiting its third compressor... Now, I've purchased my first RCA Dynaflex disc ("The New Skinny Disc," April) and—you guessed it—I got one in which the little gas bubbles didn't get out of the vinyl.

DONALD R. HOGER
New York, N.Y.

- Bravo to RCA. In a time of new, sensational, never-before seen, heard, or dreamed-of developments touted by every firm in America, it is nice to have a new idea enter quietly through a side door ("The New Skinny Disc," April). I'm sure RCA could have screamed and shouted about the revolutionary development of the Dynaflex process, but they chose instead to permit the public a rare moment of unpublicized discovery.

CLIFF KAWANA
Honolulu, Hawaii

Disc Quality

- I have recently seen quite a bit of material in STEREO REVIEW concerning poor disc quality. A radical improvement in overall quality may not be economically feasible, but why couldn't record companies manufacture limited numbers of high-quality discs to be sold to a group of subscribers to this service, like the record clubs many of them now operate? There would be extra cost involved, but I for one would gladly pay it, and so would others.

JOHN SCHAFFNER
Clarendon Hills, Ill.

Thank you for demonstrating that I'm not the only one who's fed up with poor record quality. Your synopsis, "The Product" is, sad to say, accurate. American record pressings are terrible. I'm tired of returning 50 per cent of my purchases because the discs are unplayable.

Sorry, but one gram stylus force will not track a record whose surface visually resembles a sine wave; and $1,500 worth of equipment will sound no better than a $79 portable when the ratio of vinyl to sand is half and half.

DAVID D. HYDE
St. Louis, Mo.

More Classical Crisis

- In reference to STEREO REVIEW's series on the classical music dilemma, I, as do many of my rock-music-listening friends, also appreciate some classical music. However, when we go to record stores to buy classical music, there is such a huge, confusing selection of works and artists to choose from.

If I may presume to speak for the under-thirty people, I would say that concomitant with expanding our experience we would very much like to know about and hear more classical music. Along with Canned Heat, we can dig Beethoven too, but the question is where to start?

JOEL DON-BATALLA
Hayward, Cal.

I feel that the classical music business has fallen victim to the absentee ownership and management of retail firms. This has led to a drastic decline of interest in serving the customer both in quality of product and in the sales personnel's knowledge of what they are selling.

FRANK PEDROJA
Wichita, Kans.

STEREO REVIEW
NEW DYNACO QUADAPTOR®

Only $19.95
KIT $29.95 factory-assembled

AND

TWO MORE SPEAKERS

CREATES

FOUR-DIMENSIONAL

DYNAQUAD® STEREO

The new Dynaco Quadaptor® can be used with virtually any existing stereo receiver or amplifier. Dynaquad® four-dimensional stereo does not require an additional stereo amplifier...just two matched, eight ohm speakers in back of the room. The four speakers are connected to the Quadaptor® which in turn is connected to the amplifier.

The Quadaptor® is not a synthesizer. Rather it reveals depth and concert-hall sound already on many of your present stereo recordings but not enjoyed due to the limitations of the conventional two-speaker stereo system. The manner in which the new two back speakers are connected unmask this hitherto hidden information to fully utilize everything that has been included on your recordings all along. Not only will the Quadaptor® give you four-dimensional stereo from your present recordings, but you can enjoy the same Dynaquad® stereo from your present FM stereo tuner too.

Best results are realized when the back eight ohm speakers have as constant an impedance as possible. The Dynaco A-25 ($79.95 each) speakers were designed specifically to provide constant impedance. The Stereophile Magazine calls them “probably the best buy in high fidelity today.”

Dynaco A-25 speakers ($79.95 each—assembled only)

Send for literature or pick some up at your dealer where you can see and hear Dynaco equipment.

DYNACO INC. 3060 JEFFERSON ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19121
IN EUROPE WRITE: DYNACO A/S, HUMLUM, STRUER, DENMARK
introduces you to new heights of performance with this magnificent Tuner and Amplifier

**KT-7001 • 3-FET • 4-IC • XTAL FILTER • FM/AM STEREO TUNER**

Frequency Linear-type 4-gang Variable Capacitor and 3 FETs FM Front-end results in excellent spurious and IM characteristics • Crystal Filter and 4 ICs FM IF Stages offer exceedingly sharp selectivity, capture ratio and stable high gain • Pushbutton Automatic MPX Filter eliminates noise components in the stereo sub-channel and improves SN ratio • FM Multipath Indication Circuit provides maximum multipath deflection • 2 step (10 μS, 50 μS) FM Audio Muting Circuit • New MPX Circuit offers greater stereo separation and extremely low IM Distortion • Low-noise FET and Ceramic Filter in IF Stage produce wide frequency and sharper selectivity in AM reception

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- FM Sensitivity (IHF): 1.5 μV
- FM Frequency Response: 20-15k Hz (±0. – 1.5 dB)
- FM Harmonic Distortion (at 100 Hz, 100% Mod.): Mono: less than 0.25%; Stereo: less than 0.5%
- FM S/N Ratio (at 100% Mod.): better than 75 dB at 30 μV Input; better than 60 dB at 5 V Input
- FM Capture Ratio (IHF): 1 dB
- FM Selectivity (Alt. Channel, IF): better than 90 dB
- FM Stereo Separation: better than 30 dB
- AM Sensitivity (IHF): 15 μV
- AM Selectivity: better than 30 dB
- Dimensions: 16⅛"W, 5¼"H, 11¾"D
- Weight: 18 lbs.
- Price: $279.95

**KA-7002 • 196-WATT (IHF) • DIRECT-COUPLING STEREO AMPLIFIER**

Two Differential Amplifiers for first and pre-drive stages, Output Coupling Capacitorless Complementary-symmetry Driver Stages, Dual-balanced Plus and Minus Power Supplies, and Direct-coupling Circuitry from input to speakers combine to produce exceptional wide frequency range from DC up to ultrasonic with purer, richer, lower frequency response, freedom from IM Distortion; phase shift over the entire audio range, roll-off at very low frequencies; crossover distortion-free sound even under low output level and high damping factor down through extremely low frequencies • Provision for 4-channel Stereo, 2 Phonos, 2 Tape Decks, 2 Auxiliaries, Mike, Tuner, 3 sets of Stereo Speakers • Separate Preamplifier and Main Amplifier • Null Balance Control • 2 dB Step-type Tone Control Switches

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Power Output (IHF): 196 watts @ 4 ohms; 170 watts @ 8 ohms; 100 watts RMS Continuous Power, 50 watts per channel with both channels operating simultaneously with 8 ohms load at any frequency from 20-20kHz • Harmonic Distortion: less than 0.5%, rated output from 20-20kHz • IM Distortion: less than 0.3%, rated output or any level less • Frequency Response: 20-50kHz (±1 dB) • Sensitivity: Phono 1 and Mic, 2.5 mV; Phono 2, 2.5 mV/0.06 mV (switchable); Aux 1-2/Tape Play A-B, 200 mV • Main Amp Input: 1V • Signal-to-Noise Ratio (below rated output): Phono 1: 79 (2.5 mV), 65 dB; Mic, 67 dB; Aux/Tuner/Tape Play, 77 dB • Damping Factor: 45 @ 8 ohms • Bass Control: ±10 dB @ 100 Hz • Treble Control: ±10 dB @ 10kHz • Tone Control Switch (Tone Control Switch @ 300 Hz) • Low & High Filter: 18 dB per octave • Dimensions: 16⅛"W, 5¼"H, 11¾"D
- Weight: 22 lbs.
- Price: $299.95

For complete specifications write:

KENWOOD

15777 So. Broadway, Gardena, Calif. 90248
72-02 Fifty-first Ave., Woodside, N.Y. 11377

CIRCLE NO. 28 ON READER SERVICE CARD
James B. Lansing L100 Speaker

- James B. Lansing's new L100 speaker system is a three-way design in a sealed bookshelf-size walnut cabinet measuring 24 x 14 x 13 inches. The direct-radiator drivers consist of a 12-inch woofer with a 27-Hz free-air resonance, a 4-inch cone mid-range, and a 2-inch cone tweeter. Crossover frequencies are 2,500 and 7,000 Hz. Output-level controls for both the mid-range and tweeter provide a 9-dB range of adjustment; they are calibrated in decibels and installed on the front panel of the enclosure behind the removable grille cloth. On-axis frequency response of the L100 is 40 to 15,000 Hz ±3 dB. Response remains within 6 dB of this range up to 45 degrees off-axis in any direction. Power-handling capability is 50 watts, and efficiency for a 1-watt input is rated at 78 dB sound-pressure level at a distance of 15 feet. The system has a nominal 8-ohm impedance. The grille-cloth material, molded in a raised checkerboard pattern, comes in shades of orange, blue, or brown. Price of the L100: $264.

Kenwood KA-5002 Amplifier and KT-5000 AM/Stereo FM Tuner

- Kenwood's new KA-5002 integrated stereo amplifier or KT-5000 AM/speaker FM tuner are matched components of similar styling and size. The tuner (top) has an FM sensitivity of 1.7 microvolts, a frequency response of 20 to 15,000 Hz +0, -2 dB, and a capture ratio of 2.5 dB. Harmonic distortion is under 0.6 per cent for mono FM reception and 0.9 per cent for stereo. Selectivity is better than 50 dB. The unit has separate signal-strength and center-channel tuning meters and an output-level control located on the front panel. Indicators light when the FM interstation-noise muting and multiplex-filter switches are activated.

  The KA-5002 amplifier has complete dubbing and monitoring facilities for two three-head stereo tape decks or a single four-channel machine. In the latter application two of the four signals are processed by the KA-5002's power amplifiers to drive two speakers; the other two signals are available at the second pair of tape-output jacks, from whence they can be routed to a second stereo amplifier and on to the second pair of speakers. When a front-panel pushbutton on the KA-5002 is depressed the large volume knob serves as a master control for all four signals.

  The KA-5002 delivers a continuous power output of 30 watts per channel, both driven into 8-ohm loads, throughout the audio-frequency band. Distortion at this output is less than 0.5 per cent (harmonic) and 0.3 per cent (intermodulation), and signal-to-noise ratios are 77 dB for high-level inputs and 65 dB for the phono input. Frequency response is 20 to 50,000 Hz ±1 dB. The unusually complete control features include high- and low-cut filters (12-dB-per-octave rolloff above 7,000 Hz and below 80 Hz, respectively), loudness compensation, a -20-dB muting switch for brief listening interruptions, and a "null" function for electronically balancing the two stereo channels. All these are controlled by pushbuttons. Inputs provided are two phono (one affected by a front-panel sensitivity switch), two auxiliary, tuner, and phono (one affected by a front-panel sensitivity switch), two auxiliary, tuner, and microphone. They are chosen by means of a rotary selector, the position of which is indicated by miniature lamps arranged to either side of the front-panel headphone jack. Off-the-tape monitoring from either deck and interdeck dubbing are under the control of a second rotary switch, while a third selects mode (either or both channels, stereo reverse, and mono), and a fourth turns two pairs of speakers on or off. The bass and treble controls are calibrated in 2-dB intervals over a range of ±10 dB.

  The tuner and amplifier are of identical size—approximately 17 x 5 1/4 x 11 inches and weigh 14 and 20 pounds, respectively. Walnut end pieces are fitted to both units. Prices: KT-5000 tuner, $179.95; KA-5002 amplifier, $219.95.

Sherwood S-4100 Stereo Compact

- Sherwood's new Model S-4100 is essentially an AM/speaker FM/phono compact system without speakers, which enables the buyer to select those of his choice. The S-4100 has output and switching facilities for two pairs of speakers plus stereo headphones (front-panel jack for low- or high-impedance phones). The built-in amplifiers provide 25 watts per channel continuous power into 8 ohms, with harmonic and intermodulation distortion both 1 per cent at rated output, and 0.35 per cent or less at a 10-watt level. The frequency response of the audio section is 30 to 20,000 Hz ±2 dB and signal-to-noise ratios are 65 dB for the phono inputs and 75 dB for high-level inputs. FM specifications include an IF sensitivity of 1.9 microvolts, a 2.8-dB capture ratio, and a stereo frequency response of 20 to 15,000 Hz ±1 dB.

  Stereo separation is 40 dB at 1,000 Hz. The phono section consists of a BSR 4- (Continued on page 20)
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FREE INFORMATION SERVICE

Here's an easy and convenient way for you to get additional information about products advertised or mentioned editorially in this issue. Just follow the directions below...and the literature will be sent to you promptly and free of charge.

Tear out one of the perforated postage-free cards. Please print or type your name and address where indicated.

Circle the number on the card that corresponds to the key number at the bottom of the advertisement or editorial mention that interests you. (Key numbers for advertised products also appear in the Advertisers' Index.)

Simply mail the card. No postage is required.

This address is for our "Free Information Service" only. All other inquiries are to be directed to Stereo Review, One Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.
Stereo Review's Free Information Service can help you select everything for your music system without leaving your home, and at no cost to you. Simply by following the directions on the reverse side of this page, you can receive additional information about any product advertised in this issue.
IF YOU RECOGNIZE THE LOOKS, YOU KNOW THE QUALITY

Sansui 5000 X AM/FM Multiplex Receiver

If you immediately think, "That's a Sansui", when you spot the distinctive styling, you know enough to assume it will also have sumptuous sound, velvety operating feel, fabulous specifications and deluxe features to match. And you're absolutely right.

Continuous power is 60 watts per channel at 8 ohms, by our own tough standard (or 200 watts of IHF music power). At a total harmonic distortion below 0.5%, not "under 1%." With IHF power bandwidth of 15 to 30,000 hz, not 20 to 20,000. FM sensitivity is 1.8 μV IHF—and the sensitivity curve bends sharply beyond that point for real pickup power.

It's got a microphone input with its own control for blending in live voice and instrumental performance with disc, broadcast, tape or any other input. Tape in/out facilities for up to four decks. Exclusive stereo-only FM mode. Linear-tuning FM dial. Separable pre- and power amplifiers. Foolproof pushbutton speaker connectors... to mention just a few features. Of course it's a Sansui... $399.95
Garrard Zero 100
Automatic Turntable

- **GARRARD's new Zero 100 automatic turntable** has an articulated tone arm that eliminates lateral tracking-angle error. The arm's operation is based on a pivoted cartridge holder whose angular offset is continuously varied to maintain tangency to the groove at all points on the playing area. Since the skating force changes with angular offset, anti-skating compensation is applied by a magnetic system, the effect of which decreases at a theoretically correct rate as the arm moves inward toward the record center. The anti-skating adjustment has settings that correspond to conical and elliptical stylus. A counterweight and a calibrated slider that moves along the underside of the arm establish tracking force. Vertical tracking angle is adjustable at the cartridge shell by means of a lever that tilts the cartridge, selecting the correct vertical angle for single-play operation or for the center disc of a six-record stack.

The 12-inch platter of the Zero 100 is driven by Garrard's "Synchro-Lab" combination induction-synchronous motor. The operating speeds of 33 1/3 and 45 rpm are adjustable over a range of approximately ±3 per cent, and can be tuned with the aid of an illuminated stroboscopic pattern visible through a window in the motorboard. According to the setting of the speed selector, the arm indexes for 7-, 10-, or 12-inch records. The other operating controls—three finger-tab levers—are for automatic and manual play and tone-arm cueing. The motorboard of the Zero 100 is 14 x 12 3/8 inches; vertical space required for installation is about 7 inches.

Price: $189.50. A simulated walnut plastic base and a dust cover are available for $6.50 each.

Circle 147 on reader service card

Kirksaeter RTX 800
Stereo FM Receiver

- **KIRKSAETER**, a new name on the U.S. audio market, is importing an unusually versatile line of stereo FM receivers based on modular construction and integrated circuits. The five receivers of the Kirksaeter RTX series, headed by the top-of-the-line 8000 (shown), are essentially identical except for the output available from their interchangeable power-amplifier modules. The RTX 8000 provides 70 watts per channel continuous, both channels driven, with harmonic and intermodulation distortion both 0.15 per cent at rated output. Other power options are available down to 37.5 watts per channel within the RTX series, and to 25 watts per channel in the less expensive compact series. Frequency response for the RTX series is 20 to 20,000 Hz ±0.2 dB.

The RTX series features manual FM tuning and pushbutton automatic tuning of five preselected FM stations. FM sensitivity is 1.1 microvolts for 26 dB quieting, with 60 dB selectivity and AM and spurious response rejection of 50 and 65 dB, respectively. Capture ratio is 1.5 dB. The extensive array of inputs, pushbutton-selected, include tape head, microphone (front-panel jack), tape (with source/tape monitoring pushbutton), auxiliary, and two phono inputs. The signal-to-noise ratio for the phono inputs is 65 dB at full power for a 2-millivolt input signal. The phono and tape inputs are paralleled by DIN jacks on the rear panel. Among the control facilities are volume, balance, bass and treble (separate for each channel), and a rotary switch for selective control of three pairs of stereo speakers. Pushbuttons are provided for high- and low-cut filters (12-dB-per-octave slopes), FM interstation-noise muting, mono/stereo mode, AFC, loudness compensation, and "presence" (an elevation in response centered at about 5,000 Hz). There are two front-panel headphone jacks, and tuning meters for FM signal strength and channel center. The Kirksaeter receivers measure approximately 18 3/4 inches wide by 4 3/4 inches high. Depth varies with model (the RTX 8000 is 14 inches deep). Prices range from $695 (RTX 8000) to $369.

Wood cabinets in palisander, teak, and various colors cost $14.95 extra.
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Stereo FM Receiver
Kirksaeter RTX 800
Automatic Turntable
Garrard Zero 100
Stereo FM Receiver
Garrard Zero 100
Automatic Turntable
Kirksaeter RTX 800
Stereo FM Receiver

speed (16⅔, 33⅓, 45, and 78 rpm) automatic turntable with cueing and adjustable anti-skating and a Shure M75 magnetic cartridge with 0.6-mil conical stylus. The four-position input selector also provides for a high-level auxiliary input. Tape facilities include a source/tape lever switch and a front-panel dubbing jack to supplement the inputs and outputs on the rear panel. Controls beyond those already mentioned include the usual volume, balance, bass, and treble, plus lever switches for mono/stereo mode, FM interstation-noise muting, and loudness compensation. The FM section is equipped with a signal-strength tuning meter and a stereo-broadcast indicator light. The complete unit, which has dimensions of 17¾ x 10½ x 18 inches (including the tinted-plastic dust cover supplied), is finished in oiled walnut. Price: $279.95.

Circle 146 on reader service card
Woody Herman chose AR-2ax speaker systems for his listening at home. The sound of live music, be it rock or big band, is reproduced accurately on AR equipment.

The accuracy with which AR speaker systems reproduce music serves as a valuable tool for many notable musicians. Among the most notable is Woody Herman, whose big bands have long enjoyed great success. His secret seems to be an ability to stay in tune with the evolution of musical styles, as is documented by the Herd’s latest recordings on the Cadet label. In spite of a schedule of more than 200 concerts every year, Mr. Herman can sometimes relax in the seclusion of his Hollywood home. Here, he listens to a high fidelity system consisting of an AR receiver, AR turntable with Shure V-15 type II cartridge, and a pair of AR-2ax speaker systems.
**Parkening’s Bach!**

"Parkening's playing of Bach is so intelligent, sensitive and adept that one can forget everything but the music."

That is Donal Henahan's (The New York Times) reaction to the 22-year-old guitarist and his feeling for Bach. In his newest album for us, Chris Parkening concentrates on 8 transcriptions of Bach compositions. Among them, "Jesu, joy of man's desiring" and "Sheep may safely graze."

We call it, "Parkening Plays Bach." It follows 3 earlier albums - In the Classic Style, In the Spanish Style, and Romanza. They are all best-sellers. This album presents Parkening at his most sensitive. It may also be Bach at his most beautiful.

**PARKENING PLAYS BACH**

TRANCEITIONS FOR GUITAR OF 8 COMPOSITIONS
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**Audio Questions and Answers**

By LARRY KLEIN  Technical Editor

**Dolby FM Broadcasts**

Q. Would the Dolby noise-reduction system be suitable in any way for use with FM broadcasting?  

PETER SELKER  Detroit, Mich.

A. Yes, without question—as a matter of fact, an experimental Dolbyized FM system was demonstrated in New York in mid-March. It has been designed to deal with a basic FM problem—noise—which limits tuner sensitivity to perhaps 1.2 microvolts at the very best.

By a not-so-odd coincidence, the type of noise that troubles FM is mostly hiss, which has much in common, in respect to its source and sound, with the hiss that disturbs tape reproduction.

If the problem of hiss in tape playing and in FM reception is much the same, then perhaps the tape solution—namely a Dolby Type B system that works only on low-level high frequencies—will serve for FM also. I’m pleased to report that it will, and beautifully too. The very silent background that is an all-too-seldom-delivered promise of FM becomes a reality with Dolbyized broadcasts. The effect of Dolbyizing the audio signal at the broadcast studio and then 'de-Dolbyizing' it in the home is the equivalent of a gain in sensitivity by a factor of perhaps three in a tuner for weak-station reception. From the point of view of the broadcaster, the station achieves perhaps a 100 per cent extension of the geographical area covered for a given noise level at the listener's receiver.

It's important to keep in mind that the actual signal strength of the Dolbyized broadcast station is not increased. A given FM tuner with a Dolby adapter in a given location will not pick up more stations, but those that are picked up will be 10 dB quieter. (A 10-dB improvement may not seem like a lot, but it can, for example, reduce the audible noise of a prerecorded cassette down to that of a good record.) We then have the equivalent (in signal-to-noise ratio at the tuner) of a tenfold increase in transmitter power.

Obviously, since the Dolby system does not increase the actual power of the broadcast signal, it is not a cure-all for every FM reception problem. If you are troubled with signal flutter, or fading, or multipath distortion, it won't help—although it may smooth the sharp edges of the high-frequency "gravel" sound that multipath produces. I suspect that the worse (or cheaper) the design of an FM receiver, the more audible will be the benefit obtained from Dolby FM processing. But, on the other hand, the cheaper the FM receiver (or radio), the less likely that it will have a Dolby circuit built in.

Which brings us to the question of compatibility. How will the Dolbyized broadcasts sound over non-Dolby radios, tuners, and receivers? The situation is quite analogous to that which exists for Dolbyized prerecorded cassettes played on non-Dolby equipment. Those who are listening to FM on inexpensive tabletop radios, portables, or cheap consoles will probably never be aware of the boost given to low-level, high-frequency signals by Dolby processing. If anything, it might even restore a little of the missing sparkle to the highs. On the other hand, those with good equipment can compensate reasonably well for the Dolby frequency equalization by reducing the highs slightly with the treble tone control. And, of course, those really concerned with top quality will add a Dolby adapter—or buy units with it built in.

Ideally, the broadcast stations should play discs and tapes that were B processed from Dolby A masters. In line with this, Dolby Laboratories and English Decca plan to make available to FM stations this fall a series of A-Type Dolby master tapes. If these tapes were to be converted from their four-band professional A form and broadcast in a single-band Dolby B form, those listeners with a Dolby-B adapter on their tuners should hear a signal that is significantly superior to that commonly available today. Incidentally, this approach will also provide the tape hobbyist with the opportunity to record, in effect, a Dolby B-type master tape for later playback through a Dolby adapter.

(Continued on page 24)
Until now, you had to buy your components separately to get this kind of quality.

You get Altec's new 44/44 watt RMS receiver, Garrard's best turntable and Shure's high-track cartridge. These components come all put together in the new Altec 911A stereo AM/FM music center. The high-performance receiver section is actually an Altec 714A receiver on a different chassis. It delivers 44 watts RMS power per channel — both channels driven at 8 ohms — with less than 0.5% harmonic distortion. (For comparison purposes the IHF music power is 180 watts.) It includes 2 crystal filters for better selectivity and 3 FET's for better sensitivity. The Garrard automatic transcription turntable is the SL95B. And the Shure elliptical high-track cartridge is the M93E. For the first time, 3 separate top-of-the-line stereo components are built into a single, convenient package. So the new Altec 911A music center will save you space and save you money and truly give you component quality.

When HIGH FIDELITY tested the 714A receiver which is the same receiver component in the new Altec 911A music center, they reported "FM performance either met or exceeded manufacturer's specifications." "IHF sensitivity came in right on the nose at 19 microvolts. Capture ratio was outstanding at 1.1 dB." They went on to report, "in our cable-FM test the 714A easily climbed into the champion class by logging a total of 60 stations, of which 45 were judged suitable for critical listening or for off-the-air taping. Even without the cable antenna hookup, the 714A—fed only by an indoor folded dipole in a different reception area—pulled in no less than 34 FM stations, of which 22 were in the 'good to excellent' class. Our past data tells us that this is a new record."

HIGH FIDELITY also reported on the amplifier section; "...offers high power, linear response, accurate equalization, very low distortion." "The unit's specifications were either met or exceeded in CBS Labs' tests. With both channels driven simultaneously the 714A furnished better than 44 watts on each channel, its bandwidth response for this power level at rated distortion of 0.5% ran from below 10 Hz to 30 kHz. Frequency response at a 1-watt level extended within 0.75 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz."

The new Altec 911A stereo AM/FM music center is at your local Altec dealer's right now. It sells for $499.00 and includes an oiled walnut base and molded dust cover. Check it out for yourself. Or, write us directly for a copy of HIGH FIDELITY's test report and a complete Altec catalog. Altec Lansing, 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, CA 92803.
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Test report excerpts courtesy of HIGH FIDELITY magazine.

Built a little better.
BIASED
IN THE INTEREST OF BETTER SOUND

The new premium cassette tapes make any cassette recorder sound better. And the new Concord F-106E stereo cassette deck makes new tapes sound better. It's the first cassette deck to make true high fidelity recordings. A Concord exclusive, Endmatic, provides complete automatic shutdown at the end of a cassette. The transport stops. The drive mechanism disengages — no chance of damage to the pinch roller.

The secret is a little switch and a unique circuit that adjusts the record bias from the normal value used for standard tapes to the higher levels that let premium cassettes just open up and sing.

At your Concord dealer, $119.79 (includes quality dynamic microphone, remote control, super dynamic cassette). Concord Electronics Corporation, 1935 Armacost Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025/a subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.

CONCORD F-106E WITH ENDMATIC™
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FREE McIntosh CATALOG
and FM DIRECTORY

Get all the newest and latest information on the new McIntosh Solid State equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In addition you will receive an FM station directory that covers all of North America.

MX112
FM STEREO/AM TUNER PREAMPLIFIER
— ALL SOLID STATE

McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
1 Chambers St., Dept. SD7
Binghamton, N.Y. 13903

NAME ________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________
CITY ___________________________________ STATE __________ ZIP _________

SEND TODAY!
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TEAC announces a current event: BiaTron.

It's the latest and greatest in dual capability: TEAC has incorporated a bias-current switch in the superlative A-1230 stereo deck. We call this feature BiaTron because it lets you choose the right bias for both standard and low-noise, high-output tapes.

The A-1230 has lots of other good news going for it, too. Like the remarkable Edi-Q Pause Control that lets you edit and cue the cleanest, click-free, pro-quality tapes while recording. And three precision motors: hysteresis-synchronous for capstan drive, eddy current types for turntable drive. TEAC constant-contact hyperbolic heads. And hair-trigger solenoid controls that make this one of the most humanly engineered decks to be found anywhere. No wonder it delivers this kind of high-performance characteristics: 30 to 20,000 Hz frequency response, 50 dB or better signal-to-noise ratio, 0.12% or less wow and flutter at 7½ ips.

Add to that such TEAC exclusives in a deck of this class as MIC and LINE mixing, TAPE and SOURCE monitoring, turntable height adjustment, independent headphone monitoring with built-in volume control. And the price is a surprisingly low $349.50.

Then to double your enjoyment, we added an auto-reverse mechanism to the A-1230, and called it the A-1250. This one is still a buy at $449.50.

Whatever your choice, you can't help keeping current when you stay tuned to TEAC.
AMPLIFIER POWER

Power is defined as the capability for doing work. The work done by an audio amplifier is moving the speaker cone, and since, in general, the more vigorously the speaker cone moves the louder the sound, amplifier power is associated with loudness. But the association is a complicated one.

Most of us think of amplifier-power requirements in terms of speaker efficiency—the speaker's acoustical-power output for a given electrical-power input (note that efficiency has no necessary bearing on speaker quality). Therefore, we choose an amplifier with a higher power rating for speaker X than for speaker Y because speaker X is less efficient. But let's take a closer look. Most of the popular "bookshelf" speakers of the acoustic-suspension type have comparable efficiencies, somewhere in the neighborhood of 0.25 to 1.5 per cent. If we drive two such speakers, one of them being twice as efficient as the other, with equal amounts of electrical power, the more efficient one will put out twice the acoustical power. But because of the way our ears work, doubling the acoustical power (a 3-dB increase) results in only a barely perceptible change in loudness.

The fact is, speaker efficiency is only one of the considerations you face when deciding on how much power you need, and it may well not be the most important one. For example, I am writing this in a small, sparsely furnished office that also contains a pair of medium-price acoustic-suspension speakers and an amplifier barely capable of 6 "clean" watts per channel. They are playing at what I consider a good background level (which may be very loud for you and practically inaudible for someone else) and sound surprisingly satisfactory, although a lack of bass and a bit of fuzziness on the loudest passages suggest that the amplifier is operating right at its 6-watt limit on peaks. Suppose I took these speakers home to my living room; how would my power requirements change, if at all? First, let's assume that the room is twice the size (volume) of the office (actually it is more). As a general rule of thumb, an increase in room volume calls for a proportional increase in power input—from 6 to 12 watts per channel—for the same loudness. Second, the room is furnished with a carpet, large sofa, and upholstered chairs, all of which soak up sound. To compensate, we add an additional two-thirds power output multiplier (a complete 40-watt amplifier would be adequate). Third, the room is now listening seriously and want the music a bit louder—about 6 dB louder (note that efficiency has no necessary bearing on speaker quality). Fourth, imagine that you have a 20 percent bigger picture of the room, which adds up to a grand total of 80 watts per channel! Actually, I suspect that 40 clean watts per channel, if it is available over the entire audio-frequency range, would be quite adequate. But any way you look at it, our little 6-watt unit, which did perfectly well under one set of conditions, has been left far behind under another. And please note that this startling progression from 6 to 80 watts per channel has been based entirely upon my own preferences in sound levels, which may differ widely from yours.
This is what people say when they hear the price of the Sony 6200

This is what people say when they hear the price of the Sony 6200

The unusually high price of the new Sony 6200 receiver is a come-on. For once you know it, you can hardly resist the temptation to hear it perform and justify its lofty price. And once you hear it perform, you'll have to own this superb component.

The real joy of the 6200 lies in its performance. Balanced positive and negative power supplies permit direct coupling all the way through to the speakers for unusual clarity. There is power to spare by whatever measure: 360 IHF watts into 4 ohms. 70+70 watts continuous power into 8 ohms with both channels driven; a minimum of 60+60 at all frequencies from 20 to 20,000 Hz.

FM performance is equally distinguished. The FET front end raises the sensitivity to its theoretical limit (1.2 uV for 20 dB quieting, 1.8 uV IHF), while retaining the ability to handle strong local stations without overload and spurious response. Solid state i.f. filters ensure that the superb performance you hear today you'll enjoy many years later.

However, the true revelation of the 6200 is your own listening experience and the "ah" of your reaction to it. For many that "ah" will prevail over the "oh" engendered by its price. See it at your Sony dealer or write: Sony Corporation of America, 47-47 Van Dam Street, Long Island City, New York 11101.

New SONY® 6200 Stereo Receiver
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Opportunities for You
Strange Power of Air Ions
Speaker Boxes That Are Something Else
The Vehicle Burglar Alarm 11 Make Your Own Ion Chamber
VOXOR Beginner's Signal Generator
The Thumpa Amplifier
Electronic Aquarium Heater
Build the
BUILD THESE CHALLENGING PROJECTS!
many with actual size PC foil patterns!
instructions-
How-It-Works
How-To-Do-It,
parts list, easy

HANDBOOK
EXPERIMENTER'S
SPRING 1971

ELECTRONICS KNOW-HOW
20 electronics construction projects for the
S P R I N G 1 9 7 1
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S
HANDBOOK
All lab-tested by the editors, with parts list, easy
"How-To-Do-It, How-It-Works" instructions-
many with actual size PC foil patterns!

BUILD THESE CHALLENGING PROJECTS! ■ Experimenter's Laser ■ Do-It-Yourself Laser Holography ■ Build Security 1 ■ Omni-Eight Speaker System ■ Build a D.C. Transformer ■ Microwaves for the Beginner ■ Build the Time Out ■ Ton-Watt PA Amplifier ■ Electronic Aquarium Heater ■ Build the VOXOR ■ Beginner's Signal Generator ■ The Thumpa-Thumpa Box ■ A Pair of Loaded Discs ■ Automatic Vehicle Burglar Alarm ■ $5 Your Own Ion Chamber ■ Speaker Boxes That Are Something Else ■ The Wea-Wea Portable Pulse Generator ■ One-Step Motion Detector ■ Build the "No-Feeling" Fence Alarm
PLUS THESE INFORMATIVE FEATURES: ■ Caution-Laser ■ Rally Round the Reflex ■ Engineering Level Opportunities for You ■ Strange Power of Air Ions

I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER

It was some years ago that Frank Sulli- van wrote a book called _The Night the Old Nostalgia Burned Down_. It does my heart good to report that on the evening of March 8, 1971 (the night of the Frazier-Ali championship fight; Sullivan, I think, would want that to be noted), the Old Nostalgia was rebuilt—every singing brick of it. The occasion was the first an- nual awards dinner of the Songwriters' Hall of Fame and, as one songwriter (probably younger and certainly more sardonic than most of those who were getting or being feted) has put it, "Elsa and Noel, Tallulah and Cole, and everybody was there." Everybody indeed was. Cer- tainly those who were able were there physically. But it was the more intangible, though strongly palpable, presences of those who were not able that filled the room like so many ghosts of Christmas past. It was not merely an awards dinner; it was a gathering of the clan, of the whole mishpocah, if you will.

The dead were honored first. Prior to the dinner, the board of directors had, by general agreement, elected fifty illustri- ously deceased songwriters to an official immortality. I cannot resist listing (with an occasional song title to jog the memory) at least some of the names. It is almost all I can do to keep from listing all of them: Ernest R. Ball ( _When Irish Eyes Are Smiling_); Johnny Burke ( _Go Ing My Way_); Buddy De Silva ( _April Showers_); Paul Dresser ( _My Gal Sal_); Vernon Duke; Fred Fisher ( _Dardanelles_); George Gershwin; Oscar Hammerstein II; W. C. Handy; Lorenz Hart; Victor Herbert; Je- rome Kern; Frank Loesser; Cole Porter; Jimmie Rodgers; Sigmund Romberg; Harry Von Tilzer ( _A Bird in a Gilded Cage_); Fats Waller; Kurt Weill; Richard Whiting ( _Too Marvelous for Words_); and Vincent Youmans. Johnny Mercer had the honor of announcing the names from the stage.

The living had a better show. There were thirty nominations which had been voted on by the membership at large in an effort to choose ten to be elected this year. The results of the voting were not heard until later on in the evening. Two other writers, Richard Rodgers and Irving Berlin, had already been elected by acclamation, and it would be pretty diffi- cult to argue with that. But all the nomi- nees were treated to a musical and pictorial presentation which also constituted the evening's entertainment. There has not been such an entertainment for many years and there may never again be one quite like it.

To begin with, there were the photo- graphs thrown on the screen, mostly old, old photographs, sepia-toned. I have a particular weakness for such pictures; I find their nostalgia content second only to songs. The faces we saw were those of America in the days when we could and did refer to America as the "melting pot." There were the faces of the Lower East Side that had "first generation" stamped all over them. There was an al- ready elegant and distinguished Edward Kennedy Ellington, and an unfamiliarly serious Hoagy Carmichael ("My studied pose," Hoagy said later). The faces were young, the expressions optimistic. They were on the way up and they knew it.

After the pictures there were projected the lists of song titles, the "hits." There was an occasional gasp or "Oh, my God," from some member of the audience who knew all the songs but who had never before put them all together under the name of a single creator. Lyricists and composers were mixed indiscriminately. If a man had had a hand in the song, then he wrote it, and that was that—and that was as it should have been.

And then, there were the songs them- selves, one per nominee, some of them illuminated by voices that called as strongly upon the memory as the songs themselves did. Gordon MacRae sang Irving Caesar's (and Vincent Youmans') _Tea for Two_; Lanny Ross sang _Stardust_ in a tender voice certainly no more tremulous than it had been years ago; Johnny Mer- cer sang Benny Davis' _Margie_; Anita Gil-lette sang Harold Arlen's_ Over the Rain-
bow, and later, with hair flying and arms waving, the Warren-Dubin Lullaby of Broadway, on pitch, up to tempo, and with every word (including one or two wrong ones) clear and ringing. Blind Al Hibbler was led to the microphone and tore the house down on the very first line of Ellington's Don't Get Around Much Any More.

Allan Jones sang (of course) Friml's Donkey Serenade, among other things; Margaret Whiting was especially poignant with Leo Robin's lyric for Beyond the Blue Horizon, the music of which was written by her late father, Richard Whiting. Celeste Holm, all ladylike elegance with a trace of daffiness, sang Yip Harburg's Right as the Rain and Howard Dietz's That's Entertainment. Oscar Brand sang Pete Seeger's Where Have All the Flowers Gone?, not an intrusion exactly, but certainly out of a different tradition. And Lee Wiley, who was, maybe, the greatest thrush of them all, came out of retirement to render the Gershwins' I've Got a Crush on You and Ned Washington's A Hundred Years from Today in exactly the same sweet, breathy, beautifully inflected voice that I know so well from records of twenty years ago.

You couldn't really pick ten out of the thirty songwriters to vote for. But it had to be done and it was done, and one at least had the knowledge that the others would be elected next year or the year after. The winners were Dorothy Fields, Duke Ellington, Sammy Cahn, Hoagy Carmichael, Ira Gershwin, Harold Arlen, Johnny Mercer, Jimmy Van Heusen, Alan Jay Lerner, and Rudolf Friml. When Hoagy Carmichael came up on stage, the lighting man in the upstairs alcove stopped what he was doing, leaned out from his perch, and applauded. Johnny Mercer, who shared the m.c. duties with disc jockey William B. Williams, struck a note of almost unbelievable modesty at the announcement of his name by brushing his hand across his eyes before saying his thank you's.

It was a nice touch to have each announcement made by another, younger songwriter. Jerry Bock, Sheldon Harnick, Jackie DeShannon, and Charlie Singleton were among those who helped out. And as they took turns at the microphone, the good little orchestra, with Skitch Henderson leading and playing fine piano, sketched out their hits. It provided an interesting test of audience demographics. When Carol Hall and Kris Kristofferson came on stage the lady next to me whispered frantically, ''Who's he?'' I explained who Kris was. ''And who's she?'' the lady asked.

A couple of solo appearances and a chorus closed the evening. Eubie Blake, eighty-eight last February, sat down to the piano and gave us two choruses of his own Memories of You. Rudolf Friml, going on ninety-two, and never a man to leave the last word to someone else, accompanied Lanny Ross in Tingle-ing-el-ing and Allan Jones in Giannina Mia, and then segued into the Vagabond Song. Then the entire audience was invited to sing a chorus of Say It with Music as a tribute to the unfortunately absent Irving Berlin, and they did. And the evening was over.

What do I have to say about it? That they're just not writing them like that anymore? No, they're not. They're writing them quite differently these days. But isn't it nice to know that once upon a time they did write them like that? Nostalgia, I suppose. About three-quarters of the way through the evening, Carol, my wife, leaned over to me and said, ''It's funny, but somehow it just makes me feel terribly proud to be an American, and I don't feel that way very often these days.''

Thank you, dear. You put your finger right on it. To be reminded of a time when one did feel continually proud to be an American—that's the real nostalgia of the thing.
MORE POWER TO THE PEOPLE,
FOR A LOT LESS MONEY

When you have a stereo AM/FM receiver selling under $200, you're making people a powerful offer.

100 WATTS FOR $199
For that price, the S-7100 offers more amplifier power (25 + 25 R.M.S. at 8 ohms) than any other receiver.
Of course, Sherwood does not live by power alone. So the S-7100 is loaded with impressive specifications and extravagant features you usually find on expensive models.

FM sensitivity is 1.9 µV (IHF). Amplifier distortion is a mere 0.2% at listening levels. And you get a variety of selector switches, including an FM interchannel hush control and an extra front panel tape record/dubbing jack.

Plus one feature you'll find hard to get at this price. Every S-7100 comes with an oiled walnut cabinet at no extra charge.

The S-7100 has all the power you ever dreamed of. At the kind of price you dreamed of paying.


SHERWOOD SOUNDS EXPENSIVE
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DAMPING FACTOR AND BANDWIDTH:

Among amplifier specifications there are two that occasionally provoke arguments among engineers and audiophiles. These are damping factor and bandwidth. In my view the importance of a high damping factor has been overemphasized. Damping factor is the ratio of the rated load impedance of the speaker to the internal output impedance of the amplifier. Typical damping-factor values range from about 15 up to several hundred. As an example, an amplifier with an impedance at its speaker terminals of 0.08 ohm would be considered to have a damping factor of 100 when used with an 8-ohm speaker.

A high damping factor (or d.f.) has been claimed to provide better control of the speaker cone’s movement, with a resulting improvement in sound quality. To a limited degree, this is true, and with most speakers an amplifier with a d.f. of 10 will usually sound better than one with a d.f. of 1. However, when the d.f.’s being compared are 100 and 10, we have a different situation. The amplifier with the higher d.f. may sound better, but not simply because of the fact that it is higher. A very high d.f. is usually the result of the amplifier’s using large amounts of negative feedback obtained from the speaker-output terminals. This both reduces distortion and extends the bandwidth—the primary reasons for feedback—and as a by-product, the amplifier’s speaker-output impedance is lowered and the damping factor is therefore increased.

The reason why very high damping factors (anything over about 15) do not contribute to useful speaker damping is simple. The effective “source” impedance “seen” by the speaker includes the amplifier impedance, plus the resistance of the speaker leads, plus the d.c. resistance of its own voice coil. Whatever crossover network is in series with the speaker further increases the source impedance.

The d.c. resistance of a speaker rated at 8 ohms is at least several ohms (we have measured values of more than 6 ohms on some popular speaker systems). Such a speaker “couldn’t care less” whether the amplifier source impedance is 0.08 ohm or 0.8 ohm—it is driven from an impedance of more than 6 ohms and has an effective damping factor of about 1.3, whether the amplifier’s “damping factor” is 10 or 100! Even if the speaker’s d.c. resistance is much lower—1 ohm, for example—the situation is not materially different. And don’t forget, speaker wires, especially if more than 10 feet in length, can have a resistance amounting to a significant fraction of an ohm—far greater than that of the amplifier. In view of these facts, I have often wondered about all the hue and cry concerning damping factor over the years. To be sure, it is not stressed as much as it once was, but it is still a part of almost every amplifier’s published specifications.

A more likely subject for legitimate disagreement is the amplifier’s bandwidth specification, because it relates to the area of psychoacoustics. Should the range of frequencies that an amplifier can handle (its bandwidth) cover only those frequencies that are audible—20 to 20,000 Hz—with perhaps an additional octave or so at each end, or should it extend from nearly d.c. (“zero” Hz) to the megahertz (one million Hz) region? This is a highly controversial subject, to say the least, and I would not presume to try to settle the question here. For one thing, unlike most of the proponents and opponents of wide-band designs, I don’t claim to know the answer! However, I do have an opinion (which is really all I have ever seen presented by the proponents of either side of the question), based on a combination of experience and intuition.

The wide-band school holds that the ability of an amplifier to deliver faithful replicas of transient signals with a rise time of 1 microsecond (which implies a bandwidth of something like 1 megahertz) contributes to improved listening quality. I have never seen
any theoretical or truly objective experimental justification for this claim. Bear in mind (1) that no speaker system has much output above 20,000 Hz (and few have any real capability at that frequency), (2) that almost no one can hear beyond 20,000 Hz, except at very high levels, and (3) that no program source now available to the public has even that much bandwidth.

Generally, when this is pointed out, the rebuttal from the wide-band faction is that very low phase shift over the audible range (implied by faithful reproduction of short rise-time pulses) is really the key factor. Perhaps so, but what about the phase shift that takes place in speakers, which is hundreds or even thousands of times greater than that which takes place in the amplifier?

Finally, the argument is made that we really don't know very much about the entire audio-reproduction process (how true!), and that although the reasons aren't known, wide-band amplifiers simply sound better than others with more restricted bandwidth. I'm afraid I haven't yet heard a convincing demonstration of this effect. Yes, some of the amplifiers that sound best do have very wide bandwidths, but others that sound equally good have perhaps one-tenth as much. My own experimentation on this matter has been limited to inserting a low-pass filter, cutting off sharply at about 23,000 Hz, into the signal path going to an amplifier with a bandwidth of several times that figure. I couldn't detect any change in sound when the filter was switched in or out. This didn't surprise me, but on the other hand I'm sure it won't cause wide-band enthusiasts to deviate from their "true faith." Incidentally, this sort of test should always be done with a broad-band random "white" noise signal, which is far more revealing of frequency-response deviations than any musical program and also eliminates any question of subjective involvement with the program content.

The narrow-band proponents generally present arguments along the lines of those I have expressed. Thus my remarks might seem to place me in their camp, but actually my view is that of an agnostic; I'm willing to be convinced of the validity of either approach, but only by more substantial arguments and demonstrations than have so far been presented.

---

**ACOUSTIC RESEARCH STEREO FM TUNER**

- In our report on the AR receiver (STEREO REVIEW, May, 1970), we commented on its excellent FM performance. The recently announced AR FM tuner is, in effect, the tuner portion of this receiver, separately packaged and styled to match their amplifier.

In the AR tradition, the FM tuner is rather starkly simple. The long rectangular panel cut-out exposes a black slide-rule dial scale, with linear (evenly spaced) frequency calibrations. An illuminated zero-center tuning meter and a red stereo-indicator light are located to the right of the dial. The tuning control is the only knob on the front panel.

Three rocker switches control stereo/mono operation, the interstation-noise muting circuit (or HUSH, as AR refers to it), and the power to the tuner. In the rear are the antenna terminals, two pairs of audio-output jacks, an output-level control, and the receptacle for the detachable line cord. Both audio outputs are controlled by the level adjustment. One, at a 1,000-ohm impedance level, is the standard output to the amplifier; the other, intended for driving a tape recorder directly, is at a 10,000-ohm impedance.

The "front end," which employs an FET mixer, is coupled to a four-pole, linear-phase, crystal-filter i.f. stage. Two integrated-circuit (IC) amplifier/limiter stages follow, and another transistor amplifier drives the Foster-Seeley discriminator. The multiplex decoder has a two-transistor shunt-type modulator whose outputs go through 15-kHz low-pass filters before reaching the audio emitter-follower output stages.

The electrical specifications of the AR FM tuner are identical to those of the receiver. It is rated at 2 microvolts sensitivity, with less than 0.5 per cent distortion, and has a 65-dB signal-to-noise ratio. The unit is 15% inches wide by 4¾ inches high by 9¾ inches deep, excluding the knobs, and is supplied with a black aluminum cover. The AR FM tuner sells for $210. An optional wooden cover is $15. The tuner carries an exceptionally comprehensive two-year guarantee.

- Laboratory Measurements. The IHF sensitivity of the AR FM tuner was 1.6 microvolts, slightly bettering our measurement on the AR receiver. Limiting was very steep and was complete at 5 microvolts. We measured the distortion above the limiting point as 0.67 per cent at full modulation. (Our signal generator has a residual distortion of about 0.5 per cent, thus making it impossible to verify AR's specification of less than 0.5 per cent. Since the distortion component in the generator's signal may add to or subtract from the tested unit's distortion, it is probable that the AR tuner's distortion matched or bettered their specification.) The maximum audio output from a fully modulated signal was 0.88 volt, adjustable with the control in the rear of the tuner.

The signal-to-noise ratio was 68 dB—slightly better than rated. Capture-ratio measurements are difficult to make with accuracy and repeatability, nevertheless, we found the AR tuner's to be 2.2 dB, comparing favorably with the rated 2 dB. Image rejection at 100 MHz was 67 dB, close to the rated 70 dB. AM rejection was 54 dB.

In stereo, the effectiveness of the AR's 15-kHz low-pass filters was demonstrated by the tuner's very flat frequency response. It was within ±0.5 dB from 30 to 12,000 Hz.
Out of the Research that Produced the 901

BOSE brings you the Second DIRECT/REFLECTING® Speaker System

The BOSE 901*
DIRECT/REFLECTING® Speaker System

THE 12 YEARS OF RESEARCH
Twelve years of research into physical acoustics and psychoacoustics produced this unconventional speaker that has met with unprecedented success. Copies of the Audio Engineering Society paper, by Dr. A. G. Bose, describing this research, are available from BOSE Corp. for fifty cents.

THE RAVE REVIEWS
The 901 is the most highly reviewed speaker on the market, regardless of size or price. Circle number 10 on your reader service card for reprints of the reviews.

THE SOUND OF THE 901
Ask your franchised BOSE dealer for an A-B comparison with the best conventional speakers he carries, regardless of their size or price. You will only appreciate why we make this request after you have made the experiment.

“You can hear the difference now.”

*Covered by patent rights issued or applied for

Natick, Massachusetts 01760

Circle # 10 for information on the BOSE 901
Circle # 11 for information on the BOSE 501

The BOSE 501*
DIRECT/REFLECTING® Speaker System

THE DESIGN GOAL
Our objective was to produce a speaker in the $125 price range that would audibly outperform all speakers costing less than the 901.

THE DESIGN APPROACH
We preserved as many of the features of the 901 as possible to produce a speaker that sells for $124.80.

*Circle No. 11 for information on the design of the BOSE 501.

THE PERFORMANCE
You are the judge. If we have succeeded in our design goals, the result will be obvious to you when you A-B the 501 with any speaker selling for less than the 901.
and down only 1 dB at 15,000 Hz. There was virtually no trace of 19-kHz or 38-kHz multiplex signals in the audio outputs. The stereo separation was also exceptional, and in all probability reflected the limits of our test equipment. It was 22 to 23 dB at 30 and 15,000 Hz, and increased smoothly to about 43 dB between 400 and 900 Hz.

When the interstation-noise muting is used and the mode switch is set to STEREO, the noise-sensing circuits in the tuner automatically switch it to MONO when the signal drops below a critical level, which we measured as 6.5 microvolts. When the signal level increased to 8 microvolts, the tuner returned to the stereo mode. In the presence of a flutter fade, such as that caused by a passing airplane, a weak signal may rapidly switch the tuner back and forth between the two modes, causing fluctuations in hiss level. If one desires to listen to weak stereo signals under such adverse conditions, AR suggests switching off the muting circuit. The tuner will then remain in stereo as long as the station is transmitting in that mode.

The threshold of the interstation-noise muting, which is fixed by an internal adjustment, was 4 microvolts. This is an excellent choice of level, since any signal stronger than 4 microvolts will be received (in mono, if under 8 microvolts) with full quieting and minimum distortion. The muting action was positive and smooth, although there was some tendency for noise bursts to occur when tuning off a station.

The calibration of the AR tuner dial was excellent. In general, it was as accurate as the width of the pointer would allow, and nowhere off more than 100 kHz. Since this is half the closest channel spacing, and one fourth the normal minimum interval between stations in a given area, one is never in doubt as to what station the tuner is set to receive.

● Comment. The performance of the AR FM tuner cannot be described adequately by mere graphs and numbers. Its effective sensitivity is exceptional, and in side-by-side comparison with other fine FM units it generally provided listenable reception of very weak signals that could be heard barely, if at all, on other receivers or tuners operating from the same antenna. It had no handling idiosyncracies that we could find. Since its styling matches that of the AR amplifier, it is an ideal addition to a system based on that unit. Of course, it is equally usable with any other high-quality amplifier.

In our review of the AR receiver, we stated that we knew of no tuner of comparable quality selling for $170 (the price differential between the receiver and the amplifier). Naturally, in its own cabinet with its own power supply, the AR tuner costs a little more, but the original statement still stands. Most other tuners of comparable quality sell for $250 or more. They may offer AM reception, or a few extra features, but we haven’t seen one yet that could top the overall FM performance of the AR FM tuner.

For more information, circle 156 on reader service card

MICROSTATIC HIGH-FREQUENCY ADAPTER

● The Microstatic high-frequency speaker-system adapter is a product of the recently formed Micro/Acoustics Corp. It consists of an array of high-frequency drivers designed, according to the manufacturer, specifically for use with low- to medium-efficiency speaker systems. Its four small cone tweeters have differing diameters; the two outer ones have 1⅛-inch cones, the two center ones have 1⅞-inch cones. The four drivers are mounted at angular increments of 45 degrees so that their radiation patterns will overlap to provide essentially uniform coverage of a full 180 degrees in the horizontal plane.

According to Micro/Acoustics, there are many speaker systems that have a uniform, low-distortion frequency response over the full audio range when measured on the axis of the systems. They point out, however, that almost invariably the off-axis output at high frequencies, especially above 10,000 Hz, drops off appreciably. It was the primary goal of the designers of the Microstatic system to extend the already flat frequency response of these speakers across a wider angle, making listener location in the room less critical for high-frequency balance and for good stereo imaging. The claim is also made that the Microstatic provides extra energy and hence a flatter frequency response—both on and off axis—in the area above 10,000 Hz for most systems.

The Microstatic array is housed in a small five-sided walnut cabinet with maximum dimensions of 9⅛ inches wide by 5⅛ inches deep by 3⅛ inches high. It weighs a mere 2 pounds, 3 ounces. The Microstatic is designed to be placed on the companion speaker close to its tweeter, and to be connected directly across the terminals of the speaker. (The Microstatic's nominal 16-ohm impedance should not significantly reduce the total impedance seen by the amplifier.) A built-in 6-dB-per-octave crossover limits the frequencies received by the Microstatic from the amplifier to those above 3,500 or 7,000 Hz. The preferred crossover is (Continued on page 45)
**ZERO 100** is the model number of the newest, most advanced automatic turntable. The name stands for Zero Tracking Error... up to 160 times less than with any conventional tone arm... new freedom from distortion... new life for your records. In the following pages, we offer you technical and nontechnical explanations...
We proudly present the

GARRARD ZERO 100

Two-Speed (33 1/3 and 45 rpm) Automatic Turntable

$18950

less base and cartridge
This is the brilliant new star among automatic turntables, featuring zero degree tracking error and 12 other major advances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Zero 100</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true tangent tone arm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15% vertical tracking adjustment</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartridge overhang adjustments</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sliding weight stylus force setting</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic anti-skating control</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable speed ±3%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illuminated stroboscope</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone arm safety restrictor</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interchangeable spindles</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patented Synchro-Lab Motor</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinetically matched turntable</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentle 2-point record support</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate control tabs for Auto; Manual; Cueing/Pausing</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again, the innovator!
The components that comprise high fidelity systems have become increasingly sophisticated. In turn, the demands placed on the automatic turntable for higher performance standards have also increased. These stringent requirements have led to higher price categories for automatic turntables than ever before.

Nevertheless, the Garrard Laboratories resisted the temptation to build a so-called "super changer", until they were satisfied that sufficiently meaningful improvements were feasible to justify the establishment of such a new product category.

Over the years, Garrard has invented, pioneered and introduced virtually every significant new feature in automatic record playing units. Many of these have been revolutionary, and together they have upgraded the entire character of the automatic turntable.

But change, merely for the sake of change, has been sternly resisted.

Therefore, such notable innovations as anti-skating controls, built-in stylus pressure gauges, cueing and pause controls, dynamically balanced low mass tone arms and combination synchronous-induction motors (to name a few) were first introduced on Garrard automatic turntables... but only after the need was established and they were thoroughly researched, tested and perfected. Today, they are standard on most of the higher-priced automatic turntables of all manufacturers.

The Zero 100 is a dramatic new concept, with styling as advanced as its features. It is a new classic, which others will emulate for years to come.

While the appearance of a product does not improve performance, it does connote craftsmanship and quality — and reflects the aesthetics most people appreciate in products which are precision-engineered. In the Zero 100, new materials have been used — such as plexiglas, brass, machined parts, satin finish aluminum — all set off on a sparkling white unit plate. Garrard has made the Zero 100 the very personification of quality.
Heart of the ZERO 100 is a revolutionary new tone arm

"ZERO" stands for Zero Tracking Error

The maintenance of zero degree tracking error over the full surface of the record has long been an experts' dream. From an engineering standpoint, the value of the principle is well recognized, not only for obtaining the finest sound reproduction and eliminating distortion, but for preserving the record grooves. The problem has been to obtain these results with minimal friction and realistic cost. Since the feature is so desirable, there have been some separate tone arms and manual combinations attempting to play records back with zero degree tracking error, but these have had unacceptable friction levels, or were unduly expensive. Certainly, they could not be used on automatic players.

Garrard has spent many years on this development, discarding hundreds of ideas which did not meet its criteria. Now, at last, this advancement of the first magnitude is presented for home use on the Zero 100 automatic turntable.

How the arm is built

In common with many examples of engineering ingenuity, the solution to the problem of tracking error looks deceptively simple on the surface.

The new arm is designed so that the cartridge housing is pivoted directly above the stylus tip. The degree of pivot is controlled by an auxiliary articulating arm. The amount of cartridge head pivoting, the length and position of the articulating arm... indeed, all the complex geometrical problems involved... were solved and optimized by computer. Without this procedure, the successful design and execution of this tone arm would have been impossible.

The combination of computerized design and arm articulation through advanced pivotry, results in the tracking geometry shown in the diagram. Note that the stylus is perpendicularly tangent to the groove throughout the record—a dramatic achievement of primary importance in the search for perfect reproduction.
Advanced pivotry for minimal friction
The extremely low — in fact, negligible friction — which is essential to this concept, has been achieved with costly, precision-loaded ball bearings, and a free-floating universal pivot. These are among the very few parts of the Zero 100 which Garrard does not build. Instead, they are purchased from an outstanding manufacturer specializing entirely in the design and construction of pivots for gyroscopes and other sophisticated space-age equipment. The articulating arm, which depends upon this advanced pivotry, is fashioned of stainless steel tube by Garrard.

Records are made with the cutter perpendicular (tangent at right angle) to each groove. When a conventional tone arm plays this back, the arm describes an arc from its pivot. Because of the fixed head, it produces a varying amount of tracking error, which can only measure zero at the two points where the cartridge is truly perpendicular to the groove. Tracking error, therefore, is inherent in the performance of all conventional tone arms. It is measured and expressed in degrees per inch. It produces distortion in the second harmonic, and, until now, could not be successfully eliminated by any tone arm on automatic playback units.

Tracking error up to 160 times as low per inch as standard tone arm!
A comparison of the tracking error measurements of any conventionally pivoted tone arm with those of the Zero 100, indicates the magnitude of the breakthrough which Garrard has achieved.

Consider that there are 3,600 seconds of arc in a degree ... and that a conventional tone arm may produce tracking error as high as 4 degrees, or 14,400 seconds at its full playing radius. The tracking error of the Zero 100 tone arm is calculated to measure a remarkable 90 seconds, placing it in the area of 160 times as small per inch as the error of conventional tone arms.

The true tangent tone arm clearly establishes the Zero 100 as a revolutionary development of the first order.
Conversely, above and beyond the tone arm, the features described on the following pages place the Zero 100 in a class by itself, at the very forefront of all automatic turntables available today.
0 Locking plate
Vs, cartridge
adjustment
Stylus Setting Gauge
(clear acrylic)
Setting lines
Sliding weight for setting stylus force along an extended scale
In order to impart stability and precision to the increasingly important stylus force setting, the Zero 100 tone arm utilizes a brass weight which slides under the arm.

With the weight set at "Zero", the arm is balanced to a neutral "see-saw" position. The weight is then moved forward under the arm to set in the correct stylus force. It is frictionally engaged to

15° Vertical tracking adjustment
Discs are recorded with the cutter set at 15°. Therefore, for the finest reproduction, the stylus should approach this angle as closely as possible. The Zero 100 tone arm shell provides an adjustment lever for this purpose. When single records are played, a flick of the lever to "Manual" sets the cartridge and stylus angle at precisely 15°. When a stack of records is played, the lever is moved to "Automatic," and the angle of the stylus will be precisely 15° at the third record.

Cartridge overhang adjustment
In order to assure the full benefits of zero degrees tracking error, and the 15° adjustment, the stylus tip must be positioned with absolute accuracy. The slotted cartridge carrier of the Zero 100 is provided with a lucite gauge, used when the cartridge is mounted. The cartridge carrier is inserted into the gauge, and the cartridge is accurately positioned for mounting by simply moving it to the point where the stylus tip lines up with the two cross hairs on the gauge.

Sliding weight for setting stylus force along an extended scale
The tone arm, to retain its exact position; yet it can be easily moved when desired.

Since it requires a movement of 1 1/8" to change the stylus force by one gram, a fraction of a gram can be set with extreme accuracy. This carries through the concept of the Zero 100 tone arm, which is designed to track the most sensitive cartridges at the precise fractional forces required for their optimum performance.
Magnetic anti-skating control

Garrard introduced the first anti-skating device in an automatic turntable with its patented sliding weight design, which is still used in the (up-to-now) 3 top Garrard models.

An anti-skating control is necessary to offset the normal tendency of the tone arm to move (skate) across the record toward the center. As the disc revolves, with the arm tracking, an inward skating force is created which must be counteracted and neutralized by an equal force in the opposite direction. This prevents wear on the inner side of the groove, premature damage to the record, and distortion.

Now, a unique and exceptionally precise anti-skating control has been designed for the Zero 100 and built into the tone arm assembly. A precision sliding scale, calibrated in fractions of a gram and reading conveniently from the top, shows the exact amount of anti-skating force being applied. The scale has two settings: one for elliptical; the other for conical stylus.

The simple but ingenious Zero 100 anti-skating control utilizes the well-known magnetic principle that like poles repel each other. Built differently than any previous device of its kind, it is frictionless; not mechanically connected to the tone arm; and requires neither springs nor weights.

A ceramic disc magnet is mounted on the pivoting tone arm gimbal; and another affixed above it on the rigid plexiglas tone arm housing. A ferrous metal shield, with the precision reading scale mounted on it, slides between the two magnets, to set the anti-skating force desired. When the shield is between the total areas of the magnets, they have no effect on each other, since the shield blocks the magnetic flux. However, as the shield is moved outward, it exposes the magnetic field, creating an infinitely variable amount of magnetic repulsion. This, in turn, exerts a controllable and measurable twisting force on the tone arm, as the two magnetic poles push apart, establishing the correct starting amount of anti-skating force desired, as indicated on the reading scale; and varying to the correct force required at every distance from the center of the record as the stylus moves inward along the radius.
Variable speed control
(±3½% @ 33⅓ ±2½% @ 45 rpm)
Variable speed is actually non-essential for the usual listening purposes when the record playing unit is equipped with a synchronous motor, since the motor insures accurate, stable speed. However, it is a welcome convenience for critical listeners with perfect pitch who prefer to play recordings at the exact speed they select; for others who simply enjoy records best at speeds they determine themselves; and for musicians who wish to "tune" the record player in order to accompany a musical instrument.

Variable speed units are not new. For satisfactory performance, the inherent requirements are to have a completely stable motor, and a minimal taper on the pulley which controls the speed variation, so that it does not introduce wow or flutter. Now, with Garrard's proven synchronous motor, and with the development of a long, very slightly tapered pulley, the speed control in the Zero 100 has achieved the necessary degree of perfection.

Speed variation in the Zero 100 is approximately ±3%. This creates an adjustment in pitch equivalent to one semi-tone.

Illuminated stroboscope
(Essential with variable speed.)
The speed of the turntable is easily and accurately adjusted by moving a ring around the control knob which sets speed and record size. It can be monitored continuously through the stroboscope window, by watching the highly visible, illuminated line.

Tone arm safety restrictor
No effort has been spared by the Garrard Laboratories to insure enjoyment by the owner. One example is the tone arm safety restrictor built into the Zero 100 tone arm to prevent it from being set down on the unit plate outside the edge of the record. A positive stop prevents accidental damage to the stylus.

Interchangeable spindles
There are two instantly removable spindles. The short one, for single play, rotates in the same manner as spindles on manual turntables. The long spindle accommodates a stack of six records for automatic play at 33⅓ rpm. An optional automatic spindle is available for wide hole, 45 rpm records.
Proven features retained

The innovations described on the previous pages are all introduced for the first time on the Zero 100. In addition, it retains the fully-tested major features of the advanced series of Garrard automatic turntables, which it now heads.

Retained—The Garrard Synchro-Lab Motor, an ingenious concept based upon split-rotor design. It combines the powerful torque and instant acceleration of the traditional induction motor; with the unwavering, perfect speed of a synchronous motor, locked into the accurately controlled 60-cycle frequency of the electric current. With the Synchro-Lab Motor, there are no changes in musical pitch caused by drops in voltage due to appliances or other heavy loads on the line at the same time.

Retained—The Garrard full-diameter turntable. One of the advantages of the synchronously driven Zero 100 is that it does not require a heavy turntable to act as a flywheel, as would an induction motor. Instead, there’s a full-sized aluminum turntable, carefully balanced and matched to the kinetic energy of the Synchro-Lab Motor. The turntable mat is heavily ribbed for easy cleaning and safe support of the record through its full diameter.

Retained—Two point record support.

Garrard's exclusive record support system guarantees utmost safety and reliability. Records on the Zero 100 are handled automatically with the care and delicacy they require for long life and fine performance. The record stack is supported at the outer edge by a sturdy platform. The oversized clip at the top of the platform is easily grasped, quickly raised over the stack, where it acts as an effective stabilizer. Records are supported positively, and drop into place on a micro-cushion of air.

Retained—Unitized escutcheon with finger-tab, cue/pause control. Putting the right controls, in the right form, in the right place (a concept known as "human engineering") is an important Garrard feature. The Zero 100 incorporates a handsome control panel with three customized finger-tab controls: one to run the machine on automatic; one for manual operation; and the third for viscous damped cue and pause control.

GARRARD ZERO 100

SPECIFICATIONS 2 speed, 33⅓ and 45 rpm, 100-130 volts, 60 cycles AC (50 cycle kit available). MINIMUM CABINET DIMENSIONS: Left to right, 15¾". Front to rear, 14¾". Above motor board, 4½". Below motor board, 2¾".

MINIMUM CABINET DIMENSIONS (Turntable on Base with Dust Cover): Left to right, 16¾". Front to rear, 15¾". Top to bottom, 8½".
The incomparable **ZERO 100**
and the entire
Garrard Series.

The Zero 100 is the newest model number
to bear the proudest name in high fidelity
record playing equipment. Garrard's reputa-
tion has been re-earned year after year for
over half a century by pedigree per-formance. Now, once again, Garrard lives up to
its reputation with an automatic unit ad-
vanced beyond any others now available in
performance and convenience . . . yet it is
offered at a realistic price.

Now, more than ever before, there's a
Garrard Automatic Turntable for every com-
ponent music system.

---

### Component Series
Automatic turntable only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SL95B</td>
<td>$139.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL65B</td>
<td>$74.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40B</td>
<td>$44.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL72B</td>
<td>$99.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL55B</td>
<td>$59.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>$39.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Module Series
Complete with cartridge, base and dust cover

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLX-3</td>
<td>$99.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLX-2</td>
<td>$89.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-10</td>
<td>$52.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-11 &quot;Demi&quot;</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

British Industries Co., Westbury, New York 11590 | Division of Avnet, Inc.
Laboratory Measurements and Listening Tests. Perhaps to a greater extent than most speakers, the Microstatic unit calls for a combination of objective and subjective evaluation procedures. On any multi-driver speaker system, frequency-response measurements in an anechoic environment inevitably show large irregularities arising from phase interference between the several drivers. A more meaningful measurement can be made in a reverberant test chamber, for this integrates the entire output (in all directions) of the speaker.

Our test room is neither anechoic nor reverberant, but acoustically resembles a slightly bright home listening room. The multiple microphone setup we use for speaker measurements is reasonably valid over most of the audio frequency range, but at the highest frequencies most of the pickup is through the closest microphone, which would, as noted, be most subject to interference effects from a multiple-driver system. In any event, the final response curve of the Microstatic assembly had an upward slope of about 6 dB per octave from 2,000 to approximately 13,000 Hz, with no irregularities exceeding ±3 dB in that range. Rarely do we obtain a smoother curve than this. In the 7,000-Hz crossover switch position, output fell off below that frequency, but the highest frequencies were affected only slightly.

As would be expected from the configuration of the array, a horizontal polar-response measurement showed little variation in frequency response at any forward angle from the speaker. Tone-burst response was generally good, with no significant ringing except at 12,000 Hz, where the output of the speaker reached a maximum. The speaker impedance measured between 12 and 16 ohms over most of its working frequency range, increasing as it should to more than 50 ohms below the crossover point.

To check the performance of the Microstatic speaker with a typical companion unit, we paired with it a high-quality acoustic-suspension speaker system in the $175 range. First, we measured response of the speaker system by itself, with its mid-range and tweeter-level controls set at maximum—the setting that our previous experience with the system has shown to be optimum. Above 3,000 Hz, we measured a gradual downward slope in the response, with the output at 13,000 Hz some 5 dB below the 3,000-Hz level. This, incidentally, is excellent frequency response by contemporary standards, especially in view of the system's smoothness and lack of small dips and peaks in the measured response curve. Adding the Microstatic—its crossover switch to the 3,500-Hz switch position and the level control set at maximum—flattened out the portion of the curve above 3,000 Hz without degrading the speaker's performance in any way that could be detected by ear. The combined output of the two units now had the same level at 13,000 Hz as at 3,000 Hz, and in fact measured ±2.5 dB from 300 (our lower measurement limit in this test) to beyond 13,000 Hz. The specified control settings gave the flattest overall response curve. Using either the 7,000-Hz crossover switch position or a reduced level on the Microstatic lessened the improvement in the overall response.

In addition to measurements, controlled listening tests were a vital part of our evaluation of the Microstatic unit. In our "simulated live-vs.-recorded" comparison tests, most speakers lacked highs (on wire brushes and other instruments with content in the uppermost octave). Adding the Microstatic made a noticeable improvement. With most program material in our particular slightly "hard" listening room, we found the upper mid-range a trifle too bright with the Microstatic level at maximum; the optimum setting was about 1/3 of the way down from maximum. Obviously, different rooms, different settings.

Comment. During our listening tests we satisfied ourselves that the Microstatic unit can make an audible and measurable improvement in the high-frequency output and/or dispersion of almost every speaker we tried it with. The best of these required only a slight contribution from the Microstatic, while others benefited from its full output. In every case, however, there was a distinct improvement in the reproduction, particularly in the horizontal dispersion of the highest frequencies, which helped add a sense of "air" and eliminated any tendency toward one-spot stereo. Lest we might be misguided by a possible preference for exaggerated highs, we also used our "live-vs.-recorded" comparison technique for this evaluation. The results completely confirmed our subjective impressions. Even when a speaker had virtually perfect on-axis high-frequency response, at angles of 45 to 60 degrees off axis there was an audible loss of extreme high frequencies. With the Microstatic in use, most speakers we tried sounded exactly the same at any listening angle—which is as it should be. A user should be warned, however, that if there is a high-frequency peak or distortion in the program material, phono cartridge, or tape player that went unheard previously, the addition of the Microstatic will bring it through loud and clear. In other words, if you hear high-frequency distortion after a Microstatic is connected, it is most probably not the fault of the Microstatic.

The "$57 question" ($114 for a pair) is, of course, whether the improvement is worth the added cost. People have spent more to achieve less improvement than is provided by the Microstatic. This decision will have to be made by each prospective purchaser, based on his own listening judgment. If your hearing stops at 10,000 Hz, or if you don't like highs, the Microstatic is not for you. To our ears, the designers of the Microstatic have, with four little cone tweeters, captured much of the characteristic smoothness of the human voice.

(Continued on page 46)
ness and lack of coloration of a good electrostatic tweeter without a trace of harshness or accentuation of hiss levels. And unlike the situation with most electrostatics, there is a thoroughly dispersed sound pattern. As we understand it, this was their goal, and it has certainly been attained—at a price well below that of any comparable electrostatic speaker or tweeter. Unfortunately, after you have been living with a Microstatic for a while, turning it off may make your system sound as if its built-in tweeter has blown out—the difference is that striking! So, if you borrow a pair of Microstatics from a friend or dealer “just to try them out,” you do so at your own risk. You may find that you can’t give them up.

*For more information, circle 157 on reader service card*

---

**CONCORD MARK 20 RECEIVER**

- **CONCORD**’s new “Mark” stereo receiver line is headed by the Mark 20, which our tests revealed to be a very powerful and versatile unit. The FM tuner section of the Concord Mark 20 has an FET r.f. stage, ceramic i.f. filters, and an integrated circuit. The AM tuner is as basic as such a device can be, with a self-oscillating mixer, two i.f. stages, and a diode detector. However, it does have a “twin-T” 10-kHz notch filter to remove interstation whistles. Filters of a similar configuration are also used in the FM-multiplex section to remove 19-kHz and higher frequencies from the audio outputs.

The audio section of the Concord Mark 20 drives the speakers directly from the output transistors through 7.5-ampere protective fuses. The output transistors are electronically protected against overloads by a fast-acting circuit that reduces the drive signal under overload conditions. The chrome-edged black front panel has a slide-rule dial flanked by the tuning knob and a zero-center FM tuning meter (which reads relative signal strength for AM reception). Illuminated words above the dial identify the input-selector setting: AUX, PHONO, FM AUTO, FM MONO, AM. There is a rotary speaker selector (OFF, A, B, A+B), and six lever switches that control tape monitoring, stereo/mono mode, muting, AFC, high-cut filter, and loudness compensation.

A group of four vertical slider potentiometers control bass, treble, balance, and volume. At the rear of the receiver are the speaker outputs, source inputs, antenna terminals, a pivoted ferrite-rod AM antenna, and two a.c. outlets (one of them switched). A DIN input/output jack parallels the tape input and output jacks. The Concord Mark 20 is supplied with an oiled walnut cabinet. It measures 17½ inches wide by 14 inches deep by 5½ inches high and weighs 26 pounds. The price is $299.79.

- **Laboratory Measurements.** The IHF FM sensitivity of the Concord Mark 20 measured 2.9 microvolts. Limiting was complete at 10 microvolts, and the distortion was 1.4 per cent at full modulation. The frequency response was ±3 dB from 30 to 14,000 Hz, and was down 4 dB at 13,000 Hz. The low-pass filters effectively removed all 19- and 38-kHz signals from the audio outputs.

The stereo-FM channel separation was exceptionally uniform across the audio range. It was typically 32 dB from 80 to 8,000 Hz, and always better than 30 dB over that range. Separation remained very good at the high and low frequencies; it was 24.5 dB at 30 Hz and 20.5 dB at 15,000 Hz. At 9,500 Hz there was nearly total mixing of the channels, which was evidently caused by interaction of the second harmonic of the modulation frequency with the 19-kHz multiplex pilot carrier. Since it occurred only over a very narrow band of frequencies, well above the range of musical fundamentals, the effect could not be heard on program material. The FM signal-to-noise ratio was 65 dB, and the capture ratio was 2.7 dB. The AM tuner produced (Continued on page 48)
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The 7.5-ampere speaker-line fuses, incidentally, are not intended to protect the speakers from excessive audio power, but to provide some measure of protection in the event of a short-circuited output transistor. The input level required for 10 watts output was 82 millivolts (AUX) and 1.1 millivolts (PHONO). Phono overload occurred at 56 millivolts, which is a safe level for most cartridges, and certainly for any delivering less than 3 to 7 millivolts at the standard recorded level of 3.54 centimeters per second used in our cartridge tests.

Hum and noise were 65.5 dB below 10 watts on any input, which is an inaudible level, though somewhat higher than we have measured on a number of other amplifiers and receivers. The noise was entirely power-supply hum occurring in the power amplifiers and therefore not affected by the volume-control setting.

Comment. The Concord Mark 20 is an attractively packaged receiver with very complete control facilities. Its FM-tuner sensitivity is adequate for most locations, and it is one of the most powerful receivers in its price range. The wooden cabinet, included in its price, is an extra-cost option for most competitively priced units.

For more information, circle 158 on reader service card.
JVC proudly introduces the expensive stereo that isn’t—model 5010. Just look what it has going for you.

Its most outstanding feature is the Advanced Sound Effect Amplifier (SEA), JVC’s exclusive ±12db, 5 zone tone control that opens up new dimensions in sound. SEA divides the sound spectrum into 5 frequency ranges. Let’s you compensate for acoustic deficiencies in almost any room. Highlight a voice or musical instrument. Tailor sound to your own personal taste. The chart at the right shows the difference between SEA and conventional tone controls. But SEA is just the beginning.

There’s a new FM linear dial scale. Sophisticated FET. Wire wrapped contacts. 2-way speaker switch. 40 watts output at less than 1% IM distortion. A beautiful wood cabinet, and much more.

While you’re at your dealer, also check out JVC’s Model 5020, 75 watts IHF; Model 5030, 140 watts IHF; and our top of the line, Model 5040, 200 watts IHF.

Whichever you choose, you will be choosing the finest. See them all at your nearest JVC dealer, or write us direct for his name, address and color brochure.

JVC Catching On Fast
JVC America, Inc., 50-35, 66th Road, Maspeth, New York, N.Y. 11378

CIRCLE NO. 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD
The four pushbutton controls of the 77011 are grouped compactly with the locking tone-arm rest and the stylus-timer gauge. The stylus brush is visible at bottom center.

The arm rest has a positive locking lever.

The Miracord 770H has a unique timer that indicates the number of hours (up to 1,000) the turntable has been in use. This reminds the user to check the stylus for wear at regular intervals. The price of the Miracord 770H is $225. Wooden base ($15) and dust cover ($14.95) are available.

- **Laboratory Measurements.** The Miracord 770H was tested with an Elac STS-444E cartridge, operating at a 1-gram tracking force. The actual force was about 10 per cent higher than the dial calibration when the arm was balanced according to instructions. When balanced so that it had an upward tilt of about 5 degrees at zero force, the dial was accurate at 1 gram and was within 0.1 gram of the other points on its scale. Raising the pickup 3/8 inch to stimulate a stack of records increased the force by about 0.2 gram at a 1-gram setting.

  The lever that sets the cartridge's vertical-tracking angle would not hold its position, but tended to spring back when set near its upper limit. The indicated settings were also too high. The correct vertical angle was obtained at the center of a stack of eight records with the lever set to number 4 or 5 rather than to 8.

  The anti-skating calibration was correct, giving optimum compensation for the elliptical stylus of the STS-444E cartridge when set to match the tracking-force dial. The combination of a long tone arm and an accurately adjustable stylus overhang resulted in tracking-angle errors as low as we have ever measured—under 0.33 degree per inch of radius for radii between 2.5 and 6 inches.

  The unweighted rumble was somewhat higher than we have measured on other Miracord units. Combined vertical and lateral rumble was -28.5 dB, canceling out the vertical rumble improved the figure to -30.5 dB. With CBS RRLL weighting, the corresponding figures were -52.5 dB and -55.5 dB, both of which are typical of good-quality turntables. Wow and flutter were extremely low, 0.06 and 0.025 per cent, respectively, at all three speeds.

  The complete record-change cycle required 13 seconds—an average figure for automatic turntables. The range of speed adjustment was +1.8, -3.6 per cent and was totally unaffected by normal line-voltage variation. The motor started readily with line voltages as low as 80 volts, but the stroboscope neon lamp required about 108 volts to ignite.

- **Comment.** One cannot fault the basic performance of the Miracord 770H, whose turntable and arm are quite comparable to many top-quality single-play components as well as to the finest competitive automatic players. There was no audible rumble, even with considerable bass boost, and the turntable's smoothness and mechanical quietness were most impressive. The stylus timer is a most worthwhile feature, and we appreciated the continuously visible stroboscope markings, which are necessary on a turntable with adjustable speeds but are rarely provided.

  For more information, circle 159 on reader service card.

---

When it comes to quality, call it unconventional. Superior. Even extraordinary. Anything but standard (with a small "s"). Because there's nothing standard about 40/40 RMS both channels driven at 8 ohms with a THD of less than 0.5%. Or an FM sensitivity of 1.8 uV (IHF) with a capture ratio of 1.5 dB. Or a frequency response of 5 to 50,000 cycles +0-1 dB. Or separate pre and main amplifiers.

It's all there in our handsome SR-1500 stereo receiver. With plus features like center tuning, signal strength meters, dual ganged stepped bass and treble controls for each channel, rocker switches for Loudness, Hi and Low filters, Tape Monitor, microphone jack, microphone level control, dual speaker position, 100-117-220- and 240-volt operation, and more. Much more. All in a wood cabinet that looks as great as what's inside sounds.

The difference between standard and Standard? Come in and hear us out.

---

It's anything but standard.
For $279 we give you engineering.
For an extra $20 we throw in some furniture.

To call the Rectilinear III a piece of engineering is a rather vigorous understatement.
The equipment reviewers of leading hi-fi and other technical publications have gone on record that there's nothing better than this $279 floor-standing speaker system, regardless of type, size or price. (Reprints on request.)

But engineering is all you should expect when you buy this original version of the Rectilinear III. Its cabinet is 35” by 18” by 12” deep, handsome but utterly simple. For $279, you get quality and taste but no frills.

However, if you’re the last of the big-time spenders, you can now escape this austerity for an extra $20. Because, for $299, there's the stunning new lowboy version of the Rectilinear III, 28” by 22” by 12½” deep, with a magnificent fretwork grille.

Mind you, the actual internal volume of the enclosure is the same in both versions. So are the drivers and the crossover network. Only the cabinet styles and the dimensions are different. In the dark, you can't tell which Rectilinear III is which. They sound identical.

That’s engineering.
(For more information, including detailed literature, see your audio dealer or write to Rectilinear Research Corp., 107 Bruckner Blvd., Bronx, N.Y. 10454. Canada: H. Roy Gray Co. Ltd., Markham, Ont. Overseas: Royal Sound Co., 409 N. Main St., Freeport, N. Y. 11520.)

Rectilinear III
AKAI offers amplifiers and speakers of uncompromising standards. To the latest 4-channel system. If you're planning a high performance audio system, it'll be worth more than your time to look into AKAI's amplifiers and speakers designed for audiophiles.

AKAI's high performance AA-8500 Solid State AM/FM Multiplex Stereo Tuner Amplifier has a total music power of 240W and incorporates a field effect transistor and integrated circuits to assure high FM tuner performance. Use of multichannel amplifiers is possible. Frequency response is 20 to 50,000Hz (-3dB) and S/N ratio is better than 80dB (Aux).

The AA-6600 and AA-6300 Solid State AM/FM Multiplex Stereo Tuner Amplifiers are also designed for versatility and extra-sensitivity to produce the strength and delicacy of every pitch of sound when connected with your high quality audio equipment.

AKAI's hi-fi stereo speaker systems, starting off with the SW-170A 5-way, 6-speaker system with a 15" linear travel piston edge woofer, are designed to fit different situations and appeal to different tastes. There's an AKAI speaker system for any need. Listen to our speaker systems at any of our authorized dealers. You'll quickly notice the difference. Or write for free literature.
AKAI's remarkable new 1/4" VT-100 Portable Video Tape Recorder is designed for high performance. It provides everything necessary to produce professional audio-visual tape for a very wide range of purposes. No film processing costs. No expensive lighting setups. No special equipment of any kind. And all on exclusive, low-cost, 1/4" video tape at 1/3 the operating costs of other systems. Aim the camera. Shoot. Presto! You make your own high quality audio-visual tape to meet your requirements. You name it. The VT-100 will capture it. Beautiful picture. Unparalleled sound. And, you can play the tapes back instantly on the built-in TV monitor. Erase. Edit. Shoot over. Play the tapes anywhere on any television set. Truly portable, the entire VT-100 system weighs under 20 pounds, less Adapter-Recharger.

TOTAL PRICE FOR EVERYTHING......$1295.00*
*plus state and local sales taxes where applicable.

Yes, I'm interested in AKAI's new VT-100. Please send me free literature.
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AKAI

World Renowned For Sight & Sound

AKAI AMERICA, LTD.
2139 East Del Amo Boulevard/Compton,
California 90220 (213) 597-3980

Manufactured
AKAI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
P.O. Box 21, Tokyo International Airport, Japan

CIRCLE NO. 4 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Our new PL-12A stereo turntable. Incomparable at $89.95

Quality and versatility have their price. Now they cost less. For only $89.95, including walnut base, dust cover and cartridge, you can own the new Pioneer PL-12A 2-speed stereo turntable.

At this low price no other turntable includes all these quality features: 4-pole, belt-driven, hysterisis synchronous motor... meticulously balanced tonearm...

...interchangeable high compliance magnetic cartridge... feather light tracking force... polished diamond stylus... oiled damped cueing... 12" dynamically balanced die-cast platter... anti-skating control... hinged dust cover... walnut base... simplified operation... 33 1/3-45 rpm speeds, and much more.

See your franchised Pioneer dealer for an exciting demonstration.

THE BASIC REPERTOIRE: Item One Hundred Thirty-five

by Martin Bookspan

Chopin's Piano Concerto No. 1, in E Minor

Even when Frédéric Chopin was a very young child, the skill, delicacy, and good taste of his piano playing made him the darling of the Polish aristocracy. Their salons and ballrooms echoed to the compositions and improvisations of the young prodigy, and his progress was carefully nurtured in this protected atmosphere. But by the time he had reached his twentieth birthday, Chopin had decided to present himself as a pianist to the more impersonal scrutiny of the general public and the professional critics. He booked himself for two concerts in the National Theater of Warsaw on March 17 and 22, 1830, scheduling for each date a performance of his newly completed Concerto in F Minor for Piano and Orchestra. He was a spectacular success, the sold-out houses hailing his supremacy as an artist. Warsaw clamored for more of Chopin's concerts, and on October 11 he appeared before the public once again, this time bringing with him another new Piano Concerto, completed in the interim—the E Minor Concerto.

The quaint structure of the three concerts is evidence of the peculiar manner in which such events were undertaken in the nineteenth century. Each program began with an introductory number. Then Chopin played the first movement of one of the concertos. A solo number followed, and then the first half of the concert concluded with the slow movement and finale of the concerto. In the second half of the October 11 concert, a group of arias was sung by the soprano Constantia Gladkowska, with whom Chopin was in love at the time, and the evening concluded with Chopin again performing with the orchestra, this time his Grand Fantasy on Polish Airs. A few weeks later Chopin embarked on a concert tour that was to take him to Vienna and Italy. In the remaining nineteen years of his life he would never again set foot upon Polish soil.

The two Chopin piano concertos came to be published in reverse order of composition. The E Minor Concerto was published first, in 1833, with a dedication to Friedrich Kalkbrenner, a pianist and pedagogue whom Chopin had met in Paris two years earlier. Accordingly, it was assigned the number one. The F Minor Concerto, actually the first of Chopin's two, was not published until 1836, and thus the number two was assigned to it. The slow movement of this concerto, a rhapsodic and impassioned Larghetto, celebrates the love affair between Chopin and Constantia. When it came to dedicating the concerto, however, Chopin inscribed it to the new lady in his life, Countess Delphine Potocka, who was a close friend for the rest of his days.

Each of the two Chopin concertos is represented in the current record catalog by more than a dozen performances—testimony to the hold this music has had over the years on both performers and public. Among the recordings of the E Minor Concerto, there is a special niche for Josef Hofmann's performance, the product of an off-the-air transcription in 1938. I have not heard the Archive of Piano Music release (X 923) of the performance, the sound of which has been subjected to artificial stereo enhancement, but the International Piano Library's mono version of the performance (IPL 502) reveals a cultivation and a dazzlingly varied tonal palette that fully substantiate Hofmann's reputation as one of the most extraordinary of all pianists. (Information on IPL's releases can be obtained by writing to International Piano Library, 215 West 91st Street, New York, N.Y. 10024).

Of the contemporary recordings of the E Minor Concerto, three possess outstanding qualities: Dinu Lipatti's (Seraphim 60007), Maurizio Pollini's (Seraphim S 60066), and Artur Rubinstein's (RCA LSC 2575). Lipatti's derives from a broadcast performance of 1948, two and a half years before his tragically untimely death at the age of thirty-three. The sound, considering the source, is astonishingly good, and the performance has a sweep and breadth that really set it apart. The unidentified orchestra and conductor are expert collaborators. Given Seraphim's budget price, Lipatti's recording is not to be missed—and neither is the more recent Pollini recording, also on Seraphim, but in first-class early stereo sound. Pollini's approach combines fiery temperament with a sensitive response to the poetic atmosphere of the music, particularly the magical nocturnal portions of the slow movement. Finally, Rubinstein's recording is a patrician and meticulously shaded account, with particularly sympathetic ensemble coordination between the piano soloist and his conductor, Stanislaw Skrowaczewski.

Of the two available tape versions, my nod would go to Martha Argerich's DGG reel (C 9383) despite some pulling about of the score indulged in by the conductor, Claudio Abbado.
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Stereo Review presents the nineteenth article in the American Composers Series

EDGARD VARESE

"In 1919 he also began, at thirty-six, a wholly new composer's life. It was as if all Europe, its history and its training and its valued friendships among both classical and modernistic artists, were merely a prelude to America. His first piece composed in the new and now definitive residence he called, in the plural, Amériques, meaning, in both the historical and the personal sense, discoveries."


By ERIC SALZMAN
EDGARDE VARÈSE was born in Paris on December 22, 1883, and died in New York on November 6, 1965. The first part of his career is a footnote in the history of European late Romanticism; the second, an essential part of the history of music in the New World and new music everywhere. Long after the battles of Expressionism, neo-Classicism, serialism, and aleatory have ended, the music of Varèse continues to be a potent force. His influence is felt from Gilbert Amy to John Cage to Yannis Xenakis to Frank Zappa. He widened our notion of music to take in noise and the sounds of the human and natural worlds around us—never arbitrarily, but always with the highest artistic and expressive goals. He created a new kind of instrumental and percussion music that is as contemporary now as when it was written. He predicted the advent of electronic music, musique concrète, and multimedia, and, having worked much of his life toward achieving these new means, lived long enough to create the first masterpieces in the new music.

As is the case with many of his contemporaries, his mature output was small. Each work is a probe into the future: dense, intense, complete in imaginative conception, powerful yet controlled. He suffered immensely from his voluntary transplantation to this country—there has never been much of a place for powerful and original musical minds in established musical life here—but to the end he considered himself an American composer; the concept of New World music had both literal and symbolic meaning for him.

Through all his triumphs and setbacks, Varèse remained an extraordinary presence in American musical life. From just after World War I until the middle of the Thirties, he spearheaded the performance of new music in this country. He was a central figure in the American experimental movements of the Twenties and was in the closest rapport with the leading intellectual and artistic currents of the day. Later, in tragic eclipse and neglect, he somehow remained a force, organizing a chorus of workingmen, encouraging a new generation of experimental composers, and continuing his search for the new means necessary to achieve his ideals. After his startling re-emergence, his influence spread from New York to Warsaw to Tokyo to California; indeed, the direct impact of his work and his ideals on far-out and electronic art, pop and non-pop, has not yet waned.

Varèse the man was every bit as imposing as his music. In his youth he was—if we can judge by the photographs—more than ordinarily handsome, with a burning, visionary intensity in his eyes. In his last years he was hardly less striking, with a great shock of white hair and bushy questioning eyebrows over a massive, craggy face. People were always confusing him with one of his greatest supporters, Leopold Stokowski. But there was nothing of the noble, posed Stokowskian profile about Varèse's musique concrète features.

People said he was difficult, crotchety, and uncompromising when in fact he was only sure of himself and what he had to do. It is true that he had no patience with the small-minded and the mediocre and that he made enemies among that large and powerful tribe. He had a plainness of speech—no bull—that expressed itself in a strong, rough French and an accented English that had nothing in common with the usual conception of an elegant French accent. But he never ranted and he was never dogmatic. He was strong and full of a kind of peasant dignity—much more common among painters and sculptors (who work with their hands) than among composers (who are generally middle-class and intellectual). This earthy, proletarian quality—almost unknown in European music after Beethoven—was a quality that Varèse shared with the other pioneering American composers of the period. It was an essential part of his vitality and defined his anti-establishment position in the New World. In one way it was very American; in another, the expression of his deep roots in the Old World.

Varèse was born in Paris, but he was brought up largely in Villars, a small village in Burgundy. He was the oldest of five children. His father, Henri Pie Jules Annibal Varèse, was from Piedmont—hence the Italian name. His mother, Blanché-Marie Cortot, was a cousin of the famous pianist Alfred Cortot. Varèse's father was away a great deal on business, and the child was sent to live with his mother's family in Villars. The Burgundian countryside and, above all, the great Romanesque church at nearby Tournus made a profound impression on the young Varèse. Years later he was to say that he wanted to write music with the power and strength of that Romanesque church. Varèse's grandfather Claude Cortot took the place of his absent father. "I inherited only one thing of value," he once said, "my Burgundian grandfather."

His relationship with his real father was nothing less than traumatic. In 1892, the elder Varèse moved his family to Turin, Italy, and his oldest son was put into the Polytechnical Institute to study engineering. Varèse disliked Turin intensely, and like Berlioz before him and Boulez after him, he rejected a "scientific" career for an artistic one. Turin had concerts, an opera house, and a conservatory; the reluctant Polytechnic student became passionately involved in music. He taught himself the rudiments; later, the
A strikingly good-looking young Edgard Varese at work in Paris (right) and at play in Berlin. Varese was in Berlin in 1910 to hear the first performance of his orchestral tone poem Bourgogne, played there by the Bluthner Orchestra under Josef Stransky.

Varese's mother died in 1900 or 1901. His father remarried, and the father-son enmity worsened. In 1903 he left his family and his engineering career and went to Paris to become a musician. He had no money and virtually no musical credentials at all. Yet, within hardly more than a decade, he had impressed the best musicians and critics of Europe—as a conductor and as the promising composer of unusual late-Romantic tone poems, all now lost or destroyed. Varese’s Old World career belongs to another era, the twilight of a golden age that was to be shattered by World War I.

In 1904, Varese was admitted to the Schola Cantorum in Paris—heaven knows on what basis—where he studied conducting and composition with Vincent D’Indy and counterpoint with Albert Roussel, as well as medieval and Renaissance music. A year later he was admitted to Charles Widor’s master class at the Paris Conservatoire. He did not take very kindly to his teachers and, later on, often spoke scornfully of them (“D’Indy’s vanity would not permit the least bit of originality or independent thinking. I didn’t want to become another D’Indy; one was quite enough.”). Nevertheless, it was at the Schola that he made his first acquaintance with early music. And he was, by all accounts, a remarkable student with a particular facility in a discipline not considered important in his later music: traditional counterpoint.

At this time he frequented a circle of young avant-garde artists, musicians, and poets which included Picasso, Julio González, Modigliani, Erik Satie, Max Jacob, Guillaume Apollinaire, and others. By 1905 he had already composed the Three Pieces for Orchestra, La Chanson des jeunes hommes, and the Prélude à la fin d’un jour after a poem of his friend Léon Deubel. A year later he wrote a Rhapsodie romane inspired by his beloved Burgundy; a piano version of it was performed in 1906. That same year he founded a chorus at the Université Populaire in the Faubourg Saint-Antoine, an organization whose membership was drawn largely from the working-class slums of Paris. In 1907 he married a young actress, Suzanne Bing, later to become famous as the leading actress of the Vieux Colombier. That same year he received the Première Bourse (First Prize or Fellowship) of the City of Paris, awarded to him on the recommendation of Jules Massenet (!) and Widor. Nevertheless, Varese was repelled by the mediocrity of French musical life, and, exactly as Boulez was to do half a century later, he exiled himself from France to Germany, taking up residence in Berlin, where he spent the greater part of the next six years.

The seminal figures in German musical life at this time were Richard Strauss and Ferruccio Busoni, and both befriended Varese. Busoni’s personality and thought were very influential on the young composer; indeed, Varese’s later work could almost be said to represent the working out of ideas that Busoni proposed but was incapable of realizing (the use of machines in music, the freedom from scale systems, and tempered tuning). Varese’s exile did not prevent him from revisiting France and making the acquaintance of Romain Rolland, Rodin, Debussy, and Ravel. Although his contacts with Debussy were mainly by mail, the two men were close, and the older composer’s influence on the younger is palpable. Varese’s friendship with the writer Romain Rolland is an even more remarkable story. Rolland saw in Varese the incarnation of Jean-Christophe, the hero of his famous and monumental novel about a composer, which was then in progress. Incredibly enough, Varese, like Jean-Christophe, was working on a symphonic poem after Rabelais’ Gargantua! There seems little doubt that, in the course of the
completion of the novel, Jean-Christophe came to resemble Varèse more and more.

Rolland was well connected in Germany and helped his friend to become acquainted with the conductor Karl Muck, with Richard Strauss, and with Strauss's librettist Hugo von Hofmannsthal. Strauss helped Varèse get his first major performance: the orchestral fantasy Bourgogne—another echo of his beloved Burgundy—was performed in 1910 by the Blüthner Orchestra of Berlin under Josef Strasnky. It provoked the first of many Varèsean scandals, but it also won him some adherents. Varèse's major early work was an opera with Hofmannsthal called Oedipus and the Sphinx. Another important composition, Mehr Licht, seems to have been transmuted into the work called Les Cycles du Nord, inspired by the phenomenon of the aurora borealis, a typically Varesian phenomenon. The work was an opera with Hofmannsthal called Oedipus and the Sphinx. Another important composition, Mehr Licht, seems to have been transmuted into the work called Les Cycles du Nord, inspired by the phenomenon of the aurora borealis, a typically Varesian interest. At this time, Varèse was in the closest touch with the fast-breaking developments in European art. He knew the futurists and was influenced by them (although he rejected their literalism and common-placeness), and he was acquainted with the newest revolutionary works of Schoenberg and Stravinsky. He founded another chorus in Berlin, conducting early music and participating in several of Max Reinhardt's famous theater productions. He made his debut as a symphonic conductor with the Czech Philharmonic in Prague at the beginning of 1914.

The outbreak of World War I was a tremendous blow to a French composer just achieving major recognition in the Germanic world. Varèse was visiting Paris at the outbreak of hostilities and served briefly in the French army before receiving a medical discharge. On December 8, 1915, he embarked for New York. The break had an extraordinary finality. His wife, Suzanne Bing, had already left him to pursue her career in the theater, and she took custody of their child. All the composer's manuscripts were lost or, as he was later to discover, burned in a Berlin warehouse fire during the war. Only Bourgogne survived—until 1962, when Varèse pulled it out of a desk drawer and destroyed it himself.

Varèse came to New York as poor, as unknown, and as devoid of provable accomplishment as when he had arrived in Paris twelve years earlier. But his almost incredible ability to inspire confidence soon won him a substantial place in New York artistic life. Above all he had a clear vision of what he wanted to accomplish: "I dream of instruments obedient to my thought and which, with their contribution of a whole new world of unsuspected sounds, will lend themselves to the exigencies of my inner rhythm." A little later he was quoted as saying: "What we want is an instrument that will give us a continuous sound at any pitch . . . not necessarily conforming to the traditional half tone . . . the composer and the electrician will have to labor together to get it . . . speed and synthesis are characteristics of our own epoch. We need twentieth-century instruments to realize them in music." He spoke again and again of "musical space as open rather than bounded," of "the liberation of sound," of "throwing open the whole world of sound to music." "I refuse to submit myself only to sounds that have already been heard," he told a New York Telegraph reporter in 1916. "What I am looking for are new technical mediums which can lend themselves to every expression of thought and keep up with thought." Significantly, Varèse's first work in the New World was Amériques—Americas, or new worlds of the mind and spirit.

On April 1, 1917, shortly before the United States entered the war, Varèse conducted a performance of the Berlioz Requiem at the Hippodrome before an audience of five thousand. Characteristically, the work was performed as a memorial for the dead of all nations. There was an orchestra of 150 musicians and a choir of three hundred. The performance made an enormous impression (links between Berlioz and Varèse are not hard to find), and Varèse could certainly have moved on to a substantial conducting career if he had been willing to compromise his musical views a little to suit the taste of the conservative musicians and wealthy patrons who flocked to this handsome and exotic foreigner. He actually
raised the money to found an orchestra ostensibly to be devoted to contemporary works. The New Symphony Orchestra, under Varèse's direction, made its debut on April 11 and 12, 1919, at Carnegie Hall in a program that included Debussy's *Gigues* and the Bartók *Deux Images*. The reaction was catastrophic; the board asked Varèse to change his announced programs; he refused and resigned. In 1921, with the composer-harpist Carlos Salzedo, he founded the International Composers' Guild, the first organization anywhere devoted entirely to new music. This organization and its successor, the Pan-American Association of Composers, gave the American or world premieres of works by Schoenberg, Stravinsky, Webern, Berg, Hindemith, Honegger, Ives, Ruggles, Varèse himself, and many others. In the spirit of the day, the Guild published a manifesto which ended as follows: "The International Composers' Guild refuses to admit any limitations, either of volition or of action. The International Composers' Guild disapproves of all 'isms'; denies the existence of schools; recognizes only the individual."

The Guild was many times imitated, most notably by the International Society for Contemporary Music and the League of Composers. The latter was founded by dissidents who broke away from the Guild; Varèse recognized no "isms," but that did not mean that he was willing to compromise his programming principles.

The Guild was, in fact, a highly successful organization. Its concerts were well attended, and the audiences included the leading lights of New York intellectual and artistic life. New music was, it seems, very new and was taken quite seriously in those days. Varèse's *Offrandes*, *Hyperprism*, *Octandre*, and *Intégrales*, all composed in the United States, were played at Guild concerts between 1922 and 1925. *Offrandes*, with its impressionistic flavor, was well received, but *Hyperprism* brought the audience to blows and Varèse to a new kind of fame. The music was violently attacked, but it also had its defenders, notably Lawrence Gilman of the New York *Herald Tribune* and Paul Rosenfeld, critic of *The Dial*, a leading literary periodical of the day. But the impact of the work was perhaps best summed up by Charles Martin Loeffler, a conservative composer and no friend of the far-out: "It would be the negation of all the centuries of musical progress if I were to call this music... Nevertheless... this piece roused in me a sort of subconscious racial memory, something elemental that happened before the beginning of recorded time. It affected me as only music of the past has affected me." *Octandre* also provoked divided reactions. The critic of the *Christian Science Monitor* wrote that the work "is so personal and so powerful that it has enough in it to provide the foundation of a whole musical school." The critic of the New York *Post* said, "If Varèse's composition was the worst offender, there were others which ran it a close race for hideousness and insanity—songs by Carl Ruggles, Anton von Webern, and Alban Berg." Not such bad company! *Intégrales* was described as bellowings and shrieks from a zoo, the din of passing trains, the hammering of a drunken woodpecker, a thunderbolt striking a tinplate factory. But on the other side were Paul Rosenfeld's comments about this work: "Varèse stems from the fat European soil... It is the serious approach, the scientific curiosity... that strengthened and sent him onward. But his experience has been the New World in dream and in

Varèse's pupils included André Jolivet and William Grant Still, both of whom compose today in idioms quite different from their teacher's, and Chou Wen-Chung, in whose strongly personal and individual music one can hear ramifications of the Varèse idea.
contact... Varèse never has imitated the sounds of the city... He has come into relationship with the elements of American life and found corresponding rhythms within himself set free. Because of this spark of creativeness, it has been given him to hear the symphony of New York."

In late 1924, Leopold Stokowski conducted Hyperprism in Philadelphia and in New York. He conducted the premieres of Octandre in 1925, Amériques in 1926, and Arcana in 1927, the last two with the Philadelphia Orchestra at the Academy of Music and Carnegie Hall. Reactions were equally vehement. One critic wrote: "... indescribable turmoil. Some men wildly waved their arms and one was seen to raise both hands high above his head with both thumbs turned down, the death sign of the Roman amphitheater. ..." As always, Varèse had his defenders. W. P. Tryon, critic of the Christian Science Monitor, wrote about Amériques: "this work, dispassionately regarded, may be said to mark a date in the history of art... the most memorable night of modern music in New York, no doubt, since... Sacre du Printemps...."

In 1927 and 1928, Varèse began to explore the possibilities of creating a new electronic instrument with the acoustical research director of Bell Laboratories and the French inventors René Bertrand and Maurice Martenot. Varèse was very explicit about what he had in mind: "...it goes without saying that these means should not lead to speculation as to how to reproduce already existing sounds, but, on the contrary, to ways of making possible the realization of new sounds in accordance with new conceptions... they will be able to reproduce all existing sounds and collaborate in the creation of new timbres... taking the sounding elements as one mass, there are possibilities of subdivisions in relation to that mass; it can be divided into other masses, other volumes, other levels, all by means of loudspeakers arranged in different places, thus giving a sense of movement through space..." The vision was remarkably complete years before it could be realized.

In 1928, Varèse returned to Paris, where he was to remain for four years planning out Espace and L'Astronome, two monumental unrealized conceptions, and composing the work that was to bring him more fame and notoriety than any other: Ionisation, for percussion ensemble. During this period, most of his earlier works were performed in France and elsewhere in Europe. The impact was extraordinary: "...a nightmare dreamed by giants..." was one reaction to Arcana; "...a gigantic step forward or else a return to the very origins of music..." was another; "music in the pure state, the noise of gravitating worlds, the synthesized projection of all the silences and songs of earth and sky...a conception of such vastness is not inhuman but extra-human..." was a third.

Many of these performances were directed by Nicolas Slonimsky under the auspices of the Pan-American Association; these programs introduced Ives and Ruggles to Europe as well. In 1933 at Carnegie Hall the Pan-American Association and Slonimsky gave the first performance of Ionisation; it was performed shortly thereafter also in Havana, San Francisco, and Paris. In the same year, Varèse, back in the United States, began work on a setting of a prayer from the Legends of Guatemala by Miguel Angel Asturias. For Varèse, the title Ecuatorial suggested the strength and intensity of pre-Colombian art. Even as he went forward in his musical explorations, he also returned to sources, to the most basic, elemental springs of musical expression. Ecuatorial is scored for bass voice (or chorus of basses), brass, keyboard, percussion, and two electronic instruments built for Varèse by the inventor Leon Theremin (a later revision substituted two ondes Martenots for the Theremins). The first performance took place at Town Hall in New York under Association auspices with Nicolas Slonimsky conducting.

But Varèse's star was beginning to wane. From a position right at the heart of American artistic and creative life, he was shunted aside to a periphery reserved for eccentrics and oddball radicals. After Ionisation and Ecuatorial there was the brief, exquisite Density 21.5—commissioned by Georges Barrère for his new platinum flute and still Varèse's most performed and recorded work—and then a long silence. New trends of conservatism, populism, and...
I have been asked to write about Edgard Varese. I am in no way qualified to. I can't even pronounce his name right. The only reason I have agreed to is because I love his music very much, and if by some chance this article can influence more people to hear his works, it will have been worthwhile.

I was about thirteen when I read an article in Look about Sam Goody's Record Store in New York. My memory is not too clear on the details, but I recall it was praising the store's exceptional record merchandising ability. One example of brilliant salesmanship described how, through some mysterious trickery, the store actually managed to sell an album called "Ionization" (the real name of the album was "The Complete Works of Edgard Varese, Volume One"). The article described the record as a weird jumble of drums and other unpleasant sounds.

I dashed off to my local record store and asked for it. Nobody ever heard of it.

I told the guy in the store what it was like. He turned away, repulsed, and mumbled solemnly, "I probably wouldn't stock it anyway... nobody here in San Diego would buy it."

I didn't give up. I was so hot to get that record I couldn't even believe it. In those days I was a rhythm-and-blues fanatic. I saved any money I could get (sometimes as much as $2 a week) so that every Friday and Saturday I could rummage through piles of old records at the Juke Box Used Record Dump (or whatever they called it) in the Maryland Hotel or the dusty corners of little record stores where they'd keep the crappy records nobody wanted to buy.

One day I was passing a hi-fi store in La Mesa. A little sign in the window announced a sale on 45's. After shuffling through their singles rack and finding a couple of Joe Houston records, I walked toward the cash register. On my way, I happened to glance into the LP bin. Sitting in the front, just a little bent at the corners, was a strange-looking black-and-white album cover. On it there was a picture of a man with gray frizzy hair. He looked like a mad scientist. I thought it was great that somebody had finally made a record of a mad scientist. I picked it up. I nearly (this is true, ladies and gentlemen) peed in my pants... THERE IT WAS! EMS 401, The Complete Works of Edgard Varese Volume 1: Integrales, Density 21.5, Ionization, Octandre... Rene Le Roy, the N. Y. Wind Ensemble, the Juilliard Percussion Orchestra, Frederic Waldman Conducting... liner notes by Sidney Finkelstein! WOW!

I ran over to the singles box and stuffed the Joe Houston records back in it. I fumbled around in my pocket to see how much money I had (about $3.80). I knew I had to have a lot of money to buy an album. Only old people had enough money to buy albums. I'd never bought an album before. I sneaked over to the guy at the cash register and asked him how much EMS 401 cost. "That gray one in the box? $5.95."

I had searched for that album for over a year, and now... disaster. I told the guy I only had $3.80. He scratched his neck. "We use that record to demonstrate the hi-fi's with, but nobody ever buys one when we use it... you can have it for $3.80 if you want it that bad."

I couldn't imagine what he meant by "demonstrating hi-fi's with it." I'd never heard a hi-fi. I only knew that old people bought them. I had a genuine lo-fi...

It was a little box about 4 inches deep with imitation wrought-iron legs at each corner (sort of brass-plated) which elevated it from the table top because the speaker was in the bottom. My mother kept it near the ironing board. She used to listen to a 78 of The Little Shoemaker on it. I took off the 78 of The Little Shoemaker and, carefully moving the speed lever to 33 1/3 (it had never been there before), turned the volume all the way up and placed the all-purpose Osmium-tip needle in the lead-in spiral to Ionization. I have a nice Catholic mother who likes Roller Derby. Edgard Varése does not get her off, even to this very day. I was forbidden to play that record in the living room ever again.

In order to listen to The Album, I had to stay in my room. I would sit there every night and play it two or
three times and read the liner notes over and over. I didn’t understand them at all. I didn’t know what timbre was. I never heard of polyphony. I just liked the music because it sounded good to me. I would force anybody who came over to listen to it. (I had heard somewhere that in radio stations the guys would make chalk marks on records so they could find an exact spot, so I did the same thing to EMS 401...marked all the hot items so my friends wouldn’t get bored in the quiet parts.)

I went to the library and tried to find a book about Mr. Varese. There wasn’t any. The librarian told me he probably wasn’t a Major Composer. She suggested I look in books about new or unpopular composers. I found a book that had a little blurb in it (with a picture of Mr. Varese as a young man, staring into the camera very seriously) saying that he would be just as happy growing grapes as being a composer.

On my fifteenth birthday my mother said she’d give me $5. I told her I would rather make a long-distance phone call. I figured Mr. Varese lived in New York because the record was made in New York (and because he was so weird, he would live in Greenwich Village). I got New York Information, and sure enough, he was in the phone book.

His wife answered. She was very nice and told me he was in Europe and to call back in a few weeks. I did. I don’t remember what I said to him exactly, but it was something like: “I really dig your music.” He told me he was working on a new piece called Deserts. This thrilled me quite a bit since I was living in Lancaster, California then. When you’re fifteen and living in the Mojave Desert and find out that the world’s greatest composer, somewhere in a secret Greenwich Village laboratory, is working on a song about your “home town” you can get pretty excited. It seemed a great tragedy that nobody in Palmdale or Rosamond would care if they ever heard it. I still think Deserts is about Lancaster, even if the liner notes on the Columbia LP say it’s something more philosophical.

All through high school I searched for information about Varese and his music. One of the most exciting discoveries was in the school library in Lancaster. I found an orchestration book that had score examples in the back, and included was an excerpt from Offrandes with a lot of harp notes (and you know how groovy harp notes look). I remember fetishing the book for several weeks.

When I was eighteen I got a chance to go to the East Coast to visit my Aunt Mary in Baltimore. I had been composing for about four years then but had not heard any of it played. Aunt Mary was going to introduce me to some friend of hers (an Italian gentleman) who was connected with the symphony there. I had planned on making a side trip to mysterious Greenwich Village. During my birthday telephone conversation, Mr. Varese had casually mentioned the possibility of a visit if I was ever in the area. I wrote him a letter when I got to Baltimore, just to let him know I was in the area.

I waited. My aunt introduced me to the symphony guy. She said, “This is Frankie. He writes orchestra music.” The guy said, “Really? Tell me, sonny boy, what’s the lowest note on a bassoon?” I said, “B flat...and also it says in the book you can get ‘em up to a C or something in the treble clef.” He said, “Really? You know about violin harmonics?” I said, “What’s that?” He said, “See me again in a few years.”

I waited some more. The letter came. I couldn’t believe it. A real handwritten letter from Edgard Varese! I still have it in a little frame. In very tiny scientific-looking script it says:

VII 12th/57
Dear Mr. Zappa
I am sorry not to be able to grant your request. I am leaving for Europe next week and will be gone until next spring. I am hoping however to see you on my return. With best wishes. Sincerely Edgard Varese

I never got to meet Mr. Varese. But I kept looking for records of his music. When he got to be about eighty I guess a few companies gave in and recorded some of his stuff. Sort of a gesture, I imagine. I always wondered who bought them besides me. It was about seven years from the time I first heard his music till I met someone else who even knew he existed. That person was a film student at USC. He had the Columbia LP with Poème électronique on it. He thought it would make groovy sound effects.

I can’t give you any structural insights or academic suppositions about how his music works or why I think it sounds so good. His music is completely unique. If you haven’t heard it yet, go hear it. If you’ve already heard it and think it might make groovy sound effects, listen again. I would recommend the Chicago Symphony recording of Arcana on RCA (at full volume) or the Utah Symphony recording of Amériques on Vanguard. Also, there is a biography by Fernand Oulette, and miniature scores are available for most of his works, published by G. Ricordi.
nationalism were on the upsurge, and economic crisis, political upheavals, and, finally, war served to accelerate them. From a larger point of view we can see that many different and apparently opposing trends—neo-Classicism, serialism, Gebrachusmusik, socialist realism, the WPA, populism, nationalism, Stalinism, fascism—all tended to alter the course of art away from avant-garde experimentation. Many composers managed a transition; those who, like Varèse, refused to compromise were to slide into near oblivion.

But it is too easy to attribute Varèse’s long silence merely to such forces. In fact, he never ceased planning new works and searching for the new means to realize them. As early as 1928 he conceived of a dramatic work whose implications are precisely those of the film 2001. Varèse’s sketch for L’ Astronome is set in the year 2000—only one year ahead of Arthur C. Clarke and Stanley Kubrick! An astronomer has received extraterrestrial signals and dares to answer them. At the end, just as in 2001, the space explorer is taken up by the extraterrestrials: “Spotlights are turned into the auditorium, blinding the spectators... universal and petrified silence...” Varèse gave this sketch first to Robert Desnos and Alejo Carpentier, later to his friend Antonin Artaud. But the musical means for the realization of such a conception were not yet in existence. Varèse doggedly kept on. He applied four or five times for a Guggenheim fellowship to try to realize “an instrument for the producing of new sounds” and was invariably turned down. He envisioned a music laboratory where sound and the means to produce it in all forms would be studied and demonstrated; the laboratory was also to include as complete a collection of records as possible, including examples of the music of “all races, all cultures, all periods, and all tendencies.” Needless to say, nothing ever came of it.

Between 1936 and 1940, Varèse traveled, lectured, and taught in the American West, visiting Hollywood sound studios in the course of his seemingly endless, fruitless quest. Another large-scale, never-to-be-realized project was germinating in Varèse’s mind. Espace was to be a multilingual work with “voices in the sky, as though magic, invisible hands turning on and off the knobs of fantastic radios, filling all space, criss-crossing, overlapping, penetrating each other, splitting up, superimposing, repulsing each other, colliding, crashing.” He imagined a work being performed and broadcast simulta-
neously in different parts of the world with each choir singing in its own language. The conception passed through several phases; at one point Malraux was to write the text. The newspapers picked it up, and it was dubbed the “Red Symphony” or “Symphony of the Masses.” The audiences were to be surrounded by sound with loudspeakers both broadcasting from afar and spinning sound around the auditorium. Microtones and specially invented “electrical” instruments were to be used. The orchestral writing was to be built “on the shifting play of planes, volumes, masses in space.” The chorus, further, was to be used “to the full extent of its possibilities: singing, humming, yelling, chanting, mumbling, hammered declamation, etc. Theme: TODAY...marching humanity.”

But it was not to be. In 1940, Varese returned permanently to New York and remained there in isolation for the entire duration of the war. His only musical activity was choral conducting, his repertoire almost entirely early music. However, in 1947 he gave the first and, to date, only performance of his Etude pour Espace, the only surviving fragment of that monumental project (although it is said that Déserts and the Poème électronique contain ideas originally intended for Espace). This remarkable and little-known sketch has multilingual texts assembled by Varese himself and set for chorus, two pianos, and percussion.

There have been composers who lived to a ripe creative old age and others whose work was neglected during their lifetimes and rescued later by posterity. But the resurgence of Varese is a remarkable phenomenon, perhaps unique in the history of music. In 1948, Varèse was invited to teach at a Columbia University summer session; the following year he was invited to lecture at the Summer New Music Courses at Darmstadt, the incubator of the postwar European avant-garde. That same year Frederic Waldman conducted Hyperprism at a concert at the Museum of Modern Art in memory of Paul Rosenfeld. A year later Waldman recorded Octandre, Intégrales, Ionisation, and Density 21.5 for E.M.S. Records as the first volume in a projected “complete works.” Ionisation and Octandre had earlier been recorded on 78’s, but it was this new LP record that finally made Varèse’s music accessible on a wide scale.

In 1949-1950, Varèse once again began creative work in earnest, writing the instrumental parts for a work that was to combine human performers with the new electronic medium. The invention of magnetic tape and advances in the capabilities of high-quality electronic equipment had at last made it possible for visions to become realities. After Varèse had made several fruitless approaches to some of the big electronic and high-fidelity firms, the tide finally began flowing back his way. An anonymous donor gave him a tape recorder—one of the big, early Ampexes—and he immediately began collecting and mixing sounds for the tape interpolations in the new work. He no longer wished to speak of music in the old sense. “But that’s not music,” wailed the horrified little old lady in tennis shoes. “Okay, it isn’t music,” Varèse would agree, “it’s organized sound.”

In 1954, Pierre Schaeffer, one of the founders of musique concrète, invited Varèse to work at the studios of French Radio—an act of generosity and an appropriate bit of historical justice—enabling him to complete the tape portions of the new piece with adequate equipment. The work, Déserts, was scored for woodwinds, brass, piano, percussion, and tape. It was first performed in Paris by the Orchestra of the French Radio under Hermann Scherchen, and simultaneously broadcast in stereo. Ironically, the location was the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées where, forty years before, Stravinsky’s Sacre du Printemps had had its premiere, and the new scandale was hardly less sensational. Indeed, instead of 1,500 people, there were perhaps 1,500,000 in on the later event! Whether because of the demonstration or in spite of it, Déserts was shortly heard all over Europe and the United States. Varèse, his music, and his ideas were again center stage, and a whole younger generation of composers came under his influence.

Varèse not only anticipated the development of tape and electronic music, but also what we would call today multimedia. In his original conception of Déserts there was to be a film accompanying the music—a visual interpretation of the conception: deserts of the sea, of the earth, of outer space, of the human
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In 1949-1950, Varèse once again began creative work in earnest, writing the instrumental parts for a work that was to combine human performers with the new electronic medium. The invention of magnetic tape and advances in the capabilities of high-quality electronic equipment had at last made it possible for visions to become realities. After Varèse had made several fruitless approaches to some of the big electronic and high-fidelity firms, the tide finally began flowing back his way. An anonymous donor gave him a tape recorder—one of the big, early Ampexes—and he immediately began collecting and mixing sounds for the tape interpolations in the new work. He no longer wished to speak of music in the old sense. “But that’s not music,” wailed the horrified little old lady in tennis shoes. “Okay, it isn’t music,” Varèse would agree, “it’s organized sound.”

In 1954, Pierre Schaeffer, one of the founders of musique concrète, invited Varèse to work at the studios of French Radio—an act of generosity and an appropriate bit of historical justice—enabling him to complete the tape portions of the new piece with adequate equipment. The work, Déserts, was scored for woodwinds, brass, piano, percussion, and tape. It was first performed in Paris by the Orchestra of the French Radio under Hermann Scherchen, and simultaneously broadcast in stereo. Ironically, the location was the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées where, forty years before, Stravinsky’s Sacre du Printemps had had its premiere, and the new scandale was hardly less sensational. Indeed, instead of 1,500 people, there were perhaps 1,500,000 in on the later event! Whether because of the demonstration or in spite of it, Déserts was shortly heard all over Europe and the United States. Varèse, his music, and his ideas were again center stage, and a whole younger generation of composers came under his influence.

Varèse not only anticipated the development of tape and electronic music, but also what we would call today multimedia. In his original conception of Déserts there was to be a film accompanying the music—a visual interpretation of the conception: deserts of the sea, of the earth, of outer space, of the human
mind. In 1955-1956, Varese created the electronically "organized sound" for the Good Friday Procession in Verge sequence in a film about Joan Miró by their mutual friend Thomas Bouchard. This little-known work is hauntingly beautiful with regard to both the visual images of a flickering candlelight procession and its curiously moving interplay of Gregorian intonation and noise.

In 1956 the Philips Company of Holland commissioned the architect Le Corbusier to design a pavilion for the 1958 World’s Fair in Brussels. Le Corbusier conceived the notion of an "electronic poem" and insisted—over severe objections from Philips—that Varese be his collaborator. With some reluctance, Philips turned over its facilities at Eindhoven, Holland, to Varese. The original form of the work was scored for four hundred loudspeakers which covered the inside of the structure; while Le Corbusier’s "light show" of visual imagery was projected across the irregular, flowing interior surfaces, the complex of electronically organized and manipulated sound was moved across these same surfaces by an elaborate distribution system. The vision of forty years was—for a while, at least—a reality. Unfortunately, this remarkable structure was torn down and the work survives only in the two-channel version which, along with the final revised version of Deserts, was achieved later at the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center in New York.

Varese also made a definitive revision of Arcana, which was performed by Leonard Bernstein and the New York Philharmonic at Carnegie Hall in 1958; Deserts was performed by the same forces at Philharmonic Hall several years later. Recordings of virtually all the extant works began to appear, notably two Columbia discs conducted by Robert Craft and the larger orchestral works conducted by Abravanel on Vanguard.

The history of Varese’s final composition is a little obscure. Like most of his later works, it seems to have undergone several transformations. Originally called Nuit, it later turned into a setting of Henri Michaux’s Dans la nuit, and then was apparently abandoned. In 1961, Robert Craft conducted the premiere of a major new Varese work for soprano, chorus, and orchestra entitled Nocturnal with a text taken from the House of Incest by Anais Nin (daughter of the composer Joaquin Nin and a well-known literary figure in her own right) But Varese never considered the work complete and a final version was realized from his sketches only after his death by his pupil Chou Wen-Chung.

Varese died on November 6, 1965 in New York. It is one of the fine ironies that the world was at the time preparing to pay him homage on his eightieth birthday when, because of a widely perpetuated error in his birthdate, he had already been an octogenarian for two years. The concerts became memorial tributes.

VARESE’S music has more links with the past than might at first seem apparent. Besides the Renaissance and medieval music he knew and loved so well, non-Western musics of Africa, South America, and Asia had an influence on him. All his early music is lost except for a published song or two, and it is idle to speculate how great the influence of Berlioz, Busoni, and Strauss must have been on his early development. The impact of Debussy is notable, most obviously in Offrandes but, in a subtler way, in the later works as well. Debussy was the first Western composer to work outside the Italian-German contrapuntal tradition, the first to create free-floating aggregates of tone, and the first to elevate color and texture to a position of importance equal to the other musical elements. Another important source for Varese is Stravinsky and, most particularly, Le Sacre du Printemps. Stravinsky’s abstracted, cubist struc-
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Octandre (1923). Candide 31028; Columbia MS 6146.
Integrales (1924). Angel S 36786; Candide 31028; Columbia MS 6146.
Lionisation (1930-1931). Candide 31028; Columbia MS 6146.
Density 21.5 (1936). Angel S 36786; Candide 31028; Columbia MS 6146.
Étude pour Espace (1947). No recording.
Deserts (1949-1954). Angel S 36786; Columbia MS 6362.
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- Angel S 36786: Michel Debost (flute); Paris Instrumental Ensemble for Contemporary Music, Konstantin Simonovitch cond.
- Candide 31028: Helmut Reissberger (flute); "Die Reihe" Ensemble, Friedrich Cerha cond.
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- RCA LSC 2914: Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Jean Martinon cond.
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tures, his blocked-out levels, planes, and volumes, had a direct effect on Varese, most noticeably in the larger orchestral works. Then, too, in spite of his opposition to twelve-tone dogma, Varèse was certainly influenced by Schoenberg, particularly in his use of the total chromatic resources.

Be all this as it may, Varese was one of the most original creative figures in the history of Western music and probably owed less to tradition than any composer who preceded him—and most that followed. His approach to sound was at once purer and less dogmatic than Webern's. He worked not with isolated tones, but with blocks of sound defined by timbre (a concept which, in Varèse's music, includes harmony and intensity of sound) and rhythm (including articulation and melody). In his chamber-ensemble works of the Twenties, melodic structures are often reduced to one or two notes set in a pattern of rhythmic accents and dynamic variation, a tendency that culminated in Ionisation, where the rhythms are the “melodies.” In the orchestral works, sonorous masses are brought into play—volumes and textures of tremendous density and intensity. There is nothing like “development” in the traditional sense; no narratives, no stories to tell. The music is static, if you will, but only in the sense that architecture is static. The best analogues of Varèse’s music are all architectural, sculptural, or advanced geometrical: juxtaposed masses or volumes of sound perceived spatially. Time is measured not by traveling from one place to another, but by the slow revolution of solid masses in space, “viewed” from every side. Varèse thought of musical space as a continuum not always necessarily broken up into fixed scales. Thus he used clusters and aggregates of notes, changing textures, articulations and intensities, a huge variety of percussive (that is, indeterminate pitch) sounds, the infamous siren (which makes pitches slide on a continuum), the Theremin and the ondes Martenot, and eventually, of course, modern tape and electronic techniques.

All of these principles, applied first in instrumental and later in vocal and tape music, have had a tremendous effect on the course of musical history. Any sound—literally—could now be raw material for creative art—but note: raw material. The entire spectrum of sound materials was now available through electronic recording or sound synthesis. Physical space could now become a conscious dimension of creative musical expression. Varèse saw clearly the new synthesis of auditory and visual imagery that we now call multimedia. His later works—beginning as far back as Ecuatorial—involve some combination of the human voice and/or electronics. From the period of the conception of L’Astronome, series of intensely dramatic juxtapositions begin to enter the music; there is a sense of man’s aloneness in the universe but also of his power and dignity. For Varèse the machine was a means, not an end, for he was an artist, not a technician. He wanted to dominate the technology to realize a vision, a vision that was in fact as wide as the range of human experience.

Varèse was not, strictly speaking, a teacher, and he had few students and no “school.” André Jolivet, his one European pupil, seems to have shown almost no real understanding of Varèsian ideals at all. A strange case is that of the black composer William Grant Still, who, after working with Varèse and writ-
ing a number of works in an advanced idiom, reverted completely to a lighter folksy style. The most important of Varese's pupils is the Chinese-American composer Chou Wen-Chung, who is also his literary and musical executor.

Varese left his mark on a great deal of American music in the Twenties and Thirties, most notably on that of Ruggles, Dane Rudhyar, and others. I can hear the Varese influence quite clearly in Aaron Copland's 1930 Piano Variations; this remarkable work is certainly closer to Varese than to the European serialists. There is an influence of Varese on Steve Reich, himself a seminal influence in postwar American music. Ralph Shapey, who as a conductor has been one of Varese's best interpreters, is perhaps the composer most directly in the Varese line. Varese certainly influenced Elliott Carter and, it is said, the early work of Milton Babbitt. These composers have helped shape one whole facet of contemporary American music, and this aspect of Varese's legacy is still alive in the work of younger composers such as Charles Wuorinen. On the other side of the fence, the New York Action School (John Cage, Morton Feldman, Earle Brown) admired the non-process, the "it-ness" of Varese's work. For them, Varese was the composer who first proposed the sound "object"—coming from nowhere, going nowhere—as a subject for admiration in its own right. And so Varese's influence is a link between two apparently opposing camps.

Varese had a particularly strong impact in Europe outside the German sphere of influence, especially in Eastern Europe where he was one of the first Western avant-gardists to be widely performed. The European "cluster and density" composers—Yannis Xenakis, György Ligeti, Krzysztof Penderecki—all stem quite directly from Varese. Xenakis was Le Corbusier's assistant on the Philips pavilion and was the person actually responsible for the structure. With Xenakis—architect, mathematician, and computer expert turned composer—the connections between the new architecture, technology, and musical thought become quite explicit. Ligeti and Penderecki are more intuitive composers, but their principles of texture and block-like construction are clearly Varesian. Indeed, the entire development of European music away from expressionist serialism—the evolution of tape music, the growth of multimedia and new music theater as well as far-out pop—owes a great deal to the vision, if not the specific example, of Varese. Salvatore Martirano's L's G A would be inconceivable without the example of Varese. Pop composer Frank Zappa has often talked about the influence of Varese on his music, thus helping to make Varese's name known even in rock circles.

I MYSELF had the privilege of knowing Varese well in his last years, and although I never in any sense studied with him, I could hardly have failed to come under his influence. The old house on Sullivan Street where Varese had lived since 1925 was always open to young people and new ideas. Varese's second wife, Louise McCutcheon Norton, an American and a well-known translator from the French, was (and is) the mistress of this remarkable household where one might meet Marcel Duchamp or John Cage or Mme. Malraux or Elliott Carter or Joan Miró or Pierre Boulez or St. John Perse or the head of Bell Labs or some unknown young composer. The basement studio, with its incredible collection of charts, scores, gongs, tape recorders, instruments, and works of art, was like one of his compositions: an apparently overwhelming disarray, yet everything in its place and with a meaning. In that disarray were the tools of the musical technology, and yet everything was personal, an extension of the composer himself. If we had any real sense of our past—not the Williamsburg self-deception, but our real pioneering past—that studio would be preserved exactly the way it stands (it is, at the present writing, still intact) as a museum and memorial.

As in his music, so in his life: the thing was not squeezed to fit some preconception of form, but form was the thing itself grown organically—like a crystal, Varese would say, or like a living organism. He spoke of "the liberation of sound" and of a musical space that was open, not bounded. He saw himself only as representative of his time. "An artist only reflects his time," he would say, "he is never ahead of his time; the public and the critics are behind it. I don't write 'experimental music'; my experiments reflect his time," he would say, "he is never ahead of his time; the public and the critics are behind it. I don't write 'experimental music'; my experiments are left behind in the laboratory; it is for the audience, when they hear it performed, to make the experiment of confronting a new work."

Varese's best eulogy was the one offered by Pierre Boulez: "Your legend is now part of our times; now we can erase that circle of chalk and water, those magic or ambiguous words 'experimental,' 'precursor,' 'pioneer'... Farewell, Varese, farewell! Your time is finished and now it begins."
RECORD DEFECTS

A recording engineer tells where and why they occur and what can be done about them

By JOHN EARLGE
Chief Engineer, Mercury Record Corporation

Is IT TRUE, as many seem to feel, that as record-playing equipment gets better, records themselves get worse? This is debatable, but since it is a view that has lately been expressed forcefully and repeatedly both in public and in private, it certainly deserves some investigation.

As with practically any other manufactured product these days, the quality level of phonograph records is determined on the one hand by the economics of running a record plant profitably and on the other by an estimation of what minimum the consumer expects for his money. It goes without saying that these interests do not always coincide.

As is almost common knowledge by now, classical records account in the United States for only about 4 per cent of total disc sales. One might imagine, therefore, that complaints about record quality would originate mostly from consumers of popular music, who buy 96 per cent of the records sold. One would be wrong: there is a saying in the record industry that "4 per cent of our product produces 96 per cent of our headaches." And even though only a small part of that 4 per cent minority complains, it is a vociferous minority.

The recording of performances of classical music today is done using sophisticated multi-track tape recorders. Four tracks is the minimum for stereo, and eight tracks would be a practical choice if there were any concern for the eventual release of a quadrasonic version. A knowledgeable engineer uses his skill in the manipulation of the multi-tracks for subtle highlighting of certain sections of the orchestra and certain passages of music as well as for picking up the hall acoustics (reverberation) of the recording location. The reasons for recording on, say, eight tracks rather than four are more economic than musical. The pressures of modern recording, the time and the costs involved, dictate that many decisions about final balances between the recorded tracks of the tape be left for later, less harried remix sessions. Along with any necessary tape editing to remove wrong notes, the niceties of musical balance can then be worked out, usually to the satisfaction of both producer and performers.

We have come a long way from the days when microphones were simply placed before an orchestra, turned on, and the orchestra played. Modern recordings are undoubtedly the better for the many technical, mechanical, and even artistic discoveries made since those simpler times. Quite aside from the mere documentation of an event, if the intention is to produce a valid artistic experience, it is in my view no more appropriate to record an orchestra with a single pair of untended microphones than it would be to film a TV play with a fixed camera located somewhere over "Row M." For the purposes of either medium, turntable or TV screen, home reproduction has its own aesthetic demands and constraints, and workable artistic values have happily been arrived at empirically for both. The most discerning record listener is hardly ever aware of the splicing and subtle manipulations of balance which take place in a modern classical recording, though he may well make conscious note of panning, dissolves, and cuts in a TV program.

A well-made classical recording today is something of a synthesis between the new no-holds-barred freedom of popular recording and the old hands-off approach of early classical recording. When the recording engineer and producer finish a session these days, what they have is not a finished product, but the raw material for one. The master tape—of how-
ever many channels—will be edited and remixed down to the two stereo channels. If all has gone well in the studio there will be ample latitude and material to shape the final recording both technically and aesthetically—and it is just here that possible trouble with the finished product can begin.

Only a few years ago, the remixing of a multi-track master tape down to two-track form meant a struggle with hiss and noise at one end of the dynamic range and with distortion at the other. Today, the existence of the Dolby noise-reduction system has given recording engineers the means of making virtually flawless tape transfers, a giant step in the right direction. But before the remix session begins, the master tape must be edited: wrong notes are replaced with right ones from other "takes," and the best segments or movements from a number of takes are sometimes combined to put together a kind of idealized performance. Both producer and performer collaborate in this—the better performers know that their job is not finished the moment the mikes are turned off, and their artistic judgment is sometimes called upon even as late as the cutting process.

Once the remix down to two channels is under way, the engineer and producer, who are still working with tape at this point, must begin to keep in mind the special characteristics of the disc medium (there will be trouble if they don't). For example, musical climaxes which will fall in the inner grooves make a greater demand on the disc medium than passages of equivalent loudness at the outer grooves. To prevent distortion from occurring during these peaks, the dynamic range of certain recordings may have to be compressed. (This is frequently done when a recording contains only a few really loud passages, thus, a signal-to-noise ratio improvement is achieved with an insignificant sacrifice of dynamic range.) Again, where the record sides promise to be long, a bass cut may be necessary to restrain over-generous excursions of the cutting stylus to limit the space each groove takes up. Most important of all, the final determinations of the relative levels of the tracks are made at this point. Purists may be upset, but, like the editing that has gone before, adjustments in dynamic level are finely calculated to escape the notice of even the most critical listener. The occasional lapses in taste that do occur from time to time (such as outsize woodwind solos or ultra-close percussive detail) should not be the cause of a general condemnation of these techniques. It has been demonstrated frequently enough that tapes that have not been so conditioned to the mechanical demands of the disc result in inferior records, noisier and more susceptible to distortion than those made from a tape properly processed with regard for the limitations of the disc medium as well as the imperatives of sound musical judgment.

If the original multi-track recording has the necessary flexibility, and if the remix operation has made proper use of it, then there should be little more to be done in the way of signal "conditioning." One thing that must still be taken into account, however, is inner-groove distortion, which arises simply because of the physical compression of the signal resulting from the slower speed of the disc at the small inner diameters (relative to the speed at larger outer diameters). The net result is a tendency toward loss of high frequencies and an increase in distortion. One countermeasure that has been tried is to "pre-distort" the signal to take into account the shape of the playback stylus and other causes of tracing error. This so-called "tracing simulation" (used by RCA, Teldec, Japanese Victor, and Japanese Columbia) as well as elliptical playback styli have tended to reduce problems in the inner grooves, but there remain significant playback differences between the inner and outer grooves.

One way to avoid the problem entirely, of course, is to end the musical groove area at a fairly large diameter. This can easily be done when the musical selection is a suitably short one, but it is surprising how many recording companies succumb to the temptation to "fill up the side," even when unnecessary. It is true that some record-pressing plants experience difficulties in record molding when sides ending at disparate diameters are coupled together, but basically the practice of filling up the side seems to have been dictated over the years by marketing people, who believe that the public will feel it is getting short measure if a record looks "short." They are probably right.

Another way of dealing with the inner grooves is to employ some kind of "diameter compensation." This is an old practice frowned on in many quarters, but it does have its uses. The technique involves boosting the high frequencies as the diameter decreases—and running the risk of an audible increase in distortion. Empiricism is the rule here: some musical material lends itself to a progressive boost of highs as the diameter decreases, and other material tends to distort uncomfortably. The engineer must decide when an increase in distortion is less objectionable than a decrease in high frequencies.

The transfer of sound from tape to lacquer (the prototype disc of which the finished records are copies) inevitably results in some losses, and these may be conveniently classified in three categories:

a. cutting losses, caused by elasticity of the lacquer material (which may "spring back" to a certain extent after the
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With either of these, test cuts are made (and played back) to make sure that a given stylus cuts well with the batch of lacquer material being used at the time. When cutting problems do occur, they usually have to do with an increase in the visual "graininess" of the cut (which raises the hiss-noise level) and excessive formation of "horns" (small ridges of lacquer material thrown up by the electrically heated cutting stylus at the groove edges). These can cause difficulties in the subsequent steps of record production.

Up to this point, every step has been a one-of-a-kind operation; there has therefore been no concern for statistical quality variation since each operation was individually monitored. Now, however, as the master lacquer goes to the pressing plant, the emphasis shifts to statistical quality control and the demands of economic mass production. The total cost of materials in a phonograph record is about six cents, but the average manufacturing cost of a commercial disc is about 25 to 30 cents. It is the aim of any well-run record plant to reduce this cost wherever possible, consistent with the quality to be maintained.

When the master lacquer arrives at the plant, it is carefully unpacked and visually inspected—for signs of physical damage in shipment and for possible "bleed-out" of oils in the lacquer material that might have been caused by exposure to high temperatures in shipment. If the master is okay, it is gently cleaned with a mild detergent and distilled water in preparation for the making of mold copies that will eventually produce the actual vinyl discs. A sensitizing bath then makes the lacquer surface more receptive to the silvering process (a solution sprayed onto the lacquer surface results in a deposit of metallic silver). Then the silvered lacquer is immersed in an electrolytic
Fig. 1. The most direct means of avoiding groove echo is to introduce adequate spaces between the grooves. The first minute or so of this disc has loud chords interspersed with long pauses. The widely spaced grooves insure that the pauses will be truly silent. More normal spacing is used after the opening passage.

plating bath that builds up a coating of metallic nickel on top of the silver. If the plating process is too rapid, stresses can be set up in the nickel crystals closest to the silvered surface, deforming the soft lacquer material and giving rise to groove-echo, which has tried to make its appearance previously during the cutting of the lacquer.

The lacquer is next separated from the metal built up on its surface, and extreme care must be taken that no silver is left behind on the lacquer. The separated nickel build-up, now referred to as the metal master, is prepared for another metal-plating process. Its surface is chemically treated so that a second nickel deposit can be electroplated on it and then easily stripped away. Note that the metal master is a negative—it has ridges where the master had grooves. The second metal part, known as the metal master, is a positive, and it can actually be played.

The metal master is carefully inspected microscopically, and it is then played by the most experienced quality testers in the plant. Now, for the first time, all the previous manufacturing steps can be given an audio check. Many of the ticks and pops heard in finished records are the result of some problem in the silvering, plating, stripping, and replating processes. A great part of the integrity of the final disc therefore depends on the standards imposed on the testers who judge the metal mothers. In addition to ticks and pops, there are other noises—such as gritting and swishing sounds that can result from improper cleaning of the lacquer, faulty silvering of the lacquer, or improper separation of the various parts.

The metal master can often be "repaired" if need be: some ticks and pops are the result of faulty separation of the metal master and mother, and this often leaves portions of the master imbedded in the grooves of the metal mother. When this happens, an experienced inspector can often use a fine abrasive powder and a sharp plastic tool to remove some of the debris. Where there is a special concern for quiet pressings, many companies subject the metal mother to a "dehorning" process. This removes from the metal mother the little ridges at the top edge of each groove wall which have been carried over from the cutting of the original lacquer, but it leaves the playing portions of the grooves untouched. These horns complicate the production process and are totally unnecessary to the proper performance of the disc. Dehorning is a difficult operation, and many companies do not do it routinely. It is easy to tell when it has been done, however: a record made from de-horned mothers will not show scuff marks when the playing area is lightly rubbed with a cloth, whereas a pressing with horns will scuff very easily.

After dehorning, the metal mother is prepared for the next step in the process; it resembles the previous one, except that now a negative stamper will be produced, the part that will actually be used to mold one side of the vinyl discs. The stamper resembles the metal master from which the mother was made, except that it may not have horns; many stampers may be "grown" from a single metal master. Stampers are visually inspected for defects in separation; if they pass, they are then readied for the record presses. The center of the stamper is carefully determined and punched out to accommodate the tooling of the record press. Carelessness here can result in off-center discs with a characteristic once-around "wow" in pitch.

Another machining operation performed on the stamper is the grinding down of the back to insure a snug fit in the press. If the grinding process is done too quickly, some irregularities may remain on the

Fig. 2. Unfill (right) has a gray, patchy appearance when light reflects off it at the proper angle. In the detail photo above, unfill appears as small black vertical strokes. These discrete breaks in the groove walls will result in a gritty sound quality.
stamper back or even be produced by the grinding. Since the layer of nickel is actually quite thin and the molding pressures are high, these will print right through onto the vinyl and cause "orange-peel" or "mold-grain" effects which result in rumble. The low-frequency noise called lead-in roar, heard at the very beginning of the record, arises during the mechanical crimping of the stamper to form the familiar "groove-guard" bead of plastic at the outer edge of the disc.

When the stampers have been mounted on the steel molds of a large record press, we are ready for the actual record-molding process. The press can produce pressures of perhaps 2,000 pounds per square inch. If there are irregularities worn in the surface of the press mold facing the back of the stamper (it is only 10 to 11 thousandths of an inch thick), then these too can be reproduced on the finished record and cause low-frequency noise. The press molds have channels on the inside to permit the flow of both steam and water so that the vinyl compound can be compression-molded under heat and then cooled with water when molding is complete. The compound itself is usually a mixture of polyvinyl chloride with coloring matter and a "stabilizer" that inhibits chemical breakdown of the vinyl under the heat it must withstand (above 325° F). All of the ingredients of the compound have been thoroughly blended before reaching the press floor, and the care with which this is done is an important determinant of the final product's basic noise level.

Today, few record companies with an eye for quality use bulk-increasing additives (called "compound fillers") for any of their records, but a few discs are always scrapped before they leave the plant, and their material is usually recycled for use in less critical (pop) pressings. Since recycling the compound material risks contaminating the mix with dirt and debris (paper labels, for example), only virgin vinyl is used in making the more critical classical discs. Contaminated vinyl would result in an increase in the steady noise level of the disc as well as a larger number of ticks and pops.

The complicated molding process begins when the steam-heated jaws of the press close on a lump (or "biscuit") of vinyl compound, forcing it to flow outward and fill the intricate interstice between the two stampers. Proper flow of vinyl into the microscopic ridges and valleys of the stamper depends on control of temperature, pressure, the viscosity of the vinyl, and the length of the pressing cycle. If all factors are not right, unfill (Figure 2) may result. This usually shows up visually as patches of grey, most often at the outer diameters of the disc; when the disc is played, a gritty sound is heard as the stylus passes over the area. Another molding defect commonly encountered is fractured grooves, or "stitching" (Figure 3), as the English call it. This defect is associated with the separation of the disc from the stampers after molding has been completed. It apparently results from a pulling away of portions of the newly molded disc by the groove detail of the stamper. It is called stitching because of its appearance, and often occurs where there are extreme low-frequency undulations of the groove, often quite visible to the naked eye. The fractures in the groove wall take on a glistening appearance of fine silver-thread stitching along the groove. The defect produces a particularly annoying "splattering" or "ripping" sound, often just prior to a loud passage on the record. Its cure usually entails a thorough re-examination of the

Fig. 3. Fractured grooves are sometimes called "stitching," for obvious reasons. On the directly lit portion of the disc above, the defect shows up as shadowy blemishes running along the groove, and these play back with a particularly annoying ripping sound.
pressing cycle and the mechanical alignment of the press itself.

When the pressing cycle is carefully controlled, the molding defects that remain are relatively few in number. They are simply the result of random minute defects that inevitably creep into the mass production of any molded product. (It is sobering to reflect that an item manufactured at twenty-five cents contains precise and significant detail as small as a few millionths of an inch!) Depending upon the outlook of the quality-control people, a molding process considered to be "under control" in one plant may be far out of control in another, and this is one reason why the average output of a given plant or record company may be consistently better than that of another.

Besides ticks, pops, and gritty sound quality, there are a number of defects which can result from faulty molding. Warpage is perhaps the worst of these, and it often results from discrepancies between the inner and outer dimensions of stampers and press molds. When freshly molded records are stacked on a spindle next to the press, they are still warm, and an inner-outer-diameter dimensional discrepancy will be cumulative in the stack. The records higher up on the spindle may exhibit a condition called dish warpage; such records may not work properly on a record changer and may also slip and produce wow during playback.

Most record plants still have manual presses, and their operators remove the newly molded discs by hand to place them on the machine that trims off the sharp overflow of vinyl from the rim. A careless operator can twist the edge of the still-warm disc when removing it from the press, and this causes permanent pinch warpage at the rim—a condition encountered all too often in the finished product. A pinch-warped disc is particularly annoying since the first inch or so of the record will not track properly and the arm may bounce off the record, though the disc may be perfect in every other respect.

The problem of an off-center hole must be faced again in the molding operation as it was in the matrix tooling operation. Owing to the operating stresses, the press tooling can loosen and permit the stamper to move off center.

Blisters in records are the result of the expansion of gases trapped in the compound. The frequency of their occurrence will vary from one plant to another, depending on how the compound is blended and extruded. A small blister will cause no more than a barely perceptible once-around thump, but a ruptured blister can even break a playback stylus. The worst cases are almost always caught during visual inspection.

The laws of nature being what they are, everything wears out in time, so the question "naturally" arises as to how long a stamper can be used before it must be replaced. This depends first on what quality level is being maintained in the plant and second on the program material's capacity to mask minor defects. The first record pressed from a new set of stampers is carefully played all the way through in order to check the quality of that set of stampers. As the pressing gets under way, every fiftieth or hundredth record (depending on the plant and the program material at hand) will receive a particularly careful visual inspection and also be given an audio spot-check. At greater intervals another sample of the record will be played all the way through. Each plant has found its own favorite sampling schedule for maintaining desired quality. When a stamper-caused defect is found, the inspector backtracks through the spindle of records to the point where the defect first appeared. The records pressed after this point will be scrapped and the offending stamper replaced. Stamper life varies widely; for critical classical discs it may be in the range of 500 to 1,500 pressings. For pop pressings it might be three times these figures.

The hazardous journey of this small package of sound from microphone to turntable is not yet over, for there remain many possibilities for damage in sleeving, album insertion, warehousing, and shipping operations—but that is another story, and one, moreover, much easier to understand. In-plant, manufacturing-process defects, however, still draw the most fire from quality-conscious buyers. Quality-control experts have known for some time that a dollar spent for better engineering is worth many dollars spent in inspection and possible reworking. If a record plant's rate of rejection is too high, it is more profitable in the long run to re-engineer the manufacturing processes than to suffer with the rejects. Moreover, quality cannot be "inspected" into a product; it must be built into it.

Continuing improvements in record playback equipment have no doubt made the critical consumer far more aware of record quality than he has ever been before. One of the prices he pays for this awareness is the nuisance of exchanging records, often more than once, until he gets one he is satisfied with. But even though the critical listener has always been a very small minority, he has always been heard by the industry, and if he doesn't lose his voice he always will be. At the risk of being perhaps too aptly metaphorical, we might say that "The wheel that squeaks the loudest/Is the one that gets the grease."
THE SCENE is a $100-a-folding-chair benefit called "Village Lights '71," produced by Marc Merson and Hal Rein at the New York University Loeb Student Center in Greenwich Village in behalf of the Village Community School. The auditorium is already packed to capacity—and no wonder. The master of ceremonies is Tony Randall. The musical director for the evening is Joe Raposo, who makes all those enchanting songs happen on Sesame Street. Among the guest stars this Sunday evening are Alan Arkin, Novella Nelson, Jerry Orbach, and Gene Wilder, all singing, telling stories, and showing selected short subjects starring themselves on a screen that obligingly raises and lowers itself at the proper intervals. These are hard acts to follow, and the girl who follows them is none other than Lily Tomlin of Laugh-In, whose new record, "This Is a Recording," has just been released by Polydor and is already splashed over the record-store ads in the Sunday New York Times' entertainment section.

Miss Tomlin offers a peanut-butter commercial in her own brand of word-trampling double-talk, a portrait of a 1950's tough-talking teenager at a neighborhood dance, and—completely convincing even without benefit of switchboard, makeup, long pink skirt, or period pompadour—Ernestine herself threatening Gore "Veedle" about his unpaid phone bill. Then she exits to the laughter and thunderous applause of an audience gone mad with adora-

tion. Just as the "New Orleans Funeral and Ragtime Orchestra" (with a mute Woody Allen, of all people, among the players as the group's clarinetist) is setting up for the evening's finale, I am beckoned by Miss Tomlin's manager into the lounge.

Which Lily Tomlin am I going to meet? Will it be Ernestine, snorting and smirking and making vague blackmail threats based on her IBM file at the phone company? Will it be Mrs. Earbore, the Tasteful Lady, who spreads her legs shamelessly as she rises after giving her opinion of the scene preceding hers? Will it be the Fast Talker, whose words bash fatally into one another like cars in a parkway pileup? Will it be Suzie Sorority of the Silent Majority? Lula the Party Lady? The Cheerleader? Or, most terrifying of all, Edith Ann, age five-and-a-half, with that appalling smear of candy all over her big mouth?

THE real Miss Tomlin is all but also none of these, a rather demure and melting young lady with an air of almost apologetic uncertainty and the most sparkling, wide-awake brown eyes in the world. She's in New York for the first of a series of gruelling stand-up appearances in nightclubs across the country, to start in a few days at the Bitter End on Bleecker Street. She seems rather anxious about it all, and grips my arm while she talks to me like a lost out-of-towner on a subway platform seeking directions from a native she hopes will be friendly. Yet Lily Tomlin is no stranger to New York, nor to live appearances in nightclubs. She made her first New York debut as a comic back in 1965 at the Cafe Au Go Go in the same neighborhood as the Bitter End. She used to be part of the smart review in that fashionable night club with the confusing name of Upstairs at the Downstairs (later she moved to the Downstairs at the Upstairs, if you’re still with me). She tries out
many of her routines at the Ice House in Pasadena, a night club where “This Is a Recording” was taped.

“We recorded it three different times with about two hundred people at each recording session,” she tells me breathlessly, veering dangerously close to the trip-hammer style of the Fast Talker who tends to set my teeth on edge when she turns up on *Laugh-In*. “We had about forty real phone operators at each session I mean we wound up using most of the third day that was the day they all sat down front or near the front and that’s why they did so much talking you can hear me on the recording, responding and commenting on the phone situation and all. Repairmen too.”

I try to sort this out and to learn something at the same time about Miss Tomlin’s background. Life started in Detroit with parents Guy and Lillie Mae Tomlin, who came north from Kentucky. A melting-pot neighborhood. First public appearance: magic show at age ten. Wayne State University. Inspired to create monologues by listening to old Ruth Draper records. Appearances in Detroit coffee houses. Studies in New York under Paul Curtis of the American Mime Theatre. A role in an off-Broadway mime show. Then the Au Go Go and the Upstairs, Downstairs routine. Then the Merv Griffin Show, the Garry Moore Show, and a quick-folding TV review called *Music Scene*. Then *Laugh-In*: exact date of the first appearance, December 29, 1969. Turns down offer to do fat-paying commercial for Ma Bell. Gets “Cracked Belle Award” from telephone operators, and honorary membership in their union. Next the record, which Polydor released on Alexander Graham Bell’s birthday, not expecting much by way of sales (they’re rejoicing already at how wrong they turned out to be). And now the tour.

I am determined to find out as much as possible from Miss Tomlin about the real-life sources of Ernestine and her off-camera friend Phoenicia. Did she have real people in mind?

“Not that I know of. She came just from living in New York you see it was a good target for comment. Her life that’s Ernestine herself after she started to evolve for example her hairdo, and when I saw how unusual she was and how she got so turned on and everything—quite pretty and sort of looked like Loretta Young. And when she was around eighteen or nineteen, say, she went on to the big city and started working at the phone company, and after all those years at the switchboard well, everything has just turned in on her. That’s all that ever happened to her. She just turned out to be, that’s all, and so did Phoenicia.”

Ernestine, Lily Tomlin believes, touches herself a lot, as when she keeps adjusting her brassiere strap, because “lonely people” tend to develop that sort of mannerism.

Was Miss Tomlin ever afraid she might wake up as one of the so very realistic characters she portrays and never be able to snap out of it? She clutches my arm again, in evident alarm at such a thought, and assures me such a thing is not likely to happen. Her brow furrows a bit as she finds herself, perhaps, speculating on such a schizophrenic development in her life. To get her mind off it, I try to plug in on Ernestine again. Has there ever been any kickback from the White House over those sharp-toned phone calls to “Mr. Milhous”? In reply, Miss Tomlin describes a party given by Barbara Walters of the *Today* show.

“Senator McGovern was there and Mrs. Laird, Sargent Shriver, and Nancy Dickerson, I had never been to a party with these kinds of people, I was flabbergasted, someone like Mrs. Laird whose husband is the Defense Secretary, right? Well, a lot of newscasters and broadcasters were there and they couldn’t understand how I could get away with calling him Mr. Milhous, if they just so much as call him Nixon and drop the Mister they get thousands of letters about being disrespectful to the office of the President. That’s the only thing I ever heard about Milhous.”

Is Ernestine still her most popular self? “No, I’ve sort of replaced her with the kid, with Edith Ann.” Miss Tomlin is shocked at the suggestion I then make that some viewers might regard Edith Ann, with her spiteful tongue and smarmy mouth, as a somewhat repulsive little creature. “Edith Ann? Most people love her! You mean there are people who are offended by her? They’re backward, that’s all. They must be afraid of children. They probably want her to look like Shirley Temple!”

A while later, Miss Tomlin, still outraged by Edith Ann’s detractors, returns to the child’s defense. “Not like Edith! I can’t get over that! Well, they didn’t like her on *Laugh-In* at first either. They thought she was weird. They didn’t like her to have a dirty mouth. Children aren’t all beautiful you know! They have little stringy hair, lots of them. They’ve got four teeth missing in front. I wish I could show her with all four missing. She has a dirty mouth. That’s how she is.”

I nod away. I’m trying meanwhile to steer the subject around to Miss Tomlin’s writers, of whom seven, including herself, are listed on her record.

“In the beginning I used to write everything myself. Now I can afford to ask my friends to write for me, and I have a lot of smart friends. But a sketch is written and then I work it and rework it. With the record, I had the chance to work everything out at the Ice House before audiences. Most of what was used was from the third time we taped the show.”

For her forthcoming night club appearances, Miss Tomlin informs me, she is working out some brand new characters, but doesn’t dare talk about them while they’re still gestating in her mind for fear they might evaporate. Then suddenly she reverts once more to my earlier question about Edith Ann’s possible offensiveness, and those bright brown eyes are ablaze like Ernestine’s switchboard at the thought. “Not like her! How could they not like her? I mean, that’s how she is. I can’t change her just to please them.”

Hastily the interviewer interjects a diversionary question about Suzie Sorority of the Silent Majority, an anemic type who can scarcely find the energy to put up a pale palm and say “Hi” to the *Laugh-In* audience on Monday evenings. “I don’t like her,” Lily Tomlin says flatly. “There’s nowhere to go with her. I can’t build her up; there’s nothing there. She’s hollow.”

I get the feeling Edith Ann wouldn’t like Suzie much either. And neither would Ernestine, and certainly not the hypermanic Cheerleader, nor Lula the Party Lady, although perhaps the Tasteful Lady would. I’ve met most of them now, and when the real Miss Tomlin, a composite who is more than the sum of her parts, bids me goodbye with a final, friendly squeeze on my lucky left arm, I do what all the “lonely people” do: I touch myself, right there on the arm. I have just spent an hour with the most alive, least hollow, friendliest girl in New York City. The lights are still on in the lounge of the Loeb Student Center, but it seems as though they have all suddenly gone off. In New York, along with Ernestine’s telephone service, they sometimes do.
BEVERLY SILLS' REMARKABLE MANON BROUGHT TO DISCS

ABC's new version is the first stereo recording of Massenet's durable favorite

MASSENEPT'S Manon is an utterly French opera. So are Carmen and Faust, of course, but their Spanish and German settings somehow work to make them less vulnerable to non-Gallic treatments. Manon is quite another case, and even the most ardent partisans of opera in English would think twice before tampering with it. This special quality of the opera has perhaps contributed to its limited number of recorded versions, and it is significant to note that all three of the complete recordings so far issued have been French productions built around the performers of the Opéra-Comique, a house in which Manon is well on its way to its 3,000th performance.

A new recording of Manon, the first in stereo, now breaks the traditional French monopoly. It is on an American label, but it was recorded in London with an English orchestra and chorus led by Julius Rudel, who is Viennese by birth, American by adoption and personality, and international in the range of his sympathies. The cast is likewise international, the four principal roles simply having been filled by those singers best qualified to undertake them anywhere in the world today.

The Manon of Beverly Sills is, of course, an amply documented stage triumph that deserves to be perpetuated on discs. It is an intense portrayal, successfully combining the emotional qualities of both child and siren. Miss Sills' carefully thought-out and entirely convincing characterization rises to its highest dramatic point in the prayer at the opening of the St. Sulpice scene. Though there are a few moments of uneasy vocalism (in "Je suis encore toute étourdie" and most of the Cours-la-Reine scene, where the tone is tremulous and intonation uncertain), "Voyons, Manon" is lovely and secure, and the entire St. Sulpice episode is near-perfection. I find the totality of the performance admirably individual, but for me it does not equal the magic of Victoria de los Angeles' Manon (Seraphim 6057).

In the first act, Nicolai Gedda renders "Nous vivrons à Paris" with a seductive charm and some lovely diminuendi. The aria in the St. Sulpice scene is not always under full control, but he is very effective in the duet that follows it and in most of the last two acts as well. He is not up to the level of his own best work, but this Des Grieux is still well ahead of any other possibility known to me. Gérard Souzay could have been the perfect Lescaut ten years ago; he is today still an impressive one, superb in enunciation, rather brusque in demeanor. Gabriel Bacquier creates a commanding characterization as the Count, though the role's unusual tessitura taxes him somewhat vocally.

The Ambrosian Opera Chorus performs effectively, if not perhaps with that final touch of French authenticity. There can be no carping whatever about the supporting singers, however, all of whom display individu-
ual gifts as well as a true ensemble spirit. The brief spoken passages, which interlace the action whenever Massenet had the inspiration to employ them, are delivered with a natural and highly atmospheric quality.

Rudel's tempo choices are excellent throughout, his pacing brisk, incisive, but never hurried. This is a "modern" Manon, not too sentimental, perhaps even quite dry-eyed, responding more to the music's passion than to its lyricism. It is admirable in its discipline and controlled intensity. Though one may miss the easy-going elegance of Pierre Monteux in the Seraphim recording, this is nonetheless an outstanding musical achievement by a man who seldom gets the recognition he deserves.

The opera is given complete. The second half of the final side is devoted to the Fabliau, a florid number Massenet composed as an alternate for the Gavotte. It is performed by Miss Sills with the proper flourish. Technically, this new set simply obliterates all competition. The many colorful elements of the opera are carefully blended, orchestral details emerge with clarity, and yet the singing is never slighted. Producer Michael Williamson has done an outstanding job. The packaging is also excellent, with interesting illustrations, and there are informative notes by Herbert Weinstock.

George Jellinek

MASSENET: Manon. Beverly Sills (soprano), Manon; Nicolai Gedda (tenor), Chevalier des Grieux; Gerard Souzay (baritone), Lescaut; Gabriel Bacquier (bass), Le Comte des Grieux; Nico Castel (tenor), Guillot; Michel Trempon (baritone), De Bretigny; Patricia Kern (mezzo-soprano), Rosette; Michele Raynaud (soprano), Poussette; Helia T'Hezan (soprano), Javotte. Ambrosian Opera Chorus; New Philharmonia Orchestra, Julius Rudel cond. ABC AUDIO TREASURY ATS 20007/4 four discs $23.94.

PIERRE BOULEZ'S PLI SELON PLI

The Columbia recording reveals an intensely poetic contemporary musical work.

COLUMBIA's new recording of Pierre Boulez's Pli Selon Pli reminds me that this work, in its relatively short lifetime (it made its first appearance in 1960), has already outlived all those apologetics about "avant-garde" and "new music" and can be listened to simply as one of the major creative statements in contemporary European art. In spite of all the talk about the internationalism and the Germanicism of European music in the Fifties and Sixties, this music rings out in a distinctive accent that could only be French. It grows out of Boulez's deep admiration for and understanding of the work of the French poet Stephane Mallarme (of which it is a musical reinterpretation rather than a "setting" in the conventional sense). Its musical ancestry can be traced to Debussy and Messiaen as much as to Schoenberg and Webern. Its curious combination of layers of delicate percussion sound and highly lyrical but disjunct singing, of forms that literally unfold in layers of timbre ("pli selon pli" or "fold on fold"), of severity and intellectual control on the one hand and improvisatory freedom and sensuousness on the other, is all typical of Boulez's contribution to contemporary French culture and his very distinct place in European music.

In spite of the mystique that surrounds some of this music, nothing more is demanded of the listener than a willingness to concentrate, to really listen. Total involvement is made easier by the crystalline brilliance, beauty, and controlled lyricism of the performance and recording. This music remains suspended between a concept of shifting timbres—its heritage from Debussy—and its utter clarity of thought—which comes partly from Webern and serialism but is also typically French (and typically Boulez). Others may stumble over this seeming paradox,
but for Boulez there is no contradiction; indeed, the tension that arises out of the expression of ideas and their sensuous realization helps generate the inner energies that bridge the hour-long span of the work so successfully.

Pli Selon Pli is contemporary musical poetry of the highest and most intense kind and should be missed by no one interested in the inner life of our time. It took almost a decade to reach its new life in recorded form, but, given the extraordinary quality of the result, it was well worth waiting for.

Eric Salzman

BOULEZ: Pli Selon Pli. Halina Lukomska (soprano); Maria Bergmann (piano); Paul Stingl (guitar); Hugo D’Alton (mandolin); B. B. C. Symphony Orchestra, Pierre Boulez cond. COLUMBIA M 30296 $5.98.

ENTERTAINMENT

BARBRA STREISAND BRANCHES OUT

Her latest album for Columbia is devoted to the songs of all the young troubadours

ONE OF my chief gripes about the record business is the way major recording companies force musical material onto the charts of artists who have no feeling or regard for it. As a rule, it simply doesn’t work. Carmen McRae, Mel Tormé, Chris Connor, and Peggy Lee are only a few of the great talents who have been done in by material that is several light years above, beneath, or beyond their range and ability. But now comes Barbra Streisand, already the exception to many rules, to break this one too. As her latest Columbia release, “Stoney End,” reveals, Barbra’s branching out. She has found a new highway of current rock and folk material to travel, and the trip is sublime: “Stoney End” is a lovely, listenable, often exciting album that does absolutely everybody justice.

Barbra addresses herself to the work of Laura Nyro, Joni Mitchell, Nilsson, and Randy Newman (among others) with both passion and respect, breathing a different kind of life into it without compromising her own taste or her dignity as a performer. True, there are no Harold Arlens or even a Lenny Bernstein here, but the gentle innocence Barbra brings to (for example) Joni Mitchell’s I Don’t Know Where I Stand raises that young lady’s song to a polished level she has never been able to reach with it herself.

Barbra has always been a stern perfectionist, of course, as hard on herself as on any of those who work with her, and she has not shunned her musical responsibilities here. Her musical-comedy fans may not appreciate the new horizons she has discovered, but they can hardly accuse her of recording rock songs just to make a quick buck. She invests so much energy, discovers so many subtle and fragrant details, and displays so many lyrical attitudes in this program that almost every song sounds better than it ever has before. Listen for the details and you will see why this is true: her outbursts of melodic high octane on Laura Nyro’s Stoney End; the way her breathtaking laughter catches in her throat at the end of a rapturous Time and Love, captured for posterity because a mike was left open in the studio; the romantic way she wraps herself around the words “Nothing turns the day on, really gets it goin’” in Just a Little Lovin’.

All the fire, all the guts, all the splendor that is Barbra at her best are showered on these songs, and the strings and the horns and the beautifully modulated vocal group behind her embellish them in arrangements that glow with life. It is an experience that proves once again that good music can shine anytime, anywhere—if it finds its way into the right hands.

Rex Reed

BARBRA STREISAND: Stoney End. Barbra Streisand (vocals); Gene Page, Perry Botkin, Jr., and Claus Oger-
A HOT LINE TO ERNESTINE

Polydor successfully translates Ma Bell's demon troubleshooter from TV to turntable

MONDAYS stopped being blue around our house the first time Lily Tomlin jiggled the plug in her switchboard, crossed her legs, adjusted the strap of her brassiere, and smirked into her mouthpiece, "A gracious good afternoon! This is Miss Tomlin of the telephone company. Have I reached the party to whom I am speaking?"

This momentous debut took place on the Rowan and Martin TV show Laugh-In, and since then, Miss Tomlin (or Ernestine, as we have come to know her) has brightened our Mondays intermittently with calls to Gore Vidal ("When may we expect payment, Mr. Veedle?") the President of the United States ("Mr. Milhous"), and even the wife of the Attorney General, badgering them, with many a porcine snort, about their phone bills and their "violations of company policy."

Miss Tomlin plays many other roles on Laugh-In, including those of a smudge-faced brat in a rocking chair and the reedy-voiced "Miss Susan Sorority of the Silent Majority," but it is as Ernestine that she is most likely to go down in entertainment history, dialing doggedly over again when customers cut her off, boldly brandishing the power of monopoly with veiled threats of curtailed service, responding indomitably to obscene phone calls, and gossiping between-times with her friend Phoenicia, a girl I have never seen but can, thanks to Ernestine's own uncanny reality, vividly imagine.

Such an act deserves its own album, and we have it here, prepared with the aid of seven writers and "recorded live at the Ice House, Pasadena" before what sounds like a convention of wickedly appreciative telephone-company employees. Miss Tomlin explains how Mr. Bell invented the telephone shortly after flying his kite to discover electricity, discusses that overdue bill with Mr. Veedle, breaks up a marriage with her unsolicited counsel to a customer, calls Joan Crawford to request the return of a dime lost in a Pepsi-Cola machine, and chats with Mrs. Mitchell, Mr. "Jedgar" Hoover, whom she accuses of tampering with his instrument, and Vito, the burly phone repairman and installer, who reports on the dreadful decor of a house in which he is investigating a complaint.

But Ernestine really comes into her own during a telephone strike, when she singlehandedly takes over all duties, placing local and long-distance calls, giving out the time and the weather, curtly referring customers to their directories for numbers, and even reading inspirational messages for "Dial-a-Prayer."

It is a heroic achievement, and if you can't see the smirk you can certainly hear the snort. Some of the bands are filler, as in many another comedy disc, but "This Is a Recording" contains more chuckles per micro-groove than most. Gracing the cover is a full-color picture of Ernestine at her switchboard—period hair-style, pink skirt, open toes, and all—tugging at her brassiere strap and smirking that smirk for Mr. Milhous at the other end.

Paul Kresh
The experts agree on the Citation Eleven Preamplifier.

Stereo Review:

... The Citation Eleven is unquestionably one of the best preamplifiers we have measured. It would take better ears -- and instruments -- than ours to find any unintentional signal modification in the output of the Citation Eleven. As a rigorous test of the Citation Eleven's "wire with gain" properties, we connected it up so that a signal could be led either around it or through it on the way to the power amplifier. Any response aberration introduced by the Eleven would then be audible during A-B comparisons. Perhaps needless to say, the Eleven left the signals (including white noise) completely unaffected in any way detectable by our ears. It is an ideal companion for any really good basic power amplifier. In combination with the Citation Twelve, it would be hard to beat.

High Fidelity:

... Using and listening to the Eleven is a music-lover's delight. The unit does nothing to the source material that you don't want it to do; it is one of those superior audio devices that functions without seeming to be in the circuit; it lets you listen through the system back to the program material. We have no doubt, in fact, that the performance capabilities of Citation equipment exceed the response capabilities of commercial program material. Just to nail home this point we played a stereo tape that had been dubbed from master tapes containing a variety of orchestral and vocal selections which we could now hear several generations earlier than we normally would in their commercial-release versions. Their superiority was clearly audible on Citation equipment, once again demonstrating that "Citation sound" is nothing more or less than accurate reproduction of musical sound.

Audio:

... Having made all the measurements, we were champing at the bit to try it out. We have been using the Citation Twelve as a power amplifier for some months, and from the moment it was put into service, we noted a definite improvement in our sound quality. The Eleven does away with the need for any frequency shaping devices, since it has practically all that anyone could desire. It can correct for room acoustics to a remarkable degree, increasing the bass to make up for speaker deficiencies, and boosting or cutting the highs -- extreme or middle -- to make up for room furnishings. In short, there is very little that you cannot do with the Citation Eleven. It is a worthy addition to the already distinguished reputation that the name Citation has achieved over the many years since they first made their appearance.

Stereo & Hi-Fi Times:

Let me say it right out. The Citation Eleven is a fitting companion to the power amp I wrote about last time. That is, the pair of units represent no-compromise audio. The Citation Eleven ... does everything a separate preamp is expected to do, it does things with finesse, and it does things no other preamp does. ... I started off heaping praise on the Citation Eleven. That praise is unqualified. Granted, there are not too many separate preamplifiers left on the market. But of these, the Citation Eleven must be the best -- and more important -- it will not be bettered in the near future. At $295, it represents the culmination of a purist's dream.

Record Guide:

The state of the amplification art moves inexorably on. Just as I get to a point when I begin to believe that preamps hardly can be improved, some manufacturer proves me utterly wrong. Harman-Kardon has done it this time -- and not for the first time, either. ... I might add that the Citation Eleven is now the preamp that acts as the control of my own music system. And there it will stay for the foreseeable future. What more can I say?
The Biggs is utterly charming. It's the kind of album you might play for your child. Or you might play for yourself, simply because you love Bach.

The Newman is filled with exciting harpsichord virtuosity. Newman rethinks everything he performs and fills it with good surprises.

The Gould is what you're expecting if you own the previous five volumes of this set—as Time put it, "breathtaking intelligence and musicianship." And if you don't own some of the other volumes, this is the perfect one to begin with.

The Kipnis is surprising because it gives you something you've never heard before: a new Bach Concerto (No. 8 in D Minor). Kipnis reconstructed it from a fragment of the original manuscript, using the 35th Cantata as a guide. The set also includes Brandenburg No. 5 and the Triple Concerto.

The Ormandy gives you that luxurious (but disciplined) sound of the Philadelphia Orchestra to produce a glorious St. John Passion.

And if all that music isn't enough, each of these albums comes with a large poster. And the posters are as different as the performances.

On Columbia Records
classical

recordings of special merit

ALFONSO X, EL SABIO: Las Cantigas de Santa Maria (selections). Capilla Musical y Escolania de Santa Cruz del Valle de los Caidos; Atrium Musicæ; Jens Uwe Eggers and Laurentino Saenz de Buruaga (tenors); Jose Luis Ochoa de Otza (baritone), director. Musical Heritage Society OR 302 $2.89 (plus 60c handling charge from the Musical Heritage Society, 1991 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10023).

performance: Exceptional

recording: Superior

Alfonso the Wise, King of Spain from 1252 until his death in 1294, was an extremely enlightened ruler who established schools of law and astronomy and also wrote entirely himself, or had written for him in part, a series of four hundred Cantigas de Santa Maria. This collection, some of which is fragmentary, consists of songs of praise (they are, in effect, troubador songs in honor of the Virgin Mary) and of miraculous events dealing with Mary. A few of these have appeared from time to time on records, either in vocal or instrumental form; the largest collection is a group of twelve performed mainly as instrumentals by the New York Pro Musica on Decca DL 79416. The present recording, a commendably scholarly undertaking (Spanish musicology has not always been so good in this respect), includes the prologue plus twenty-three cantigas. Not only in terms of quantity, however, is this Musical Heritage release preferable to the Decca.

The presentation features exquisite singing, both by soloists and choirs (including one of children), as well as splendid, vivacious instrumental playing on instruments proper to the period. The style is very Spanish indeed (unlike the Pro Musica, whose Spanish pronunciation leaves something to be desired), but, more than that, the performances have a great deal of atmosphere to them. One might comment that some of the cantigas are a little solemn in tempo (a Solesmes chant style does per- vade a few of these selections), and I wished on occasion for more rhythmic flexibility in the instrumental playing. On the whole, though, this is a project of great imagination, superbly presented and recorded. I.K.

ELLY AMELING

exquisite performances of Bach cantatas

BACH: Cantata No. 51, "Jauchzet Gott in allen Landen"; Cantata No. 199, "Mein Herz schwimmt im Blut." Elly Ameling (soprano); Maurice André (trumpet, in No. 51); German Bach Soloists, Helmut Winkler, cond. Philips 6500 014 $5.98.

performance: Outstanding

recording: Superior

The jubilation of the well-known Cantata No. 51, whose outer movements are really a cantata arias. Excellent performances of Bach cantatas once before, in the mid-Fifties, and this stereo remake is very much like that older set. The conductor takes a modified Romantic approach to Bach: the scores are performed quite literally, without any double-dotting of the opening sections, without any ornaments or the like—totally without the scholarly apparatus that one hears in the best of the Baroque-style performances, such as that of the Concentus Musicus of Vienna. The orchestra, to be sure, is not over-large, and there is a harpsichord, though it is restricted to block chords and very much in the background. Klemperer's tempos are generally deliberate—and on occasion even distressingly slow, so that dances never really bounce as they ought to (compare, for instance, Raymond Leppard's Suites for Philips). There are many merits to the performance, however. The conductor does make his instrumentalists phrase with unusual care; there is not as much long-line phrasing in these performances as one might expect. And overtures do have a sense of grandeur to them, as well as enormous solidity; such a movement as the famous Air from the Third Suite is played with wonderful dignity. It may not always be good Bach, but it very often is extremely good music. The recording is not the last word in clarity but is more than adequate otherwise. I.K.


Performance: Dull

Recording: Passable; bad surfaces

Very sad, indeed. One expects to hear great things from young performers whose names...
It takes a lot of guts to say a new stereo cassette deck is the greatest ever made.

Wollensak can say it.

The new Wollensak 4750 stereo cassette deck brings true hi-fidelity to cassette listening.

Here’s why: It has one of the lowest wow and flutter characteristics of any deck available. The precise heavy-duty tape transport mechanism is considered by independent audio experts to be the finest in the industry. A mechanism that includes the only full-size flywheel and capstan available to assure constant tape speeds and eliminate sound distortion.

Record-playback frequency response is truly exceptional: 60 - 15,000 Hz = + 3 dB. Fast-forward and rewind speeds are about twice as fast as any other.

A massive, counter-balanced bi-peripheral drive means years of dependability. Interlocked controls allow you to go from one function to another without first going through a stop or neutral mode. The Wollensak 4750 features end-of-tape sensing which stops the cassette, disengages the mechanism and prevents unnecessary wear. The Wollensak “Cassette Guardian” automatically rejects a stalled cassette in play or record position. The 4750 complements your present component system by providing cassette advantages. American designed, engineered and built.Styled in a hand-rubbed walnut base with Plexiglass® smoked dust cover.

All of these features add up to the truest stereo sound with reel-to-reel quality from a stereo cassette deck. Become a believer. Hear and compare the new Wollensak 4750 deck at your nearby dealer.

SPECSIFICATIONS:
- FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 60 - 15,000 Hz = + 3 dB ± 1¾ db. WOW AND FLUTTER: 0.25% RMS. SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO: Greater than 15,000 Hz.
- PRE-AMP INPUT: 50mV to 2 volts. MICROPHONE INPUT: 1mV to 3mV, low impedance.
- FIXED PRE-AMP OUTPUT: 1.0 V. per channel.
- SPECIAL MERIT:
- BELLINI: II Pirata. Piero Cappuccilli (baritone), Ernesto; Montserrat Caballe (soprano), Imogene; Bernabe Marti (tenor), False, Ruggero Raimondi (bass), Goffredo; Giuseppe Baratti (tenor), Inello, Flora Raffaneli (mezzo-soprano), Adele. Chorus and Orchestra of the Radiotelevisione Italiana, Rome. Gianandrea Gavazzeni cond. ANGEL SCL 3773 three discs $17.94.

Performance: Good
Recording: Good

In Vincenzo Bellini’s short life he composed only ten operas, so to divide his achievements into “early” and “late” works makes little sense. II Pirata (1827) was his third opera, and it illustrates Bellini’s art at something very close to its peak. It is a thoughtfully fashioned, effective work, not particularly distinguished in its melodic inspiration, but revealing flashes of dramatic fire not always to be found in Bellini’s later and better-known operas. It opens with an effective depiction of a tempest at sea that foreshadows the opening of Verdi’s Otelio; its ensemble writing is above the ordinary, and the orchestra is unusually active for the period. It goes without saying that II Pirata calls for spectacular singing as well. Rubini and Tamburini sang the rival lovers at the Milan premiere; subsequent revivals attracted the likes of Schröder-Dervient, Grisi, and Mario. This first recording of II Pirata follows several staged and concert revivals during the last two decades, involving first Lucy Kelston, then Maria Callas (who recorded the opera’s final scene), and, finally, Montserrat Caballe. It represents a decided gain in our growing explo- ration of pre-Verdi operatic literature, similar to the rediscovery of Donizetti’s Roberto Devereux and Anna Bolena and Bellini’s Beatrice di Tenda. On initial hearing, however, I must rank II Pirata slightly below the level of these three.

The cast is dominated by Montserrat Caballe, who regales us here with one of her most consistently beautiful recorded performances. She offers singing that is tonally immaculate, enriched by phrasing of remarkable plasticity and a firm command of the role’s florid requirements, without resorting to excessive ornamentation of the kind that obscures the composer’s line. To the final scene, with its poignant cantabile, “Col sorriso d’innocezza,” she brings the appropriate melting tone and delicate phrasing, and equally effective vocal fireworks follow in the cabaletta.

Without access to the vocal score, I am unable to determine how much of the “Rubini text” is retained in Bernabe Marti’s performance. The role of Gualtiero is high-lying, elaborate, and very demanding, and the Spanish tenor deserves praise for his vigorous and vocally satisfying singing and good intonation. His
"Perfect tone bursts"

We quote: "Tone burst response, using the Stereo Review SR-12 test record, was perfect up to the highest frequencies..." That's Hirsch-Houck Labs talking about the Shure V-15 Type II Improved phono cartridge. Hirsch-Houck also said the V-15 was "...always unstrained, effortless, and a delight to listen to." We were enormously pleased, of course, but not surprised. After all, the cartridge that does sound better to the ear should also sound better to an electronic listening device. But now we feel we're ready for the ultimate test — on your turntable, playing your records. The incomparable V-15 Type II Improved, $67.50. Shure Brothers Incorporated, 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60204.
voice, however, is steady and without much sensuous appeal. Piero Cappuccilli does his best to lift the role of Ernesto above that of a stock villain: he offers an intelligent characterization and singing that is always sonorous and effective but tonally far from irresistible. His best moments come in the passionate duet with Caballe in Act Two. What little Ruggero Raimondi has to do in the role of Goffredo he does with distinction.

Conductor Gavazzeni says in the accompanying notes that this is not an integral edition of the opera and, recognizing his eminence as a Bellini-Donizetti scholar, I am inclined to go along with his preference for a judiciously edited score. Surely what he offers is a fast-moving sequence free of padding and repetitiveness. It is vigorously paced, with much attention devoted to the music’s drama, but without slighting the singers, whose part in the totality is all-important.


Performance: Very good
Recording: Superb

Now that we have almost a half-century of perspective from which to view the Second Vienna School, I think it would be arguable that Alban Berg was innately the most gifted of its three leading composers—Schoenberg, Berg, and Webern. And for anyone willing to dispute that assessment, I would offer in evidence, as Exhibit A, Berg’s Violin Concerto. Written in what was, for this composer, a very short time—between April and August, 1935—it displays his powers operating at their most mature, yet with a spontaneity unequalled since the completion of Wozzeck in 1921. The correspondences, cross-references, numerology, and imitative devices that were so much a part of Berg’s compositional method are all to be found in the concerto—and, of course, a tone row as well. But when the music begins—when the curtain goes up,” to echo Berg’s dictum about his intentions vis-à-vis the elaborate scheme of Wozzeck—the listener is barely aware of the composer’s means. He is carried along by the work’s thematic and textural richness, the lucidity of its formal progression, and its expressive power.

DDG’s new collaboration in this concerto by Henryk Szeryng and Rafael Kubelik just misses being outstanding. Its effectiveness is diminished, I think, by what seems to be a certain insensitivity by the violinist to the dynamic contrasts that Schoenberg carefully specified for the solo instrument in his score. Can this be partly the fault of the recording? Though the balance between soloist and orchestra is admirable in the end result, the violin seems to have been very closely miked, so Szeryng’s breathing is sometimes audible. Perhaps this recording technique obscured the differences between pianissimo and piano, between mezzo-forte and forte. In every other way, the engineers did a superb job, and the Bavarian orchestra—particularly the horn section—sounds as if it could stand comparison chair for chair with its more renowned Prussian counterpart, the Berlin Philharmonic. Yet I find this work more persuasively set forth by the team of Arthur Grumiaux and Ignace J. Janin (Philips 900194). Szeryng plays the solo line with a good deal of understanding, but does not match Grumiaux’s refinement of tone and affecting phrasing.

We in America know Jean Martinon best as the former conductor of the Chicago Symphony. He is also a prolific composer, and his second violin concerto, which backs up the Berg piece here, is dedicated to Szeryng. The violinist and the soloist are both fine players, but the composer must dream that a work of his will be played by a better known soloist on whom he chooses to bestow a dedication with a beautiful tone, unassailable technique, and instinctive musicality. Martinon’s concerto is very attractive, and well conceived for the instrument. Though it was written in the early Sixties, it is reminiscent of works that were current in France before World War I; it sounds a little like Stravinsky, Ernest Bloch, and Martinon’s teacher Albert Roussel in spots, but it always has a character of its own. The first movement material is really memorable, and its development is consistently interesting; less remarkable though the other two movements are, they are always skillful and diverting. It is a work I will listen to often; it does not possess the intensity and the clarity of expressive purpose of the Berg, but I can’t think of another violin concerto by any composer that does.

Again, the recording is excellent, and the record surfaces are pristine.


Performance: Lyrical
Recording: Good

Of the nine quintets for guitar and strings which Boccherini arranged from others of his works, only three are published: two exist only in manuscript and four of the set are lost. There is even some doubt about whether or not the composer made the transcriptions himself, although the Gerard thematic catalog says that most of the works were transcribed by Boccherini and perhaps by Boccherini’s teacher Albert Roussel in the early Nineteenth Century.

Of these three quintets available in stereo, the No. 9, in C Major, has the most authentic sound. Boccherini presumably intended to have produced by striking the body of the stringed instrument(s), and the castanets sounds as if it could stand comparison chair for chair with its more renowned Prussian counterpart, the Berlin Philharmonic. Yet I find this work more persuasively set forth by the team of Arthur Grumiaux and Ignace J. Janin (Philips 900194). Szeryng plays the solo line with a good deal of understanding, but does not match Grumiaux’s refinement of tone and affecting phrasing.

BOULEZ: Pli Selon Pli (see Best of the Month, page 78)

(Continued on page 88)

STEREO REVIEW
Introducing Memorex Recording Tape.
The tape that can shatter glass.

New Memorex Tape can shatter glass because it records and plays back with exacting precision. Memorex Tape records every note, every pitch, every harmonic, every nuance of music, then plays them back the same way they sounded live.

Quite a claim.
Quite a tape.

We found a singer who could maintain the pitch necessary to shatter glass and projected his voice with enough volume to vibrate a glass to its shatter point. At the same time, we recorded that pitch on Memorex Tape.

Then we played our tape back.

Bam! Shattered glass.

Memorex has increased tape sensitivity, increased high-frequency response, and improved signal-to-noise ratio so much, that now you can record your favorite music and play it back the same way it sounded live.

You'll hear.

MEMOREX Recording Tape
Reproduction so true it can shatter glass.

Incidentally, our cassette tape also shatters glass.

© 1971, MEMOREX CORPORATION
ERODING OF SPECIAL MERIT

BRITTEN: The Poet's Echo (Echo; My Heart; Angel; The Nightingale and the Rose; Epigram; Lines written during a Sleepless Night). TCHAIKOVSKY: Why? Op. 6, No. 5; Mid the Noisy Stir of the Ball, Op. 38, No. 3; Over the Golden Cornfields, Op. 57, No. 2; Serenade, Op. 63, No. 6; Night, Op. 73, No. 2; Why? Op. 28, No. 3. Galina Vishnevskaya (soprano); Misstislav Rostropovich (piano). LONDON OS 26141 $5.98.

Performance: Effective
Recording: Excellent

Setting the poetry of Alexander Pushkin has made it not been news since the time of Glinka (where would Russian opera be without Pushkin?), but when the composer is not Russian, yet writes music for the Russian text, that is indeed a novelty. In the present instance, the versatility and skill of Benjamin Britten and his access to such remarkable intermediaries as Galina Vishnevskaya and Misstislav Rostropovich are happy auguries for the enterprise. The Poet's Echo is a cycle of six poems built around the theme of the kind of loneliness familiar to poets. The settings are passionate, and display Britten's mastery of effective vocal writing. Compared with the soaring Romantic Tchaikovsky songs on the other side, Britten's music sounds austere. But these songs grow on the listener, particularly as he discovers the ingenuity of the piano-voice interplay.

The Tchaikovsky group mixes familiar songs with rarely-heard ones. (I do not remember encountering Serenade and the Opus 28 Why? on records before.) Vishnevskaya sings both Tchaikovsky and Britten with evident commitment. She is a compelling interpreter who brings insight and imagination to her work. There are many effective touches: allowing the considerable vibrato to leave the voice in Why? (Op. 6) to underline the feeling of deception, singing 'Mid the Noisy Stir of a Ball with a low-key, reflective mezza-voce, practically tossing away the Serenade, etc. These are the marks of a major artist. Vocally, she is in good form, and high notes are strident and effortful. Rostropovich's piano accompaniments sound absolutely ideal to me, as does the recorded sound. Texts, translations, and notes are provided.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT


Performance: Satisfying
Recording: Excellent

To make your recording debut with a coupling of the second and third Chopin sonatas provoke comparisons on the highest level, but Antonio Barbosa, a twenty-seven-year-old pianist from Brazil, shows himself more than able to withstand them. These are readings of immense technical accomplishment and——more impressive still——of astonishing maturity. Barbosa is an artist who can do full justice to the incidental beauties of Chopin's line and texture without impeding the overall progress of the music. At any age, that is a rare gift, and in so young a performer it portends great things.

This is the sixth version of this coupling to enter the current catalog. With Barbosa's musicianship backed by Connoisseur Society's typically excellent piano recording, it becomes my clear first choice in the field. Certainly there are effects that are more successfully brought off in Rubinstein's recently reissued disc (the nearest rival, in my judgment). But from the very start, with his firm shaping of the rhythm in the B-flat Minor Sonata's introduction, Barbosa proclaims himself an interpreter worthy to be taken on his own terms. And his conception of the celebrated slow movement makes it much more truly a funeral march than Rubinstein's thoughtful but rather sluggish rendering.

Again, when separate versions of the two works are taken into account, Barbosa's Opus 35 seems to me easier fairly to the overrated so-called 'classic' recording by Rachmaninoff, which is not so much a performance as an imaginative essay on what the sonata might have been like if Rachmaninoff, not Chopin, had written it; and his noble statement of the first movement of Op. 58 does not pale even when heard in direct juxtaposition to the

ANTONIO BARBOSA

A pianist of astonishing maturity

great Josef Hofmann's performance of that movement on RCA Victrola.

I wish Barbosa were not so disdainful of repeats. Yet even though he leaves most of them out, this is still one of the finest debut recordings, and for that matter one of the finest piano records, I have encountered in quite a while.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

COPLAND: Billy the Kid—Ballet Suite; Rodeo: Four Dance Episodes. London Symphony Orchestra, Aaron Copland cond. CO-LUMBIA M 30114 $5.98.

Performance: Crisp
Recording: Crystal clear

The pairing of Aaron Copland's two zestful cowboy ballet scores is a natural, and the composer himself has followed the examples of Leonard Bernstein, Morton Gould, Maurice Abravanel, and Donald Johanos in this respect. But whereas Bernstein and Gould seek to make the most of the coloristic and rhythmic aspects of the music, composer-interpreter Copland, like composer-interpreter Stravinsky, makes a decided effort to put everything into perspective. The tenderly lyrical elements of the music under Copland's baton assume a special importance, and the texture of the score is revealed thoroughly by means of linear clarity and rhythmic articulation.

This is Copland's second recording of Billy the Kid, my favorite of the Copland ballets along with Appalachian Spring. The orchestral playing is more assured and the recorded sound somewhat deeper in stereo perspective than the 1958 Everest release, also with the London Symphony. If I were a hot, Bernstein is your man; if you prefer him cool and in crystal-clear sonic and aesthetic perspective, the composer himself is for you.

D.H.

COPLAND: Sonata for Violin and Piano. IVES: Sonata No. 2, for Violin and Piano. MAURY: Sonata in Memory of the Korean War Dead. Myron Sandler (violin); Lowndes Maury (piano). CRYSTAL 5631 $5.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Good

These are good performances by a pair of capable West-Coast musicians. The Copland, one of that composer's 'gift to be simple' pieces, was written to reach past the modern-music public to a wider audience; it is curious that it never in fact achieved the popularity, even among violinists, that it clearly merits. The Ives Sonata, one of his typical combinations of the rich and complex with the simple and appealing, is better known but not as much as it might be. The pianist's own Sonata is a medley of a bit of this and a bit of that and not much of anything, really. The recording is on the dark and resonant side, short on highs. The review copy had a low but persistent level of crackle.

DELIUS: Appalachia; Brigg Fair. Alun Jenkins (baritone) and Ambrosian Singers (in Appalachia); Halle Orchestra, Sir John Barbirolli cond. ANGEL S 36756 $5.98.

Performance: Idiomatic
Recording: Excellent

Frederick Delius is pre-eminently the composer for those whose perception of music is centered in harmony and instrumental coloring. His part-writing is quite without the muscularity that distinguishes true counterpoint, and his formal thought is likewise devoid of distinction, but of vaguely gorgeous late-Romantic chromatic effulgence there is no end.

This is a Delius two works—both, in spite of previous recordings, otherwise unavailable at present—that cast a slightly oblique light on Delius' style. Appalachia and Brigg Fair are subtitled, respectively, "Variations on an Old Slave Song' and 'An English Rhapsody," and the use of folk material in both of them confronts the composer with the necessity of fusing his customary flowing idiom with an alien diatonic language. I find the result unconvincing. But I know that for every hundred listeners who find the sound of a limpid tune like that of No Trouble in that Land Where I'm Bound hard to reconcile with the prevailing chromatic perfumery, there will be another hundred to revel in the combination. If you like Delius, you will almost certainly enjoy these works. They are ravishingly scored and, within Delian terms of reference, well enough constructed, though again I find Delius' conviction that a languid little cadence-phrase will sound better at the second and even better at the third hearing rather tiresome.

These are, sadly, Sir John Barbirolli's last recordings. His ability to communicate Delius'... (Continued on page 90)
The $95 Misunderstanding.

It seems there's been some confusion about the price that appeared in our first ad for the new KLH Model Thirty-Two loudspeakers. To clear up any misunderstanding, the price is, indeed, $95 the pair ($47.50 each).1

If you're wondering how we could make a KLH loudspeaker for $47.50, it's really quite simple. We had two choices.

Either we could make a fair speaker and a lot of profit. Or we could make a lot of speaker and a fair profit.

We chose the latter. We always do. That's why KLH speakers sound like KLH speakers.

Of course our Model Thirty-Two won't deliver as much bass response as, say, our Model Seventeen. But the basic listening quality of the new KLH Thirty-Two is superb by any standard. In fact, we'll match the Thirty-Two against any speaker in its price class: even against most speakers costing twice its price. For when it comes to making reasonably-priced speakers that deliver an inordinate amount of sound, that's really what KLH is all about.

And about that, there can be no misunderstanding.

For more information on the Model Thirty-Two, write to KLH Research and Development, 30 Cross St., Cambridge, Mass. 02139. Or visit your KLH dealer.
peculiar kind of enchantment, already documented on some earlier discs, is again fully in evidence. Barbieriollis own Halle Oratorio, too, shows its familiar qualities, with the eloquence of the woodwinds and the nobility of the principal trumpet more than outweighing a certain lack of body in the strings. The recording is rich and clear, and there are copious and perceptive notes by John Coveney.

B.J.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

HANDEL: Concerti Grossi, Op. 3 (complete); Concerto in C Major, from "Alexander's Feast." Collegium Aureum. RCA Victor T 6036 two discs $13.96.

Performance: Among the best

Recording: Excellent

Among the relatively few chamber orchestras that specialize in Baroque repertoire and use instruments of that time or reproductions, the Collegium Aureum has established itself as one of the finest, an ensemble that can stand right alongside the Concentus Musicus of Vienna and the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis. As may be heard in this fine set of the Op. 3 Concerti Grossi (which includes the two quite different versions of No. 4, as well as the Alexander's Feast concerto for a filler), these performances are extremely lively, energetic, and exceptionally stylish. And no wonder, for they feature some of the best German players one can hear in this music, musicians such as the flutist and recorder player Hans-Martin Linde and the oboist Helmut Flucke. There is only one shortcoming here, and that is a tendency to play everything at a fairly loud dynamic level. The group seems to avoid a true piano. For more dynamic shading, just as imaginative and stylistic an approach, and perhaps even an alternative measure of zip, I continue to prefer the Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields' version on Argo 25400, though that single-disc performance contains only one of the two No. 4 concertos and is done with modern instruments. Of the versions with original instruments, this one, it seems to me, is still more vital than the August Wenzinger recording. In any case, I doubt that you will find the Collegium Aureum performances disappointing. Sonic reproduction is first-rate.

I.K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

HANDEL: Israel in Egypt. Heathar Harper and Patricia Clark (soprano); Paul Esswood (countertenor); Alexander Young (tenor); Michael Rippon and Christopher Keyte (basses); Leeds Festival Chorus; English Chamber Orchestra, Charles Mackerras cond. Deutsche Grammophon Archive 2533056/57 two discs $13.96.

Performance: Excellent

Recording: Good

This is a comfortingly margin the best version yet recorded of one of Handel's most popular and dignified oratorios. Charles Mackerras combines the virtues of exciting musicianship and sound scholarship in just about ideal proportion (certainly more so than any of his three competitors on disc, Abravanel, Waldman, and Boepple), and he encompasses the full range of Handel's expression from its gentler manifestations to the noble rhetoric of the many big choruses. The unusually high proportion of choral numbers is the source both of the work's dignity and, at least among choral societies, of its...
and less interesting of this series. Number 67, whose first twentieth-century performance I heard in the Alfred Einstein edition under Fritz Stiedry in New York during the 1939-1940 season (it was subsequently recorded by Victor, together with Symphony No. 80), is one of the most original and moving of the lot. The exceptionally lovely and elaborate slow movement concludes with a most effective col legno passage for strings; the minuet has some fascinating writing for two solo violins, one of them serving as a scordatura drone in the best Hungarian rustic manner. Number 68 gets its first authentic performance since Haydn's own day in this recording. A high point is the elaborate, aria-like slow movement.

Trumpet and drums come to the fore in the Symphony No. 69, dedicated to the Austrian Field-Marshall Laudon. It is understandably "other-directed" music, and, for my taste, not terribly interesting. But with the Symphony No. 70, we're back to top-drawer Haydn once more (there have understandably been three previous recordings, among which the Vanguard and Lyrichord are still available). The opening movement gets things off to a brilliant start; but the heart of the music is to be found in the remarkable canonic slow movement and powerful fugal finale. In No. 71, we return to the more modest scoring of the works immediately preceding the "Laudon" Symphony. The finale is sheer delight in its contrast of purely symphonic and folk-like elements.

This first installment of the Dorati Haydn series is a splendid success, marked by fine orchestral playing, beautiful recorded sound, and musicological authenticity. Installment two of the series has already been released in England at this writing, and is eagerly anticipated by this reviewer. The budget price and H. C. Robbins Landon's fine annotations ornament the project as a whole; no Haydn fancier should pass it up, and those who aren't likely to become Haydn buffs after hearing this initial package.

HOFFMEISTER: Duo for Violin and Viola (see MOZART: Duos)

IVES: Sonata No. 2, for Violin and Piano (see COPLAND: Sonata)

IVES: Trio for Violin, Cello, and Piano; Set for String Quartet, Bass, and Piano; In Re Con Moto Et Al; Largo (Violin, Clarinet, Piano); Largo Risoluto No. 1; Hallowe'en; Largo Risoluto No. 2 (String Quartet and Piano); Largo (Violin and Piano). Paul Zukofsky (violin); Robert Sylvester (cello); Alvin Brehm (bass); the New York String Quartet. COLUMBIA M 30230 $5.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Fair

Charles Ives fans will have a picnic with this new album of his chamber music, which includes such goodies as the Trio for Violin, Cello, and Piano, with its "joke" Scherzo, a hootchy-kootchy dance for string quartet, and various and sundry other gags and sobrieties. The playing, by first-rate executants throughout, is mostly fine, although in some instances (such as the aforementioned Trio), one has a disturbing sense that the musicians have not lived with the music long enough to bring off every nuance. The interpretations sound a bit casual and off-the-cuff. The recording itself is often shirller than one might wish, with miking so close that what seems to be Paul Zukofsky's breathing is audible. The record surfaces, for stretches on both sides, are exceedingly rough. These things notwithstanding, it's good to have this music in the catalog at last.
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Kiss purple ear goodbye!

Amazing new Sony recording tapes keep your ear from being assaulted by "purple noise" - that irritating undercurrent of noise produced by ordinary tapes.

Sony's new Ultra High Fidelity (UHF) Cassettes and Low Noise, High Output (SLH-180) reel-to-reel recording tapes are the best money can buy.

And Sony tapes come in all configurations - open reel, cassette, 8-track - for every recorder, every application, all designed for incomparable performance.

So kiss purple ear goodbye forever. Get Sony recording tape - the very best - at your Sony/Superscope dealer.

SONY Superscope

You never heard it so good!
it is unfortunate that the Louisville annotator also omits this vital information. In all like-
hood it considerably antedates the Brahms Concerto, originating in the period which brought forth similar virtuoso works from Vieuxtemps and Wieniawski.

The first and third movements of the Joa-
chim Concerto are replete with difficulties: treacherous double and triple stops in the for-
novation of the soloist, not to mention activity at lightning speed in the latter. The second movement, a calm Romance, is all lyricism. But this is no concerto against the violin, as Brahms’ was dubbed: conceived lovingly by a master of the instru-
ments, it is difficult but distinctly play-
able. Hungarian melodies and rhythms domi-
nate all three movements, and the influence of the Liszt of the Hungarian Rhapsodies is unde-
niable. It is a work of generous proportions: forty minutes in overall length, with a four-
minute orchestral statement preceding the so-
loist’s first entry, and a mighty cadenza in the final movement. (Could anything else be ex-
pected of Joachim, the cadenza specialist?) To say that it is a skillfully wrought work is obvi-
uously an understatement. On the other hand, Carl Blech’s appraisal above is an exaggeration he would undoubtedly modify today. But it is good to have this Concerto on records: violi-
nists should be attracted to it, and fanciers of violin playing will find it an enjoyable alter-
naire to the familiar Vieuxtemps, Wieniawski, and Bruch pieces.

Charles Treger meets the technical chal-
lenge with fearless aplomb. His playing is smooth, pure in tone, and elegant in phrasing, but somewhat lacking in the kind of vibrancy and fiery abandon that would breathe excite-
ment into a work of this nature. He is handi-
capped to some extent by an orchestral accom-
paniment that seems matter-of-fact, and even more by a sonic reproduction that is bland,
limited in dynamic range, and wanting in im-
mediacy and definition of orchestral detail. C.F.

LADERMAN: From the Psalms; Songs for Eve, Judith Raskin (soprano); Ryan Edwards (piano). DESTO DC7105 $5.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent

Era Laderman is one of the United States’ sol-
id craftsman-composers, and this recording of large-scale vocal works sung by Judith Raskin attests to the continued expansion of his per-
sonal idiom within self-determined tonal boundaries. In these works, the composer moves very close to expressionism. The songs are dramatic, dark in coloration, and vigorously propulsive. Miss Raskin gives them impres-
sioned performances, and pianist Ryan Ed-
wards provides a strong, sure hand for the accom-
paniments.

L.T.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

LISZT: Mephisto Waltzes, Nos. 1 and 3; Fu-
nerailles; Etude d’exécution transcendante d’après Paganini No. 2; Czardas macabre; En rêve (Nocturne); Trauervorspiel und Trauer-
marsch. John Ogdon (piano). SERA-
PHIM $60170 $2.98.

Performance: Wow
Recording: Excellent

The superb performances of the Czardas maca-
obre, En rêve, the Trauervorspiel und Trauer-
marsch, and the Mephisto Waltzes stand-
out in this attractive Liszt collection—which is only interminably connected with the Saran-
ism insisted upon by the liner-note—were available a few years ago on one side of an imported Odeon disc. Its other and weaker half, which comprised the Sonatina Bocaccane fantasy and a surprisingly poor performance of the Don Giovanni fantasy, has already been re-
leased on Seraphim together with some inter-
esting Busoni pieces ($60088).

The new Liszt performances added to com-
plete the present disc are worthy of their com-
pany. That is to say, they represent Liszt-play-
ing as musical and spectacular as any you are likely to encounter. The Funérailles need not fear comparison with Horowitz’ celebrated mono recording, though it is even more passionate and thrilling. Anyone attracted by Liszt at his most vehement should enjoy this well-engineered record—the only momentary oasis of (albeit troubled) quiet is the nocturne En rêve, which was written a few months be-
fore Liszt’s death. It is played with an exquisite delicacy no less impressive than the prevailing fireworks. B.J.

JOSEPH JOACHIM (1831-1907)

The Romantic revival comes to the violin

MARTINON: Violin Concerto No. 2 (see BERG)

MASSENET: Manon (see Best of the Month, page 77)

MAURY: Sonata in Memory of the Korean War Dead (see COPLAND: Sonata)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT


Performance: Impressive
Recording: Superior

Ever since I heard the Horowitz recordings of two of the Op. 72 Études and Étincelles (Sparks), I have had a small passion for Mosz-
kowski, a typically nineteenth-century pian-
nist-composer who is now apparently being un-
earthed by the “Romantic Revival.” A concer-
to and a side’s worth of piano pieces turned up recently on the Candid label, and now here is another formidable sampling, with the fifteen Études of Op. 72 as the major offering. Mosz-
kowski was born in 1854, studied in Dresden and Berlin (under Theodor Kullak, among others), and, in addition to concertizing on the Continental, was much admired as a teacher. At the end of the century, he retired to Paris and finally died there in 1925, virtually a pauper. His composing style, at least in the bulk of his large piano output, was heavily influenced by Chopin. Much of his music is certainly of the drawing-room variety, but what he writes in-
variably sounds on the piano, and though the pieces may be slight salon works, they do en-
tertain at least this listener.

Ilana Vered, an Israeli pianist, does extreme-
ly well with this repertoire—she invests the music with color and with an appropriate ro-
mantic freedom. Her tone is lovely and round, and her technique is fully up to the brilliance of the most demanding études. She does not have Horowitz’s electrifying personality, but she does serve Moszkowski well in these per-
formances. The recording, as always from Con-
noisseur Society, is splendid, very full, and clean. The notes by Faubion Bowers are color-
ful and entertaining, but I must take exception to his statement that “Moszkowski once actual-
ly shook Chopin’s hand..." Chopin had been dead five years when Moszkowski was born!

L.T.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

MOZART: Duos for Violin and Viola: in B-flat Major (K. 424); in G Major (K. 423.2).


Performance: Stunning
Recording: Splendid

Here’s an absolute delight. Not only are the two duos by Mozart divertissements of the highest order, but the Duo in G by Franz An-
ton Hoffmeister, Mozart’s principal publisher, can stand beside them without undue sense of embarrassment. The music of both composers is full of operatic songfulness and bravura in these pieces, and the performers allow this to be heard with utter naturalness and joie de vivre. Though there’s a sprinkling of Concepts in the catalog, it lists only one other recording of the duos. Hoffmeister isn’t there at all. So—enjoy!

L.T.

MOZART: Piano Sonata in B-flat Major (K. 281); Six Variations in F Major on “Salve tu, Domine” from the opera “I filosofi immagi-
nari” by Giovanni Pausiello (K. 309); Fantase-
zy for Piano in D Minor (K. 397); Piano So-
nata in A Minor (K. 310). Emil Gilels (pi-
ano). DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2530 061 $6.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Fair

The performances on this disc were recorded during a concert by the Russian pianist at the Salzburg Mozarteum on January 28, 1970. The piano playing is impeccable but not interpre-
tively extraordinary. Gilels’ Mozart is elegant, but not especially expressive or profound. The piano sound is not really very pleasant, and, though the music is always given the crystalline sparseness of Mozart’s keyboard style, all the coughs come through with uncommon clarity.

E.S.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

PISTON: Symphony No. 2. SCHUMAN: (Continued on page 94)

STEREO REVIEW
AR®, JBL®, Altec-Lansing®, Bozak® lovers take heart...

there's a Heathkit® Speaker made just for you.

A New AS-103... the highly praised AR-3a in low cost kit form. Uses the three Acoustic Research AR-3a drivers in a sealed acoustic suspension enclosure. 12" woofer provides crisp, clean bass down to the limits of hearing... special hemispherical dome midrange & tweeter, combined with a precisely-engineered crossover network, deliver the clean, transparent AR sound. Separate level controls for midrange & tweeter. 4 ohms. Luxurious oiled walnut cabinet 25" H x 14" W x 11¾" D. 68 lbs. $189.95*

B New AS-102... an outstanding 3-way system with famous Bozak speakers. A 12" woofer, 6" midrange and two 2½" tweeters in an infinite baffle design offer clean, natural response to well beyond audibility on both ends of the audio spectrum. An 8 ohm, medium efficiency system; handles up to 50 watts. Complete with a beautifully designed and finished factory assembled Mediterranean cabinet... measures 29½" H x 27¾" W x 19¾" D. Finished in pecan veneers & hardwoods. 114 lbs. $259.95*

C Heath AS-48... featuring custom-designed JBL speakers. Two custom-designed JBL speakers in a classic, one-piece pecan finish damped reflex, tube-ported cabinet deliver extraordinary bookshelf performance. Special 14" woofer delivers crisp, pure bass you can feel as well as hear; clean, lifelike highs come from the 2" JBL direct radiator. Three-position high frequency level control. 8 ohms. Handles up to 50 watts. Measures 14" H x 23½" W x 12" D. 57 lbs. $184.95*

D Heath AS-38... a medium-priced, efficient system with famous JBL speakers. The 12" JBL woofer produces rich, full-bodied bass down to the limits of hearing; 2" direct radiator tweeter delivers clean, natural highs to beyond audibility. Handles up to 40 watts program material. 8 ohms. High frequency level control. Assembled, air-light walnut veneer cabinet, damped reflex, tube-ported. Measures 14" H x 23½" W x 11¾" D. 49 lbs. $154.95*

E New Heath AS-101... a superb 2-way system with Altec-Lansing speakers. A remarkable 2-way bass reflex system incorporating a high compliance 15" woofer and high frequency sectoral horn to bring you extremely faithful reproduction throughout the audio range. A high efficiency 8 ohm system capable of handling up to 50 watts. High frequency level control. Luxurious Mediterranean styled cabinet measures 29¾" H x 27¾" W x 19¾" D; finished in rich pecan veneers and hardwoods. 128 lbs. $259.95*

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 40-6
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

CIRCLE NO. 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Young assistant conductors in this country must harbor mixed and complex feelings toward the music directors under whom they serve. On the one hand, they surely feel gratitude for being chosen for such a prestigious post. On the other, they certainly know that it has become a convention for young assistants to spring to stardom on a night when the regular conductor unexpectedly takes ill and they must step in on short notice. It's a stupid, careless way to "discover" the talent of a new conductor and give him the chance he deserves. But it happened so with Leonard Bernstein, and more recently occurred with twenty-six-year-old Michael Tilson Thomas, when William Steinberg had to take an extended rest and gave the young Californian both that glamorous first night and a whole string of later Boston Symphony concerts to conduct.

The ability to step in for a single night doesn't tell the whole story about a conductor's technique and musicianship. The longer test does, however, and Michael Tilson Thomas has certainly demonstrated that he is one of the most remarkable conducting talents to be found among the young. It proves it in yet another dimension, with this Deutsche Grammophon recording of two important and seldom-heard American works. (I find it fascinating that it should be a German company rather than one of the major Americans that could find reasons to record two grossly neglected pieces. Think about it!)

William Schuman's Concerto for Violin and Orchestra is a magnificent work, with some of the most compelling and deeply affecting music, particularly in its slow, philosophical sections, that I have heard in any contemporary piece, by a composer of whatever nationality. It is a big opus, a half-hour long, and aims for the broadest possible statement. This it makes. Here and there, for some reason always in fast sections, the concerto becomes just a little too fast (it may be that the performance emphasizes this impression—it's hard to tell with an unfamiliar work). But these very few lapses from noblesse are less important, to my thinking, than the truly moving and original ideas everywhere else in evidence. In my view, this work is a masterpiece. Regular Stereo Review readers will know that I don't use that word very often.

Walter Piston's Second Symphony is also a work that has a right to the most respectful and enthusiastic reception on the basis of its great and appealing qualities—and I do not deny the fact that it occasionally falls below its own peaks. Piston is one of the few American composers who have been able to make a satisfying and natural amalgamation of "popular" and "serious" ideas. The two kinds of spirit live comfortably together in this symphony by virtue of Piston's astonishing craftsmanship, which knits everything into a vital, flowing whole. The "popular" rhythms and melodies don't leap out of the context and point to themselves. They exist as a genuine part of the context, and simply add a glow of good humor and amiability to the music.

Thomas conducts both of these impressive works with verve and conviction. It is by these and other performances I've heard, his aim is to reveal the composer's ideas—not his own personality or eccentricities (if he has any). The result is a beautifully non-slick kind of music-making and a refined, sentient command of the orchestra. Young Paul Zukofsky's performance of the Schuman solo-violin part is first-rate, too. His tone, as always, is a bit wiry, but his technique is spectacularly agile, and in this performance he finds access to more than his usual warmth. L.T.


Performance: Under par
Recording: Mediocre

This disc is made up entirely of performances by Richter which have been (and are) available. (OG/RF)

Michael Tilson Thomas
Refined conducting in Schuman and Piston
in other couplings on the same label. Not having heard the other pressings, I can't compare them with this one. I hope they are better. Here, the disc surfaces are poor, dynamic levels are badly matched from piece to piece, and the concerto can only be termed a dismal recording from every point of view, including that of interpretation and performance. L.T.


Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent

This is a fascinating disc, partly because of Claudio Abbado, and partly because of the music. Prokofiev's Third Symphony, though it has been recorded a few times, is never heard in concert performance. It has languished, at least in this country, as a non-typical, non-safe free part of the composer's orchestral catalog. I'm understating when I say that the work deserves far more consideration.

Abbado is an apt conductor for both of these symphonies. Despite a certain lack of precision (or was it rehearsal time?); his conducting can contribute the sweetness of spirit so desirable in the "Classical" Symphony. The Third is something else again. Not at all a neat, crisp kind of piece, it is full of chances taken by the composer, a real witch's brew of sensations and mighty ravishments. Abbado's Italian sensuousness matches the slightly unkempt but compellingly colorful music. He's a warm musician, and this is a warm—perhaps a better word would be hot—score. The two get on splendidly together. L.T.

**SCHUMAN: Concerto for Violin (See PISTON)**


Performance: Good
Recording: Good

Hilde Somer gives interesting and oddly irritating performances on all Scriabin disc. She's a splendid musician, no mistake about it. And yet, a strange rhythmic irregularity affects her finger work, so that, what with Scriabin's innate and complex hysteria, the performer's matching intensity, and the fact that one can almost never hear a group of notes played with enough evenness so that they fall into a discernible pattern, the listener is left floating in a space even more nervously disquieting than Scriabin himself (probably) intended. Despite the somewhat greater intensity of Somer's readings of the "White Mass" and "Black Mass" Sonatas, my preference is still for the kind of playing done by Ruth Laredo, in her Connoisseur Society recording of these pieces some months back. With the exception of the two sonatas, however, repertoire differs on the two albums. Scriabin devotees may wish to have both. Despite my rhythmic caveat (and a few transient 'blips,' in the recorded sound), Somer's is not one to be taken lightly. L.T.

**RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT**


Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent

This is a reissue of the 1958 Pathé-Marconi recording on which Dmitri Shostakovich appeared as piano soloist in his own First and Second Piano Concertos. These performances are, therefore, indubitably authentic. They are also brilliant. Shostakovich is a first-rate pianist and, particularly in the magnificent Concerto No. 2, he often sounds positively virtuoso. Like most composers, he's interested quite as much in clarity of idea as in polish, and the raw energy of the Concerto No. 1 comes forth with astonishing straightforwardness. Vulgar the piece most certainly is. It sounds like the work of a young musician who, going to get the crowd on his side if he has to stick his (Continued on page 96)
Announcing the Scott stereo receiver for people who are budget-minded but don’t want others to know

The new Scott 636 AM/FM Stereo Receiver performs and looks like models costing much more. It gives you maximum power—at a minimum price.

Look at all the Scott high-performance features you get. Exclusive silver-plated FET front end for highest sensitivity with virtually no cross-modulation. Automatic stereo switching for greater convenience. Exclusive Scott Perfectune, world’s most accurate and reliable tuning device for absolute center channel tuning and lower distortion. Ceramic filter in the IF section eliminates alignment or adjustment.

Yet the price is only $249.95.

Show people that you have a lot of class if not a lot of money. Ask your stereo dealer for the new Scott 636, or write for complete information and specifications.

H.H. Scott, Inc
111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Massachusetts 01754
Export: Scott International, Maynard, Massachusetts 01754
tongue and wiggle his ears to do it. This concerto is brash, but it’s certainly honest. L.T.


Performance: Rough
Recording: Russian

The Shostakovich Twelfth may not be the worst piece of music ever written by a reputable composer, but it is a leading contender for the honor. The first movement surely provides us with a case history of the final fall of a great tradition, it is, without question, the most inept and bombastic sonata-allegro I have heard in some time. But the composer himself and the London Symphony Orchestra were not allowed the opportunity to orchestrate and not very well played or recorded. The last movement has a remarkable feature: an attractive and imaginative theme. Unfortunately, the composer is unable to think of anything to do with it. The coda to this movement—supposed to represent something like the New Dawn of Man—suggests little hope for the future. One might describe this work as the pompous symphonic bureaucratisation of socialist idealism. Poor Lenin; he deserts better than his famous fusillade.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT


Performance: Impressive
Recording: Excellent

I suppose it would seem far-fetched to call Strauss’ Ein Heldenleben a proto-Nazi work, yet to me it always seems to portray quite faithfully that German middle-class smugness, self-righteousness, and pseudo-moral superiority—the beer bourgeois as Nietzschean Superman—which led Germany down the primrose path of destiny. Yet Berlin Barbirolli, I must admit, puts quite a different cast on the music, makes it more musical. He must admit, puts quite a different cast on the music, makes it more musical. He achieves the needed scope by letting the music unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally; the apparently slow tempos unfold naturally. From the elbow waving and ear wiggling of the Turnabout label, one might describe this work as the pompous symphonic bureaucratisation of socialist idealism. Poor Lenin; he deserts better than his famous fusillade.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No. 1, in B-flat Minor, Op. 23. Ivan Davis (piano); Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Henry Lewis cond. LONDON SPC 21056 $5.98.

Performance: Broad-gauge
Recording: Slightly over-reverberant


Performance: Hard-hitting
Recording: Favors soloist

Never having heard the original tapes from which the Turnabout issue was processed, I would still guess that a fair amount of artificial reverberation has been added to the original, though in generally tasteful fashion. The full orchestral climaxes sound fairly congested, but much of the time, the music keeps to a mezzo-forte dynamic, the string sound especially is quite good for its age and circumstances. In short, this is one of the better documents of Richard Strauss as conductor. Now how about a reissue of the 1941 Don Quixote?

TCHAIKOVSKY: Six Songs (see BRITTEN: The Poet’s Echo)

COLLECTIONS


STEREO REVIEW
Everything You Need for Exciting 4 Channel Stereo Now.....from LAFAyETTE

Lafayette, in one giant step, has taken 4-channel stereo sound out of the dream stage and made it a reality now...at a price you can afford!

The combination of our new LA-44 4-channel stereo Amplifier and new RK-48 4-channel 8-track stereo cartridge Tape Deck will provide you with the complete electronics for 4-channel stereo. With the pre-recorded 4-channel 8-track stereo cartridges available right now, you need only add four speakers and thrill to an exciting new dimension in sound—a sound that surrounds and involves you in a totally new musical experience.

Our new four channel amplifier has what we call “PSC” (Program Source Compatibility). An exclusive “Composer” circuit provides 4-channel sound from any standard 2-channel stereo program source (records, tape, FM) by a special system of “ambience recovery”. This is not a gimmick, but rather another method of deriving 4-channel material already present in most 2-channel program sources. “PSC” means you need not relegate your precious stereo records and tapes to the junk heap. Compatibility means the RK-48 Tape Deck will play back standard 2-channel 8-track stereo tape cartridges as well.

The LA-44 also permits you to set up two separate independently controlled stereo systems (For example, an FM tuner system in one room and a phono or tape system in another). The LA-44 has complete control flexibility with most functions pushbutton controlled. Power output is 170 watts ± 1 db. Six pairs of inputs and jacks for two pairs of headphones are provided. We believe that these Lafayette instruments are truly extraordinary. The Price? Only $219.95 for the LA-44 and $79.95 for the RK-48.

Listen to a demonstration of the newest innovation in the world of high fidelity at your nearest Lafayette dealer. At the same time you can choose from the full line of Lafayette quality speaker systems.

LAFAYETTE RK-48 and LA-44
Flute and Piano. Easley Blackwood: Sonata for Flute and Harpsichord. Samuel Baron (flute); Carol Baron (piano, in Laderman), Samuel Sanders (piano, in Sydeman). Easley Blackwood (harpsichord). DESTO DC 7104 $4.98.

**Performance:** Excellent  **Recording:** Good

Samuel Baron is one of the best and best-known of that generation of chamber-music musicians and soloists who have done so much to establish American pre-eminence in chamber and wind performance. Baron is, quite simply, a master and, if the music here is not always at first-class as the playing, there is nevertheless a great deal of interest to it.

The most important piece is certainly the Wolpe. Stefan Wolpe, a major influence on the post-war avant-garde, especially in this country, is still little recognized (compared with, say, his contemporary Messiaen). His *Piece in Two Parts* for flute and piano is one of the best products of “post-serialism”—that period in the early Sixties when composers were beginning to work themselves out of the straight-laced serial bond. In fact, this is a highly organized and elaborated piece of music, but it is also dependent on dynamic energies as on the notes themselves. These energies are expressed as rhythm, accent, and timbre, exposing a very simple melodic-harmonic material based on little cells of sound and even stepwise scales. This music is perhaps best described by the term “abstract expressionism,” the almost exact equivalent in sound of that well-known artistic movement.

All of the remaining pieces are modern elaborations of traditional modes. Of these the most striking is probably the Blackwood, partly due to its instrumentation for flute and harpsichord. All three are pleasant, well-written works that benefit from the excellent performances. The recorded sound is good.  

**E.S.**

MONTSERRAT CABALLÉ: French Opera Arias. Gounod: Faust: Il était un roi de Thule . . . Ah! je ris (Jewel Song) Mireille: Voici la vaste plaine; Roméo et Juliette: Je veux vivre dans ce rêve; Meyerbeer: Les Huguenots: O beau pays; Charpentier: Louise: Depuis le jour. Bizet: Carmen: Je dis que rien ne m’épouvante; Massenet: Thais: O mon miroir fidèle; rassure moi; Montserrat Caballe (soprano); New Philharmonic Orchestra, Reynald GoASFVITON cond.  

**DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2530 073 $6.98.**

**Performance:** Good, with reservations  **Recording:** Good

Montserrat Caballe appears to be on her way to becoming a minor recording industry all by herself: her recordings are now being simultaneously offered by three competitive labels! Her debut for DGG, however, is something of a disappointment, coming from an artist of her stature. She is too much an attractive vocalist not to be appealing much of the time, but none of these seven selections comes up to one’s highest expectations.

There are pleasures, of course. The aria here from Act IV of Mireille is something of a rarity, and it is movingly sung. In the ‘mirza aria’ from Thais, she is not the most passionate exponent imaginable, but she makes its points through exquisite vocalism, and there are some beautifully floated piano phrases in “O beau pays!” from Louise “Depuis le jour.” (The feces are an abbreviation “concert” condensation, moving from the opening cavatina to the cabaletta, “A ce mot seul,” eliminating the reflective episode in between.) There is nothing wrong with the vocalization in the extended scene from Faust, either, but it is slow-paced and lacks rapture. Juliette’s Waltz Song and Micaela’s air are rather superfically sung, with phrases that are not fully rounded and a suggestion of less than complete involvement.

The sound is good, but the accompaniments are routine.  

**G.J.**

SUZY DELAIR: Sings Offenbach. La Péripole: Air de la lettre; Que les hommes sont bêtes; Je t’adore brigand; La Grande Duchesse de Gérolstein: Couplets du sabre; Ah! que t’aiment les militaires; La belle Hélène: Invocation à Vénus; La vie Parisienne: La lettre à Mélida; Le Rondo de Metella; other trio songs. Suzy Delair (soprano); orchestras, Wal-Berg and André Girard cond.  

**BARCLAY 920 099 $5.98.**

**Recording:** Good  **Performance:** Excellent

*Charpentier:* *Carmen:* Je dis que rien ne m’épouvante; *Massenet:* In quelle trine morbide; *Bizet:* O mon miroir fidèle; rassure moi; *Meyerbeer:* Les Huguenots: O beau pays; *Charpentier:* Louise: Depuis le jour. *Bizet:* Carmen: Je dis que rien ne m’épouvante; Massenet: Thais: O mon miroir fidèle; rassure moi; Montserrat Caballe (soprano); New Philharmonic Orchestra, Reynald GoASFVITON cond.  

**DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2530 073 $6.98.**

**Performance:** Good, with reservations  **Recording:** Good

Montserrat Caballe appears to be on her way to becoming a minor recording industry all by herself: her recordings are now being simultaneously offered by three competitive labels! Her debut for DGG, however, is something of a disappointment, coming from an artist of her stature. She is too much an attractive vocalist not to be appealing much of the time, but none of these seven selections comes up to one’s highest expectations.

There are pleasures, of course. The aria here from Act IV of Mireille is something of a rarity, and it is movingly sung. In the ‘mirza aria’ from Thais, she is not the most passionate exponent imaginable, but she makes its points through exquisite vocalism, and there are some beautifully floated piano phrases in “O beau pays!” from Louise “Depuis le jour.” (The feces are an abbreviation “concert” condensation, moving from the opening cavatina to the cabaletta, “A ce mot seul,” eliminating the reflective episode in between.) There is nothing wrong with the vocalization in the extended scene from Faust, either, but it is slow-paced and lacks rapture. Juliette’s Waltz Song and Micaela’s air are rather superfically sung, with phrases that are not fully rounded and a suggestion of less than complete involvement.

The sound is good, but the accompaniments are routine.  

**G.J.**

SUZY DELAIR: Sings Offenbach. La Péripole: Air de la lettre; Que les hommes sont bêtes; Je t’adore brigand; La Grande Duchesse de Gérolstein: Couplets du sabre; Ah! que t’aiment les militaires; La belle Hélène: Invocation à Vénus; La vie Parisienne: La lettre à Mélida; Le Rondo de Metella; other trio songs. Suzy Delair (soprano); orchestras, Wal-Berg and André Girard cond.  

**BARCLAY 920 099 $5.98.**

**Recording:** Good  **Performance:** Enjoyable  **Recording:** Satisfactory

Suzy Delair is a type of singer that today has no counterpart in America (I suppose Mary Martin was once a close approximation). Hers is the almost exact equivalent in sound of that well-known artistic movement.

All of the remaining pieces are modern elaborations of traditional modes. Of these the most striking is probably the Blackwood, partly due to its instrumentation for flute and harpsichord. All three are pleasant, well-written works that benefit from the excellent performances. The recorded sound is good.  

**E.S.**

SUZY DELAIR: Sings Offenbach. La Péripole: Air de la lettre; Que les hommes sont bêtes; Je t’adore brigand; La Grande Duchesse de Gérolstein: Couplets du sabre; Ah! que t’aiment les militaires; La belle Hélène: Invocation à Vénus; La vie Parisienne: La lettre à Mélida; Le Rondo de Metella; other trio songs. Suzy Delair (soprano); orchestras, Wal-Berg and André Girard cond.  

**BARCLAY 920 099 $5.98.**

**Recording:** Good  **Performance:** Enjoyable  **Recording:** Satisfactory

Suzy Delair is a type of singer that today has no counterpart in America (I suppose Mary Martin was once a close approximation). Hers is the almost exact equivalent in sound of that well-known artistic movement.

All of the remaining pieces are modern elaborations of traditional modes. Of these the most striking is probably the Blackwood, partly due to its instrumentation for flute and harpsichord. All three are pleasant, well-written works that benefit from the excellent performances. The recorded sound is good.  

**E.S.**

DOROTHY KIRSTEN: An impressive anniversary reissue

**Performance:** Enjoyable  **Recording:** Satisfactory

Dorothy Kirsten is a type of singer that today has no counterpart in America (I suppose Mary Martin was once a close approximation). Hers is the almost exact equivalent in sound of that well-known artistic movement.

All of the remaining pieces are modern elaborations of traditional modes. Of these the most striking is probably the Blackwood, partly due to its instrumentation for flute and harpsichord. All three are pleasant, well-written works that benefit from the excellent performances. The recorded sound is good.  

**E.S.**

MAGDA OLIVERO: Great Scenes from Puccini’s “Turandot.” Magda Olivero (soprano); Gina Cagna (soprano); Franchino Merli (tenor); Luciano Neroni (bass); Italian Radio Chorus and Orchestra, Franco Ghione cond.  

**EVEREST/SCALA SC 880 $2.98.**

**Performance:** Good  **Recording:** Adequate

Admirers of Magda Olivero will want to become acquainted (or re-acquainted) with these excerpts from the first complete recording of Puccini’s ‘Turandot’ in 1938, in which the then twenty-six-year-old Olivero sang the role of Liu. Side one of the disc offers the beginning of the opera, with Liu’s first appearance, and goes to the phrase “hai sorriso,” in which Miss Olivero makes a lovely ascent to a high B natural. The music then moves to a somewhat tremulous “Signore, ascolta,” followed by Merli’s effective “Non piangere, Liu,” and on to the end of Act I. Side two opens with the inconclusively presented Riddle Scene (where, obviously unknown to the record producers, there is no Liu; the soprano voice belongs to Gina Cagna),

**STereo REVIEW**
a fine Turandot) and concludes with Liu’s death scene.

This is an interesting documentation of the greatly gifted if not yet fully mature singer Olivero was in 1938. Her associates—Cigna, Merli, and Neroni—were all major artists of the period, and the recorded sound is still good enough to confirm the overall high quality of the pioneering recording. On the present disc, no singers or conductor are credited, and little or no information is given about anything. Even such poor productions, however, yield something worthwhile now and then, and this seems to be such an occasion.

G.J.


Performance: Praiseworthy
Recording: Very good

Unless I am mistaken, except for the Scarlatti aria generally known under the title of Violette and the Monteverdi excerpt, these selections from long-forgotten Baroque operas are strangers to records. Surely a collection of them in this context, with orchestrations respectful of the period and a singer who clearly demonstrates the best musical intentions, is a laudable enterprise. Anyone interested in opera’s beginnings will find much of interest in such rarely heard representations of the masterpieces of the Venetian and Neapolitan schools, as well as such fascinating hybrids as Johann Adolf Hasse (a thoroughly Italianized German) and Agostino Steffani (a thorough Italian who lived and worked in Germany).

But the pleasures of this recital are not merely scholastic. "A facile vittoria" is an inventive virtuoso aria in which the vocal line imitates and alternates with the obbligato trumpet. (This aria is used as an illustration in Donald Jay Grout’s volume A Short History of Opera.) Other distinctive moments are provided by the considerable dramatic gifts of Hasse, the noble serenity of Monteverdi, the delicacy of Scarlatti, the descriptive imagination of Leo, and the comic invention of Galuppi. The other selections are relatively minor—and, to be absolutely candid about it, a really exalted level of musical inspiration is not to be heard in any of these excerpts.

The trouble may lie, partly, with the singer, for Peter Schreier is an earnest but rather earthbound performer, possessing neither a truly virtuoso technique nor a particularly enchanting tone. His rather grating Germanic delivery of the Italian texts is a further drawback. The orchestral performances are tasteful, and, to be absolutely candid about it, a really exalted level of musical inspiration is not to be heard in any of these excerpts.

This is an interesting documentation of the greatly gifted if not yet fully mature singer Olivero was in 1938. Her associates—Cigna, Merli, and Neroni—were all major artists of the period, and the recorded sound is still good enough to confirm the overall high quality of the pioneering recording. On the present disc, no singers or conductor are credited, and little or no information is given about anything. Even such poor productions, however, yield something worthwhile now and then, and this seems to be such an occasion.

G.J.


Performance: Praiseworthy
Recording: Very good

Unless I am mistaken, except for the Scarlatti aria generally known under the title of Violette and the Monteverdi excerpt, these selections from long-forgotten Baroque operas are strangers to records. Surely a collection of them in this context, with orchestrations respectful of the period and a singer who clearly demonstrates the best musical intentions, is a laudable enterprise. Anyone interested in opera’s beginnings will find much of interest in such rarely heard representations of the masterpieces of the Venetian and Neapolitan schools, as well as such fascinating hybrids as Johann Adolf Hasse (a thoroughly Italianized German) and Agostino Steffani (a thorough Italian who lived and worked in Germany).

But the pleasures of this recital are not merely scholastic. "A facile vittoria" is an inventive virtuoso aria in which the vocal line imitates and alternates with the obbligato trumpet. (This aria is used as an illustration in Donald Jay Grout’s volume A Short History of Opera.) Other distinctive moments are provided by the considerable dramatic gifts of Hasse, the noble serenity of Monteverdi, the delicacy of Scarlatti, the descriptive imagination of Leo, and the comic invention of Galuppi. The other selections are relatively minor—and, to be absolutely candid about it, a really exalted level of musical inspiration is not to be heard in any of these excerpts.

The trouble may lie, partly, with the singer, for Peter Schreier is an earnest but rather earthbound performer, possessing neither a truly virtuoso technique nor a particularly enchanting tone. His rather grating Germanic delivery of the Italian texts is a further drawback. The orchestral performances are tasteful, and, to be absolutely candid about it, a really exalted level of musical inspiration is not to be heard in any of these excerpts.

This is an interesting documentation of the greatly gifted if not yet fully mature singer Olivero was in 1938. Her associates—Cigna, Merli, and Neroni—were all major artists of the period, and the recorded sound is still good enough to confirm the overall high quality of the pioneering recording. On the present disc, no singers or conductor are credited, and little or no information is given about anything. Even such poor productions, however, yield something worthwhile now and then, and this seems to be such an occasion.

G.J.


Performance: Praiseworthy
Recording: Very good

Unless I am mistaken, except for the Scarlatti aria generally known under the title of Violette and the Monteverdi excerpt, these selections from long-forgotten Baroque operas are strangers to records. Surely a collection of them in this context, with orchestrations respectful of the period and a singer who clearly demonstrates the best musical intentions, is a laudable enterprise. Anyone interested in opera’s beginnings will find much of interest in such rarely heard representations of the masterpieces of the Venetian and Neapolitan schools, as well as such fascinating hybrids as Johann Adolf Hasse (a thoroughly Italianized German) and Agostino Steffani (a thorough Italian who lived and worked in Germany).

But the pleasures of this recital are not merely scholastic. "A facile vittoria" is an inventive virtuoso aria in which the vocal line imitates and alternates with the obbligato trumpet. (This aria is used as an illustration in Donald Jay Grout’s volume A Short History of Opera.) Other distinctive moments are provided by the considerable dramatic gifts of Hasse, the noble serenity of Monteverdi, the delicacy of Scarlatti, the descriptive imagination of Leo, and the comic invention of Galuppi. The other selections are relatively minor—and, to be absolutely candid about it, a really exalted level of musical inspiration is not to be heard in any of these excerpts.

The trouble may lie, partly, with the singer, for Peter Schreier is an earnest but rather earthbound performer, possessing neither a truly virtuoso technique nor a particularly enchanting tone. His rather grating Germanic delivery of the Italian texts is a further drawback. The orchestral performances are tasteful, and, to be absolutely candid about it, a really exalted level of musical inspiration is not to be heard in any of these excerpts.
Stereo tape decks by ROBERTS all have unique features and professional specs, and are designed for discriminating audiophiles.

**ROBERTS GH-500D Stereo Tape Deck**
Features ROBERTS revolutionary glass and crystal ferrite head which is guaranteed up to 100 times longer than conventional heads, 3 motors, 3 heads, magnetic brake, automatic volume control, automatic continuous reverse, sensing tape reverse, and automatic stop/shut off.

**ROBERTS 5050XD Stereo Tape Deck**
Features world-famous ROBERTS Cross Field head which makes superb high fidelity recording possible even at the very slow speed of 1-7/8 ips. 3 motors, 4 heads, automatic continuous reverse, sensing tape continuous reverse, manual reverse and magnetic brake. 24 hours of continuous hi-fi stereo recording is possible with its 10-1/2" reels.

**ROBERTS 650XD Stereo Tape Deck**
Features ROBERTS unique Cross Field Head. 3-motors including a 3-speed motor for capstan drive, automatic continuous reverse with sensing tape, manual reverse, 3 speeds, 3 heads, automatic stop/shut off, instant stop control, and solid state preamplifier with two IC's.

**ROBERTS 808D 8-Track Cartridge Stereo Tape Deck**
Features a life time guaranteed 1-micron gap head for superb frequency response, fast forward control, automatic stop, continuous play button, and solid state preamplifier with two IC's.

For complete information, write

**The Pro Line®**

ROBERTS®

Division of Rheem Manufacturing Company
Los Angeles, California 90016
CAPTAIN BEEFHEART & THE MAGIC BAND: Lick My Decals Off, Baby. Captain Beefheart & The Magic Band (vocals and instrumental). Lick My Decals Off, Baby; Doctor Dark; I Love You, You Big Dummy; Peon; Bellerin' Plain; Woe-is-uh-Me-Bop; Japan in a Dishpan; and eight others. REPRISE RS 6420 $4.98, © M 86420 $6.95, © M 56420 $6.95.

Performance: Eerie rock
Recording: Very good

All I can do is warn you. Captain Beefheart is a very special experience. Imagine a recipe that mixes John Cage indeterminacy, avant-garde jazz, Frank Zappa-styled rock, and improvised poetry, and you will have only a small idea of what is going on here. The range of sensations is so enormous that there probably is a little something for most tastes. But there probably also is a little something that will blow most minds, too. So, a word to the wise: proceed with caution.

D.H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

DION: You're Not Alone. Dion Di Mucci (vocals, guitar); various accompaniments. Close to It All; Sunniland; Windows; The Visitor; Peaceful Place; Let it Be; and four others. WARNER BROTHERS WB 1872 $4.98, © M 81872 $6.98, © M 51872 $6.98.

Performance: Very good
Recording: Very good

As people like Dion supplant the hard-rock groups, the curse of currency may be dissipated. Most of the pop albums during the past several years had a life span of about three weeks. They were played endlessly while they were played, but they soon became dated and were shelved. Dion's new album has such a low-key approach that its appeal, though not obvious at first, may last for years instead of a few days.

I don't think this is a rare piece of art, but it is a nice little piece of craftsmanship, more successful than it is ambitious. Dion was involved in composing seven of the ten songs. He borrowed a few musical ideas from some of his earlier songs, but that doesn't seem to bother me much, probably because I have come to regard most of Dion's songs—that is, his quiet songs—as parts of a larger work, not a planned work but a loose federation of Dion-isms. He knows his own voice well, and writes for it accordingly; it is a thin, stringy voice, facile within its range, capable of lovingly massaging some sounds and completely stamping by others. Except in The Stuff I Got, a change-of-pace jump tune, Dion gave his voice the stuff it could handle. He doesn't do anything vital and new for Let it Be (or vice versa), but Josie, Peaceful Place, and The Visitor more than make up for that. The arrangements are among the best you will encounter all year—subdued but intricate. The album certainly doesn't grab you by the lapels, but it gets into your system, and stays gentle on your mind.

DION

An album that gets into your system

by Noel Coppage • Don Heckman • Paul Kresh
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Mr. Bagley’s Musical Time Machine

Three new discs in Ben Bagley’s “Revisited” series take us back to the great days of the pop song

By REX REED

WHY IS NO, No, Nanette the biggest hit on Broadway? Why is Love Story the box-office phenomenon of the movie year? Why are all the major magazines doing cover stories on nostalgia? Why are Busby Berkeley, Betty Davis, and Greta Garbo festivals making more money in cineramaquariums, museums, and art cinemas throughout the world than Woodstock and Peter Fonda? Because (it may come as news to the dirty-toenail set) most of the people in the world who are still sane like to cling to whatever it is that reminds them that mankind can be nice, innocent, courteous, sensitive, and capable of having fun. And that’s why Ben Bagley continues to release his popular “Revisited” albums when most of the record companies record trash.

Mr. Bagley is a leprechaun-like man who loves ginger-ale, daisies, blueberry muffins, and music that sounds like music instead of neurotic screams for help. He has collected volumes of tunes—popular as well as obscure—by all the great songwriters for Broadway and the movies, and he takes pleasure in sharing his discoveries with music-lovers everywhere who still care enough to listen to the very best. Result: albums of songs by Cole Porter, Rodgers and Hart, Vernon Duke, Alan Jay Lerner, Noel Coward, Irving Berlin, George Gershwin, and Jerome Kern. One by one the record companies to whom Mr. Bagley has been under contract have deserted him to make a fast buck with talentless rock freaks. But Mr. Bagley is undaunted. Aided by the tasteful folks at Crewe Records (they produce rock albums, too, but they also know good music when they hear it), Mr. Bagley is continuing to spread good cheer and nostalgia: his latest three recordings are devoted to Rodgers and Hart (a second volume, to supplement the earlier one on the Spuce label), Harold Arlen, and Arthur Schwartz and they are all wonderful.

“Rodgers and Hart Revisited, Volume 2” is a bouquet sung to perfection by some of the finest singers in the business. I suppose my favorite song in it is the nostalgic 1925 gem, Bye and Bye, sung by a new, mature, and deeply reflective Dorothy Loudon with all the bruised sophistication of a Piaf. But there’s also saucy jazz by the great Bobby Short and Blossom Dearie, an angel whose tinkling voice is delightful enough to make Ma Bell jealous on the old evergreen I Like to Recognize the Tune. Norman Paris’s cat’s-meow of an arrangement could bring spats back into fashion singlehanded. Reet! Then there’s the first Rodgers and Hart tune ever published, Any Old Place With You, in which they rhyme “In dreamy Portugal” with “I’m gonna court you, girl” to the accompaniment of a locomotive and what sounds like the entire MGM orchestra and chorus from a Vincente Minnelli musical! Other highlights: Bobby Short and Blossom Dearie performing never-before-heard lyrics written for Jean Harlow on Blue Moon, and the rugged, often-traveled highway of Bibi Osterwald’s sweet baritone on the old Beatrice Lillie song A Baby’s Best Friend from a 1928 flop called She’s My Baby.

ON TO “Arthur Schwartz Revisited.” One of the most heinous crimes ever perpetrated in the world of show business is the waste and neglect of Gloria De Haven. Originally stamped as a cuteie-pie in the old June Allyson-Van Johnson days at MGM, Miss De Haven has since been denied her rightful place in the world of musical comedy. She appears on all three of these albums, proving that she sings and swings better than anyone working in movies or on Broadway in these talent-starved times. The highlights on this Arthur Schwartz collection are both by this underrated lady. Movie buffs will love this album because it seizes in wax Love Isn’t Born, It’s Made (the great Ann Sheridan song from Warners’ war musical Thank Your Lucky Stars), arranged in a breezy Metropole tempo by Norman Paris. And on one of the most beautiful songs I’ve ever heard, Goodbye to All That, Miss De Haven is showcased with three grand pianos in a late-night mood, proving she can croon a torch song with the best of them. Other highlights: Cab Calloway, with a 1932 warning to today’s hippies, Smokin’ Reefers; Phyllis Diller and Mr. Calloway doing a duet on an old Ethel Waters song called Gor a Brand New Sun; and the delightful dooziness of Blossom Dearie singing Dorothy Fields’ charming lyrics to That’s for Children, from the Red Skelton movie Excuse My Dust. Of course you remember.

I’ve saved the best—Harold Arlen Revisited—for last. To readers familiar with my piece for this magazine on Broadway-cast albums (October, 1969), it will come as no surprise to learn that Mr. Arlen is my favorite composer, but this album is special because it contains several never-recorded Arlen billets-doux, including a wild rhumba romp called Shown’ the Mare which, if incorporated into a Broadway musical today, would easily make history. Nancy Andrews, Charles Rydell, and a chorus that sounds as if it had been timed by Kay Thompson jump right off the record, and Gloria De Haven is back with an old Dinah Shore song, Now I Know, from Mr. Arlen’s score for Danny Kaye’s Up in Arms.

The album’s biggest surprise is the unveiling of one of the laziest, sleekest, and most refreshing voices to come along in many a sleepy old moon. It belongs to Estelle Parsons, the brilliant actress who won an Academy Award for Bonnie and Clyde. Listen to what she does with Moonin’ in the Moonin’ and tell me the day of the chanteuse has gone forever.

An added recommendation: don’t miss the liner notes by Mr. Bagley. They have become inside jokes in show business; even people who don’t buy his “Revisited” albums have been known to cluster in small groups around record counters reading them aloud to each other. Mr. Bagley is sassy, brassy, literate, and often so dirty I don’t know how he gets these albums through the mail. Anyway, don’t miss them. If you can’t locate them in your local record store, order them from Crewe Records, 1841 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10023. They will never grow stale, for the same reason that we haven’t yet canceled Valentine’s Day: they make you feel good to be alive.

Ben Bagley’s Rodgers and Hart Revisited (Vol. 2). Blossom Dearie, Gloria De Haven, Dorothy Louison, Bibi Osterwald, Charles Rydell, Bobby Short (vocals); orchestra, Norman Paris arr. and cond. Disgustingly Rich; A Ship Without a Sail; Angel Without Wings; A Tree in the Park; Blue Moon; A Lady Must Live; I Like to Recognize the Tune; and seven others. CREWE CR 1343 $5.00.

Ben Bagley’s Arthur Schwartz Revisited. Cab Calloway, Blossom Dearie, Gloria De Haven, Phyllis Diller, Wadie Donovan, Charles Rydell (vocals); orchestra, Norman Paris arr. and cond. Blue Grass; Love Isn’t Born, It’s Made; Miserable with You; Goodbye to All That; Smokin’ Reefers; That’s for Children; In the Noonday Sun; and seven others. CREWE CR 1350 $5.00.

Ben Bagley’s Harold Arlen Revisited. Phyllis Diller, David Burns, Estelle Parsons, Charles Rydell, Blossom Dearie, Gloria De Haven (vocals); orchestra and choral accompaniment, Ralph Burns arr. and cond. God’s Country; Spring Fever; Fancy Free; Rabelais; What Can You Say in a Love Song?; This Time the Dream’s on Me; Now I Know; Moonin’ in the Moonin’; and six others. CREWE CR 1345 $5.00.
al music. It tells a story, communicates an emotion, disguises an anger, and always serves as a genuine expression—almost a cathartic expression at times—of the culture from which it comes. All that Hammond can really do is reproduce the external musical elements of that music. As I said before, he does so very well, even brilliantly, but the music does not describe his emotions, his stories, and his anger. And style without substance is like the severed head without the body.

D.H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

BERT JANSCH: Jack Orion. Bert Jansch (guitar and banjo); John Renbourn (guitar). The Waggoner's Lad; Black Water Side; The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face; 900 Miles; The Gardener; Pretty Polly; and three others. Vanguard VSD 6544 $4.98.

Performance: Brilliant English folk music
Recording: Very good

It looks as though Bert Jansch and John Renbourn are going to succeed in their seemingly dogged determination to commit to vinyl a fully representative collection of English folk material. Here is yet another installment, and only the absence of singer Jacqui McShee and bass and drums makes this record any different from the work of the parent Jansch-Renbourn group, Pentangle. Of the nine tracks included, eight are traditional material, arranged by Jansch, the ninth is a brief instrumental of an Ewan McColl tune, The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face. Renbourn appears on four tracks, playing second guitar, and Jansch's guitar (banjo on one track) and voice carry the rest of the album.

England, of course, is filled with tiny coffee houses and folk-music clubs, in which hordes of folk players examine and re-examine their monumental repertoire. Most songs exist in numberless versions, with more verses than any single performer can ever hope to master. But it is a body of material that would hold little interest for the wide American pop audience were it not for the extraordinary musical sensitivities of Jansch and Renbourn. They have somehow found a common ground between the crisp articulations and rolling rhythms of American modern jazz and the modal melodies and strophic meters of English folk song. And they make it sound good.

Jansch has an almost legendary reputation among English folk-music aficionados. Hearing the life he instils into pieces like Norramun Town, Pretty Polly, and Jack Orion, it's not hard to understand why. The latter title, by the way, is also included—with twenty-six verses—on the new Pentangle release, Cruel Sister. D.H.

THE LOVIN' SPOONFUL. Once Upon a Time . . . The Lovin' Spoonful (vocals and instruments). Four Eyes; Money; Lovin' You; Respoken; Lonely (Amy's Theme); Do You Believe in Magic;? and eight others. Kama Su tra KSBS 2029 $4.98.

Performance: THE sound, '65 to '67
Recording: Okay

Most fans and critics love to go on about how the Lovin' Spoonful re-created American rock and started a whole new musical banana that brought respect and prestige to these shores for the first time in ages. That was back in 1965, and the Spoonful sound was a fruity, youthful combination of folk, jug-band, and auto-harp, with innocent lyrics and a punchy June 1971
rock beat. The kids loved the Lovin’ Spoonful. They could identify with these kooky, lovable characters who looked like everyone’s zany brother practising guitar in the cellar nightly. They were America’s sweethearts for three hot years. The mystery of why the Spoonful didn’t last beyond these thousand days will never be solved, possibly because there is no mystery. Not to me, anyway. The Spoonful just never matured musically. It has never been so evident as it was when I first listened to this album of theirs. Not many of the selections are representative of Spoonful’s really big-hits, yet it is often in the ‘little’ songs that a group’s major flaws are blindly exposed. So it is with “Once Upon a Time.” With the exception of “Warm Baby,” “Lonely (Any Thing) Except Me,” and “Dhand,” which are representative of Spoonful’s really big-hits, the songs on this album are so much noise, and often specifically a gargoyle, which was a specialty of Yanovsky, the lead guitarist. Even if you are a Spoonful nostalgist, you will have to really dig trivia to find this album interesting.

MELBA MOORE: Look! What You’re Doing to the Man. Melba Moore (vocals); orchestra. He Ain’t Heavy, He’s My Brother; Heavenly Help Us All; Searchin’ for a Dream; I Had a Million; and six others. MERCURY SR 61321 $4.98, © MCR8 61321 $6.98, @ MCR4 61321 $6.98.

Performance: Intense, Recording: Overproduced

Once there was a lovely young black girl who made a sensation as the ingenue-lead in a successful Broadway show. Quickly she began to record and make club appearances. In the show she had acted and sung to perfection the role of a charming waif. Her records, however, tried to present her as a sophisticated belter, and her club act became a pretentious string of expensive costume changes and top-heavy special arrangements that effectively drained all of the life from her and her performances. It took Diahann Carroll over fifteen years to achieve the stardom that seemed to be just around the corner for her after her debut in House of Flowers. And then it was to be as a light comedienne, on the TV series Julia, where she plays an unreal black Doris Day. Melba Moore might have been a case of unwise management, pushing too hard too fast, a personal conviction that a manufactured image was more valuable than the one audiences had initially responded to, or a combination of all three. No doubt, though, that it delayed the success, and eventually muted the talent, of a gifted performer.

The same thing seems to be happening to Melba Moore, the delightful discovery from Puritan’s Planet, says in the brief liner notes that the band was only one business and he looks forward to early retirement, it’s probably sound advice. That’s all just fine, showing that he’s changing his face is celestially beautiful. But her voice is so wispy lady-poet sensibility brought to some “burning issues.” She attacks the absence of justice and peace in America, in Christmas in My Soul, and worries about Panthers, the Chicago Seven, and Vietnam, and she concludes that the dignity of America must be restored “for all the high court world to see on Christ- mas.” Deep, isn’t it?

LAURA NYRO: Christmas and the Beads of Sweat. Laura Nyro (vocals and piano); orchestra. Christmas in My Soul; Blackpatch; I’ve Been Working; Call Me Up in Dreamland, I’ll be Your Lover, Too; Blue Money; Virgo Clowns; and four others. WARNER BROS. WS 1884 $4.98, © B 1884 $6.95, © M 1884 $6.95, © M 1884 $6.95. Performance: A bit loose, Recording: Very good

For a fellow who earned his second-hand Army field jacket stripes by being a hard rocker, Van Morrison certainly seems paceable these days. Here the liner photos show him and his gang in all sorts of happy poses—Van’s girl, Janet Planet, says in the brief liner notes that the association with all these gentle freaks has opened Van up, broken down the barriers, etc. The music cooks along gently most of the time. That’s all just fine, showing that he’s changing with the times, but something is slightly fouled up somewhere. I think it’s the songs.

Morrison writes songs knowing he is going to sing them. It is difficult to sing a song that has practically no melody, but Morrison has mastered that ability. However, such songs must have a certain drive (listen to Mick Jagger’s Jumpin’ Jack Flash) if they are to work. The songs Morrison wrote for this album just sort of lay out there, and pretty soon they seem to run together in the listener’s mind. Morrison’s vocals are excellent, and the arrangements generally are pleasant if somewhat attenuated, but most of the songs don’t make it. Street Choir does, and Crazy Face does, but a man like Morrison’s potential should hit a better percentage than that.

NICO: Deserter’s Shore. Nico (vocals); orchestra. Janitor of Lunacy; The Falconer; Abschied; Le Petit Chevalier, Mutterlen; and three others. REPRISE 4244 $4.98.

Performance: Unico, Recording: Flashy

This is another non-record by the most beautiful non-singer of them all. Nico also writes her own songs, a kind of mixture of Cassandra and Earth Mother, seems to work for her in her admirers’ eyes, though I find it pompous. But there is no denying that Nyro does have presence. To me it is a willfully contrived presence that eventually reveals itself as just a wppy lady-poet sensibility brought to some “burning issues.” She attacks the absence of justice and peace in America, in Christmas in My Soul, and worries about Panthers, the Chicago Seven, and Vietnam, and she concludes that the dignity of America must be restored “for all the high court world to see on Christ- mas.” Deep, isn’t it?
Or take Map to the Treasure. It is a sad, sweet song about a woman enticing a man to make love to her. Nyro dresses it up with all sorts of poetic images about pastels and perfumes from Siam, but the total effect is narcissistic rather than inviting. It all seems done for effect, and not out of any real involvement with those who people her songs. To point this up, I might mention that she gives a compelling performance of Up on the Roof, one of the earliest drug songs. It is the only song on the album not by her, and it came out of the song-writing stable of Screen Gems—Columbia Music (who gave us the Monkees). The song itself is affecting in its mirroring of the ghetto kid escaping to the roof, away from all the pressures, to be by himself. No aura of "art" hovers over it. When Nyro has finished with it, however, one has the feeling that it has been tarted up to contain more "meaning."

It seems to me that Laura Nyro's chief concern is her effect on her audiences, and that like a "star"—in contrast to a really good actress—she will do everything but jump over the footlights to wring the desired response from you. All Billie Holiday ever had to do was just stand there.

P.R.

BUCK OWENS: I Wouldn't Live in New York City. Buck Owens and His Buckaroos (vocals, instrumental accompaniment, sound effects). I Wouldn't Live in New York City; Reno Lament; Down in New Orleans; The Wind Blows Every Day in Chicago; The Kansas City Song; Londonstown; Houston-Town; Santo Domingo; No Milk and Honey in Baltimore; Big in Vegas. CAPITOL ST 628 $4.98, @ M 628 $6.95, @ 8 XT 628 $6.98, @ 4 XT 628 $6.98.

Performance: Truculent tour
Recording: Gimmicky

Buck Owens, who has his own recording studio in Bakersfield, California, came to New York in the winter of 1964 and was so exasperated by his failure to get a cab at the airport and later by all the tips he had to pass out in a Manhattan hotel that he decided to take his revenge on the town by standing out in the middle of West 46th Street at dawn singing I Wouldn't Live in New York City If They Gave Me the Whole Dang Town—until a police car pulled up to investigate. Luckily, Mr. Owens had the foresight to have his engineers cutting a tape that morning, so on this record you can hear the whole thing "live," including traffic noises, rumbling subway trains, and the siren on the approaching squad car. If you stay with Mr. Owens, he also takes you on a singing tour of Reno, complete with whirring slot machines; to New Orleans, where riverboat whistles ornament a number about "the purtiest girls in all the world"; to Chicago, where the sound effect is a local gust of wind; to London for Westminster chimes; to Houston, a city closer to Mr. Owens' heart, where "space" dialogue between astronauts and ground control is the gimmick; to Santo Domingo, to Baltimore, and finally, to Las Vegas, Nevada, where Mr. Owens seems to feel much at home and maybe ought to settle down. Between sound effects come the songs, which are, to say the least, opinionated; in them, the singer comes over like a disgruntled Glenn Campbell. Personally, when it comes to tours, I'll take Cook's.

P.K.

QUICKSILVER MESSENGER SERVICE: What About Me. Quicksilver Messenger Service (vocals and instrumentals). Local Col-
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or, Baby Baby, Won't Kill Me; Subway; Spin-drifter; and five others. CAPITOL SMAS 630 $4.98, © 8XW 630 $6.98, © 4XW 630 $6.98. Performance: Bossa olda Recording: Slick The wandering of so many groups into the recent musical past in quest of material, now that rock has cluttered into the sunset, is beginning to produce some highly schizoid albums. Quicksilver Messenger Service, for instance, started out as the last word in mind-altering rock: layer upon layer of sound, nerve-wracking volume, and hostile, predatory performance. Only on this album does that fade those days. It's called Local Color, and it is good enough but already dated-sounding. Spanelriffer is interesting in its use of what sounds like an old revival-meeting piano that throws away the romantic arrangement. And having touched the rock-acid rock and the new God-rock, the Service devotes the remainder of the album to a determination to revive the bossa nova. Aside from the thrill that it will probably provide for Eddy Gorme, the attempt seems doomed to failure. All In My Mind, for instance, instead of calling up sweet memories of Astrud Gilberto or Carmen McRae, sounds more like a performance in one of those haunted cafes around Cape Kennedy, where the entertainers play mostly to themselves, now that the space program is shut down, and try to invoke the flush days by singing the old songs.

The bossa nova, furthermore, was an offshoot of jazz, and sticky-fingered rock isn't able to provide the expertise needed for the music. Retread bossa nova just may be in the future, but not, I am sure, through efforts like this one.

P.R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

JOHN SIMON: Don't Forget What I Told You. (Vocals); instrumental accompaniment. The Song of the Elves; Nobody Knows; Tan nenbaum; Davey's on the Road Again; Motor cycle Man; Rain Song; and five others. WARNER BROS. WS 1849 $4.98.

Performance: For adventurers Recording: Good If you'd like to play a record for a roomful of friends and have them slowly, one by one, turn and ask, "What the hell is that?", John Simon's Don't Forget What I Told You is your ticket. Of course, if you insist on playing it through, you may lose most of your guests, but sometimes that's an advantage. Besides, the remaining guests will be the most interesting people you invited. They'll all be adventurers with a penchant for new thrills. Musically, they will be as familiar with Philharmonic Hall as with Fillmore East. They will smile knowingly when you mention Randy Newman, Laura Nyro, or Tim Buckley. They will ask you to play this record over and ask to see the cover, which, by the way, is beautifully adorned with paintings by Eugene Gregan. The art is so lovely, in fact, that there is little room for information. John Simon is credited with the words and music (except on Davey's on the Road Again, by Simon and J.R. Robertson), piano, mandola, and horns. Lord knows if the vocals are also by John Simon (the album liner does not make this clear). The voice is creepy and strange, often irritating, but more often tender and hypnotic. The effect is as if Randy Newman and Harry Nilsson were singing perfectly tuned duets. On Davey's on the Road Again, Merry Clayton, Sherlie Matthews, and Vanetta Fields join in quietly. In fact, on every cut, someone new has joined in. The credits read like an open house for itinerant rock and roll freaks. Alice de Bohr patted out a few fey notes on the Song of the Elves while Leon Russell tripped on his guitar. In Annie Looks Down, Grady Tate is heard on drums, and on Railroad Train Runnin' Up My Back, Delaney Bramlett spans his tambourine, while Rita Coolidge and Bobby Whitlock sing along. There are at least twenty-three additional credits. I tell you, this recording session must have been one big party. And for each song there's a new engineer as well. Mr. Simon is either fickle or fastidious about details. Was it worth the effort? All I can say is that the music on this record is as fascinating as finding a smeared bar on your front lawn in broad daylight. You may not be able to live with a stunned bar, but you will talk about the experience for a long time. R.R.

GRACE SLICK: Grace Slick and the Great Society. Grace Slick (vocals), orchestra and White Rabbit; Born to Be Burned; Farther Bruce; Somebody to Love; Nature Boy, and twelve others. COLUMBIA G 30159 two discs $4.98. Performance: Fine Recording: Variable This is a pickup by Columbia of two early Slick albums, "Conspicuous Only in Its Absence" and "How It Was," made before she joined Jefferson Airplane. How you feel about Slick, and how big a fan of hers you are, will determine whether or not you want to own the album. I find that I prefer her work with the Airplane, especially in one of her classics such as White Rabbit. Her voice seems to have darkened since these early days, and her control has certainly grown. No doubt about it, though—even in these recordings she comes across as a fine, tough, and galvanic performer.

The album also includes a condensation of Rex Reed's STEREO REVIEW interview with Miss Slick (November 1970) and a short appreciation of her art by James Gerdol. The two-record set is being made available at a special price.

P.R.

SPIRIT: The Twelve Dreams of Dr. Sardono nius. Spirit (vocals and instruments). Animal Zoo; Morning Will Come; Men; Skin; When I Touch You, Street Worm; Love Has Found a Way, and six others. EPIC E 30267 $4.98, © EA 30267 $6.98, © ET 30267 $6.98. Performance: Spirit on the skids Recording: Very good

Spirit sure has lost something. They were a right, well-rehearsed West-Coast rock band that had just enough feeling for jazz to raise their music well above the ordinary. Now they appear to have been lured down the path of commercialism. The jazz feeling is dissipated, replaced by a vaguely ecletic hard-rock feeling that sacrifices the group's uniqueness. Too bad. What's spirit without a little soul?

D.H.

STRAWBS: Just a Collection of Antiques and Curios. Strawbs (vocals and instruments). Fingerpicks, Song of a Sad Little Girl; Where Is This Dream of Your Youth, and three others. A & M SP 4288 $4.98. Performance: Good Recording: Splendid "live"

Obviously made up of accomplished musicians, Strawbs often gets tangled in its own virtuosity. What might be termed "ba-Rock" isn't precisely a brand new idea, so either the material or the execution would have to be exceptional to make this album worth your time. But it is so obviously "aware" (Martin Luther King's Dream), or precious (Antique Suite). The latter does have some interesting moments, but after a time begins to sound like the score for a low-budget "intellec tual" film, one of those things about an Italian nympho-disco scratching around the country side to the accompaniment of duclum, barp-

STEREO REVIEW
sichords, and celestes. The execution by Stawbs is on a generally high level, but marred by over-complex arrangements. The album, recorded “live” at the Queen Elizabeth Hall in London, is absolutely superb technically, with wonderful presence, and the audience atmosphere only complements the fine engineering. P.R.

JEREMY STEIG: Energy. Jeremy Steig (various flutes); Jan Hammer (electric piano); Gene Perla (electric bass); Eddie Gomez (electric bass); Don Alias (drums). Home; Cakes; Swamp Carol; Energy; Down Stretch; and three others. CAPITOL ST 662 $5.98.

Performance: Tepid
Recording: Very good

The problem is that there’s not enough energy here. Steig has managed to work with a great number of the most gifted and famous jazz musicians in the eight or nine years of his public career, without ever convincing me that he is a first-class jazz player himself. I suspect, in fact, that the art work he creates for the covers of most of his recordings—brief, lean outlines, suggested images, vaguely erotic curves and twists and turns—make a pretty good metaphor for his music. Steig has had a hand in the composition of most of the tunes, but few are memorable, since they serve mostly as tonal settings for the improvisations—white space upon which to make hasty, unfleshed imitations of life. Music should do more. D.H.

RAY STEVENS: Unreal!!! Ray Stevens (vocals); orchestra. Sunset Strip; Can We Get to That; Imitation of Life; and eight others. BAR- NABY Z 30092 $4.98.

Performance: For television only
Recording: Very good

Whew! Unreal is the word, all right. If you’ve seen Stevens’ numerous television appearances you’ll know what I mean. He manages to mix the less attractive qualities of people like John Hartford and Tom Jones with the equally unappealing aspects of Perry Como, Dean Martin, and the like. That is, Stevens has managed to mix one of the ugliest brews of commercial pop I’ve ever heard—and one that handily touches the pop singing styles of two or three generations. I hate to be cynical and say that’s probably what accounts for his appeal, but how can I say otherwise? The songs Stevens writes are pretty much on a par with his singing—plastic fantastic American garbage-pop. Do yourselves a favor, folks—keep Ray Stevens unreal. Maybe he is a manifestation of your television set’s imagination. D.H.

BARBRA STREISAND: Stoney End (see Best of the Month, page 79)

LILY TOMLIN: This Is a Recording (see Best of the Month, page 80)

TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS. Trials and Tribulations (vocals and instrumentals). Please Mrs. Henry; Sing; Message; Stones That I Throw; Calgary Lady; Down Home; Simple Song of Freedom; Open the Door, Homer; and four others. VANGUARD VSD 6565 $4.98.

Performance: Flawed
Recording: Excellent

Trials and Tribulations must have been named by someone who had just suffered through the vocal solos they’d recorded. Either Jim Harvey
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or Sonny Will—there's nothing in the credits to identify who is singing what—sings with a whine that would curdle powdered milk, and the other lead vocalist isn't much better. The idea that effective singers are ones who cultivate an eccentricity or otherwise don't sound conventional (i.e., ''pretty'') may have some validity, but the natural slow-over from that thesis, namely that anyone is a singer, no matter how he sounds, doesn't have. There's been a lot of slop-over lately.

When all four lads are singing, and the song isn't as banal as Hallelujah or Friend of Mine, the sound simpler if 'Mammoth' might be more appropriate name for a group whose music is beginning to sound increasingly archaic.

D.H.

WHITE LIGHTNIN': Fresh Air. Byrd Ray and Obray Ramsey (vocals and instrumentals). Cumberland Gap; Up Country Blues; Life's Railway to Heaven; Scotland; Little Margaret; Orange Blossom Special; and four others. POLYDOR 24 4047 $4.98.

Performance: Hip, hick, hokum
Recording: Fair to good

Arthur Gorson, who produced this one, is ahead of his time, give him that. He produced the first White Lightnin' album in 1969, recruiting vocalist-fiddler Byrd Ray and his cousin, banjo player Obray Ramsey, in the Carolina Smokies and backing them with hip, mostly rock, studio musicians. Ray and Ramsey then got parts in Zachariah, the movie written by the personnel of the Firesign Theatre, and the lick and the hip are of course getting together everywhere now. Still, this album amounts to little more than hokum.

There's a big splash of names across the jacket—Eric Andersen, Judy Collins, Paul Krasner, Maeretha Stewart, Russ Savakus, and if everyone concerned didn't act so much like a snake-oil salesman.

ESSEX LIGHTNIN': Fresh Air. Byrd Ray and Obray Ramsey (vocals and instrumentals). Cumberland Gap; Up Country Blues; Life's Railway to Heaven; Scotland; Little Margaret; Orange Blossom Special; and four others. POLYDOR 24 4047 $4.98.

Performance: Hip, hick, hokum
Recording: Fair to good

Arthur Gorson, who produced this one, is ahead of his time, give him that. He produced the first White Lightnin' album in 1969, recruiting vocalist-fiddler Byrd Ray and his cousin, banjo player Obray Ramsey, in the Carolina Smokies and backing them with hip, mostly rock, studio musicians. Ray and Ramsey then got parts in Zachariah, the movie written by the personnel of the Firesign Theatre, and the lick and the hip are of course getting together everywhere now. Still, this album amounts to little more than hokum.
RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

BENNY GOODMAN AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Benny Goodman Today. Benny Goodman (clarinet); orchestra. Let's Dance; Sweet Georgia Brown; If I Had You; Baubles, Bangles and Beads; Sing, Sing, Sing; Goodbye; Don't Be That Way; Willow Weep for Me; Body and Soul; String of Pearls; One O'Clock Jump; and eight others. LONDON SPB 21 two discs $11.96.

Performance: Well preserved
Recording: Sumptuous

Sometimes down at the end of Memory Lane you will find a freezer in which a bygone year reposes, still alive (or as alive as it ever was), and all you have to do is thaw it out and do it all over again. This is one of those times. This isn't a reissue of Goodman originals—it was, in fact, recorded "live" in Stockholm—but it is a careful replica of the highlights of swing with better sonic reproduction.

I usually regard the phrase "big-band jazz" as a contradiction in terms. The way this sixteen-piece orchestra does Fats Waller's Stealing Apples is one of the reasons why. One can drive a Cadillac fast around a sports-car track, but it isn't a very satisfying experience for the passengers. Goodman, of course, is responsible for having combined elements of jazz and the big-band concept at a time when practically everyone thought the two phenomena were at opposite extremes. One had to have a big band to survive in those days, but Goodman proved it didn't have to play mush, and so he did a lot of good. He scraped the syrup off the top of the big-band sound and threw it away, and swing—in addition to living an interesting life of its own—cooled the climate so that jazz could someday return. Ironically, the return of true jazz machinery was one of the factors that blew the big bands off the road.

What we have here is not so much a stubborn refusal to admit one is licked but a grandfatherly demonstration of how it was in the old days—and in this case Grandad can still cut the mustard. Goodman is surprisingly steady, and apparently there's not so much as a microscopic change in the way his personality affects the clarinet. Here he still seems ready for anything technically, but is emotionally restrained—and for me, at least, the restraint itself carries a certain impact because I believe it is honest.

Anyone who has somehow managed to maintain a passion for swing or big bands all these years should find this a compelling album, lavishly produced and carefully packaged. Goodman's work—even in the selection of tunes—is so close to the original, and the quality of some unidentified London engineers' work is so high, that the album is valuable as an archive. When you produce an archive and a sound product for a current, albeit tiny, market, you've done your bit.

N. C.
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BEHIND EVERY PUSSYCAT, THERE'S A GREAT BOURBON.

Only Early Times makes the Pussycat perfect. Because Early Times is just about a whisker smoother than any other Bourbon you'll ever taste. O.K., so what's a Pussycat? It's the national prize-winning drink that's made when you shake a packet of "Instant Pussycat Mix," water and Early Times. This orange-sweet sour mixes up as quick as a cat. But remember, it only happens with Early Times. Without it the Pussycat just doesn't purr.

Ask for Instant Pussycat Mix at your favorite food or liquor store.

To get a set of 4—10½ oz. Pussycat glasses & 4 packets of Instant Pussycat Mix®, send $2.95 to:
Early Times Pussycat Glasses P.O. Box 373, Maple Plain, Minnesota 55359

*offer valid only where legal—limited time only. 86 PROOF EARLY TIMES DISTILLERY CO., LOUISVILLE, KY. ©ECIC 1971
WHY AREN'T YOU LISTENING TO THE 2 EXTRA CHANNELS IN YOUR STEREO RECORDS, TAPES, AND FM BROADCASTS?

There are four stereo channels already present on your stereo records, tapes and FM broadcasts but you are only listening to two of them. Add the Lafayette Dynaquad 4-Channel Adapter to your present stereo receiver or amplifier (such as the Lafayette LR-1500TA or LA-125TA) and two additional speakers and you will experience the dramatic difference of four channel sound NOW!

During a stereo recording session, the microphone picks up two types of sounds: direct and reflected, both of which are always included on a stereo recording. When playing back stereo records, tapes, and FM broadcasts in a conventional 2-channel stereo system, the reflected sounds are masked by the louder direct sounds coming from each of the two front speakers. The great importance is that reflected sounds create the depth and spatial breadth one associates with a performance given in a concert hall rather than in the downstairs closet! The Lafayette Dynaquad recovers and separates a substantial amount of this reflected sound from the direct sound. This is not produced artificially as in the case of reverberation units, and synthesizers. The result is a dramatic new sound dimension to all existing stereo program sources without the need for any additional amplifiers!

So... why listen to only two channels when you can hear music the way it was meant to be heard with FOUR CHANNEL STEREO by LAFAYETTE? Price $29.95!

*Exclusive Licensee of Dynaco

"High performance and an abundance of features... an excellent buy on today's market."

High Fidelity

"We found the performance of the LR-1500TA FM tuner to be excellent in all respects... The LR-1500TA is a lot of receiver for the money."

Stereo Review

The perfect matchmate for the Lafayette Dynaquad Adapter. Widely acclaimed by critics and consumers alike, the Lafayette LR-1500TA 240 watt AM/FM stereo receiver combines excellence in design, performance and operating convenience with the latest advances in solid-state circuitry. Four Integrated Circuits and five Field Effect Transistors in the FM front end assure you of pulling in the weak stations as well as the strong with noise-free clarity and tonal purity. "Acritune," our precision tuning circuit, activates a light on the front panel when your station is perfectly tuned, and Computor-Matic®, our exclusive overload protection circuit, insures against amplifier damage. In addition, the LR-1500TA features a complete set of automatic and manual controls such as automatic FM stereo/mono switching, interstation muting circuit to silence the receiver when you're tuning between stations, an illuminated D'Arsonval signal strength meter, front and rear panel tape output jacks, direct tape monitor switch, and a dual system speaker switch which permits you to enjoy stereo in one or two rooms separately or simultaneously. Price $299.95!

FREE

1971 Catalog 714
Join the 2nd Hi-Fi Revolution
Send for your 4 channel stereo information

LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS CORP.
Dep. 11061A Box 10, Syosset, N. Y. 11791

Send me Free 1971 Catalog 714 11061A

Name ____________________________________________
Address _________________________________________
City _____________________________________________
State ____________________________________________ Zip
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Klemperer's performance of the Beethoven Seventh, available in both open-reel and cassette format, dates from 1962, and the recorded sound is substantial, spacious, but—due to room reverberation—not absolutely clean. Klemperer's approach to the music is at a decided remove from the volatile treatment of a Szell, Toscanini, or Karajan. "Earthly" might be a good descriptive word, for his reading calls to mind Brueghel's Flemish peasants rather than the visions evoked by Wagner's description of the work as the "apotheosis of the dance." A particularly striking feature of Klemperer's interpretation is his emphasis on a virtual sostenuto-legato phrasing of the first movement's main theme, as opposed to the sharp articulation of the dotted figure favored by most other conductors. D.H.

BIZET: Carmen Suites Nos. 1 & 2 (see GRIEG)

GERSHWIN: Porgy and Bess (selections).
Original cast recording. Todd Duncan, Anne Brown, Avon Long, Edward Matthews, Helen Dowdy, William Woofolk, others (vocalists); Eva Jessye Choir, orchestra, Alexander Smallens cond. DECCA ©739024 $6.95.

Performance: Vintage Gershwin
Recording: Cleaned up but a bit over-scrubbed
Playing Time: 41'45"

The politics of music can be baffling and stultifying. When Frederick Delius' Koanga was produced in the nation's capital last year, critics seemed to make much of the fact that this 1897 opera about life on a slave plantation did not conform to the latest in enlightened attitudes on race relations. That the libretto was unusually enlightened for its day was not enough for them. The same is true of Porgy and Bess; certainly DuBois Heyward, when he wrote his 1925 novel about the Negroes of Catfish Row, was trying to convey their humanity rather than patronize them, and the Gershwin brothers sought to reflect this compassion, not to condescend. If Ira's lyrics are sometimes glib and the dialect of the book occasionally comes off like caricature, it is unlikely that it was meant that way. The book and the music are the spirit of a memorable performance. Porgy and Bess may be merely quaint as a picture of black America, but it is wonderfully alive as an opera (that cowardly phrase "folk opera" only begs the question) and altogether enjoyable on its own human terms. P.K.

Performance: Brilliant piano, mediocre accompaniment
Recording: Astonishing for cassette
Playing Time: 54′ 41″

Both of these concertos (available also on two separate Candid albums) represent the best of the so-called "Romantic revival." Each in its own day was immensely popular—the Moscheles date is from 1821, the Rubinstein from 1864—and both are excellent works of their kind. They demand considerable virtuosity on the part of the soloist, and this indeed they receive here; but they also require elegance and subtlety of dynamics and rhythm, and this they do not. Ponti is extremely brilliant; his playing is clean, and even fairly warm in tone. He does not, however, bring to either work that charm that makes the scores come convincingly to life. Perhaps, too, I was put off by the balance; and there is a conspicuous lack of flutter to the instrument; too, there is none of the glassiness (as well as of ordinary good quality, however, it is chromium dioxide), and its lack of tape hiss is startling. The piano sound is remarkably rich, though perhaps a little too full in the bass, and there is a conspicuous lack of flutter to the instrument; too, there is none of the glassiness that has marred so many cassette recordings of the piano. I did find a slight treble boost helpful, and even this did not appreciably raise the level of tape hiss (as it certainly does in a non-Dolby-biased cassette recording). As more and more companies start to take advantage of such improvements as Dolby, the future of cassettes looks brighter.

In the case of this cassette, though, the performance takes second place in interest to the quality of recorded sound. This is one of the first Dolby-biased cassettes (the tape material used is of ordinary good quality, however, it is not chromium dioxide), and its lack of tape hiss is startling. The piano sound is remarkably rich, though perhaps a little too full in the bass, and there is a conspicuous lack of flutter to the instrument; too, there is none of the glassiness that has marred so many cassette recordings of the piano. I did find a slight treble boost helpful, and even this did not appreciably raise the level of tape hiss (as it certainly does in a non-Dolby-biased cassette recording). As more and more companies start to take advantage of such improvements as Dolby, the future of cassettes looks brighter.

RICHARD FRANKO GOLDMAN
A nostalgic cassette of band music

Both the 1954 and 1962 readings of Strauss' Also sprach Zarathustra by Fritz Reiner have remained classics of their kind, marched recently, and in a more exuberantly extrovert fashion, only by Zubin Mehta's performance for the London label with the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra. Reiner's later performance, the one on this cassette, is a bit freer in phrasing and more refined in nuance than the 1954 version, and is also recorded with a wide dynamic range and sense of space, as heard on disc (RCA LSC 2609). Though the sense of space is preserved on this cassette, the dynamic range seems somewhat compromised by comparison.

Inexhaustible Quest for Cosmic Cabbage. AMBOY DUKES: Marriage on the Rocks/ Rock Bottom. Amboy Dukes (vocals and instruments). Marriage: Man, Woman, Music, Breast-Fed 'Gator (Bait); Non-Conformist Wilderbeast Man, Today's Lesson; Children of the Woods; Brain Gases of YesterYear; The Inexhaustible Quest for Cosmic Cabbage. Get Yer Gun. POLYDOR © (33%) X4012 $5.95

Performance: Mostly good
Recording: Excellent
Playing Time: 45′49″

This is solid, loud, wailing rock that will move the rear wall of your listening room backwards approximately eight inches every time you play it at proper volume. Even if your taste is moving toward gentler music, as seems to be the fashion, you won't mind passing long enough to appreciate the finer moments of this recording. The Dukes never seemed very interested in vocals, so these are weak, but they also seem to have little interest in imitating jazz musicians—except in fun—and no interest in brass at all, so give them credit for that. Their music, mostly by Ted Nugent, is harsh but not raw. It has simple melodic structures that need the Dukes' improvisations to work. Though generally it works pretty well here, there are times when it becomes a bit of a bore. The Dukes do have humor, and that helps immensely; they do neat parodies of the Beach Boys, the Beatles, the Bee Gees, gospel rock, jazz rock, and several other things in the space of two or three minutes during The Inexhaustible Quest for Cosmic Cabbage. Old-fashioned inconvenient samplers tapes like this one had excellent sound, too, when recorded properly, and this one was.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

THE GOLDMAN BAND: Golden March Favorites. Stars and Stripes Forever; National Emblem March; Dixie; Washington Post; High School Cadets; Colonel Bogey March; Semper Fidelis; King Cotton; The Thunderer, El Capitan; On the Mall, The Marines' Hymn. The Goldman Band, Richard Franko Goldman and Edwin Franko Goldman cond. DECCA © 73 1168 $6.95

Performance: Wholesome
Recording: Good
Playing Time: 30′25″

Once upon a time, when parks in New York were places for recreation and a walk across Sheep's Meadow was more likely to end with a box of Cracker Jack than with a mugging, the place to be on a summer evening was the Mall, listening to—or at least overhearing—the Goldman Band give a concert. It was a comfortable, nostalgic kind of experience which, even while it was happening, seemed already to be taking place in the distant past. The band, under Edwin Franko Goldman and later under his son Richard Franko Goldman, would play such inspiring marches as Stars and Stripes Forever, El Capitan, and Semper Fidelis, alternating with sourish arrangements for brass of popular operatic arias and the ever-popular Triumphant Army. At the end of the evening, they'd play On the Mall, written especially for the Central Park Mall concerts, and everybody would shamble off for home, peaceful and more or less satisfied. If you'd like to relive that experience, or know what that music was like and why it was so easy to love (or to ignore), this is the cassette for you. You'll have
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to provide your own summer breezes ruffling
the leaves of electrically lighted trees, your
own bench, and your own cassava come to
drip on your blue flannel blazer or chiffon
skirt, but the music you'll have, semper
fidelis, if not more so, with every oom-pah
intact as in the good old days.

P.K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

ELTON JOHN: Tumbleweed Connection.
Elton John (vocals and piano); various musi-
cians. Ballad of a Well Known Gun; Come
Soldiers; Burn Down the Mission. UNI ©

BILLY MONROE: Kentucky Blue Grass. Bill
Monroe (vocals, mandolin); Bluegrass band. I
Live in the Past; Cripple Creek; Last Old
Dolor; The Long, Black Veil; Log Cabin in the
Lane; Fire on the Mountain; Kentucky Mando-
lin; I Want to Go with You; and three others.
DECCA © 5213 $6.95, © 65213 $6.95. Performance: A little slick
Recording: Good
Playing Time: 29' 22"

I assume this is a reissue—most Bill Monroe
recordings have been for several years—but it
may be new stuff in part, since Monroe's voice
sounds pretty old and creaky on some of these
numbers. At any rate, the material is not readi-
ably available anywhere else.

Bill Monroe is from Rosine, Kentucky (it's
about ten miles southeast of Dundee, and
three or four miles west of Horse Branch; the
last time I saw it, Rosine was about sixteen
hoe-handles long and about a team of fat mules
wide). And because he named his band the
Bluegrass Boys, he sort of wound up the inven-
tor of Bluegrass. He was interested in playing
country music, but was so interested in using
amplifiers while practically every other country band was
plugging into the nearest socket—unscrewing
the naked bulb at the ceiling of the stage in the
high school gym to get juice. Bill's acoustic
sound soon became so distinctive that folks
naturally wanted to give it a name, and they
named it for the band. Bill Monroe also be-
came the greatest mandolin player in the histo-
ry of the world, and that spectacle always set
his band apart from other Bluegrass bands, and
still does.

But this recording is far from his best. I
think some of what bothers me is that the ban-
jo is too clean-cut, but worse than that, the
fiddle is much too cool. Since there's no infor-
mation on the cassette package, I don't know who
the fiddler(s) is (are), but none of this fiddling
sounds like that of the great Chubby Wise,
who was with Bill for the best years and was
the model Bluegrass fiddler, at once sophisti-
cated and fiery. His lead is mainly what makes
the band's old recordings of Orange Blossom
Special and Mule Skinner Blues such classics.
But the fiddling here is mostly of the "western
swing" mode that became popular in the Holly-
wood area about twenty years ago. Monroe
gets a couple of good mandolin breakdowns,
and there are some typical Bluegrass ballads
featuring typical, out-of-tune vocals. Never
Again sounds older than the other cuts and is
the selection in which the band is best, to my
ears. The recording is a little off-hand, but it
offers some Monroe versions that are "new"
or at least hard to find elsewhere, and that's
worth quite a bit around Rosine.

N.C.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

SANTANA: Abraxas. Santana (vocals and in-
strumentals). Singing Winds, Crying Beasts;
Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen; Oye
como va; Incident at Neshabar; Se a cabo,
Mother's Daughter, Samba pa tu; Hope You're
Feeling Better, El Nigro. COLUMBIA © CT
30130 $6.98.

Performance: Classy
Recording: Excellent
Playing Time: 37' 40"

Carlos Santana and his band play a hard-edged
amalgam of rock and Latin music. As with any-
ingthing stylized, its point can be missed. Heard
casually, it leaves the impression that rhythm is
everything, but that's not quite the case. Santa-
na is an excellent guitarist, producing a sound
almost as clean as Michael Bloomfield's and
more original than just anybody's. Gregg
Roll's organ work seems to hold the band to-
gether—and it is together, one of the tightest
rock bands in the country. Given that kind of
backdrop, the drums and more exotic rhythm
instruments can go freewheeling along, and
they do. Santana obviously doesn't care overly
about vocals, using them only to separate the
jams, but the vocals are actually pretty good.
Santana's moody guitar works best in Black
Magic Woman—listen to it carefully some-
time and you'll be astonished. Once again the
organ is spotlighted in Hope You're Feeling Better. The whole band seems
to work best with Oye como va, which is less
rock and more Latin. This was the first time I
had listened intently to Santana's music (for
some reason, I tend to half-listen to music with
Latin rhythms), but it won't be the last.
N.C.

SKY: Don't Hold Back. Sky (vocals and in-
strumentals). Take Off and Fly; Make It in
Time; Goodie Two Shoes; There in the
Greenbriar; Homin' Ground; One Love; and
four others. RCA © 1630 $6.95.

Performance: Imitative
Recording: Very good
Playing Time: 36' 35"

This recording has its moments, but too many
of them sound like someone else's moments—
Traffic's usually. There in the Greenbriar
sounds too much like Traffic's John Barley-
corn, and Take Off and Fly sounds too much
like several Traffic jams. Goodie Two Shoes
sounds like the work of several rock groups,
including the Rolling Stones. If Sky has an
identity of its own, I couldn't find it. The in-
ruments are well played, the vocals so-so, and
the songs generally pleasant, but originality is
missing in each instance. Promotion could con-
vince a fair number of people that they must
have this recording, I suppose, and the memo-
machines are probably running to that end
right now. But I think there comes a time
when each of us must ask himself, "How many
Grand Funk Railroads do I really need in
my life?"
N.C.

STRAWBERRY ALARM CLOCK: Best of
Strawberry Alarm Clock. Strawberry Alarm
Clock (vocals and instruments). Incense and
Peppermints; Tomorrow, Sit with the Guru;
Good Morning Starshine; Morning Starshine;
Deseos; Sea Shell; Birds in My Tree; and
four others. UNI © 2/73074 $6.98.

Performance: Almost criminal
Recording: Very good
Playing Time: 32' 22"

To paraphrase an immortal review, in making
this recording the Strawberry Alarm Clock
played rock. Rock lost.

If you took a given group of "musicians"
picked up on some street corner and taught
them to sing approximately as well as the Ohio
Express (shouldn't be too difficult) and then
overlaid the vocals with some nine-year-old's
idea of an acid rock instrumental treatment,
you, too, could be a Strawberry Alarm Clock
performer. But why bother? You've got enough
enemies already, right? Me, too, so I'll say a
little more about this as possible. The Clock's
crowning commercial achievement, Incense
and Peppermints, was catchy but stupid; the
rest of this slush isn't even catchy, unless you
can somehow be caught by hearing Good
Morning Starshine and Barefoot in Baltimore
sung out of tune.
N.C.
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THE CLUB CIRCUIT

MOST OF US keep our tapes within a limited circle of family and friends. Thousands of people today, however, are using this medium to expand the number of their acquaintances (as well as their recording collections) through the vehicle of tape clubs. Last year I mentioned one such organization, the Indiana Recording Club, which offers a wide range of typical club activities: monthly meetings and an informative newsletter (Tape Squeal) to bring members together; round-robin tape mailings where each person adds his own comments to what others have said before him and sends it on; large libraries upon which to draw for music and old-time radio shows; members' own tape creations, etc.; and, of course, the opportunity to correspond by tape with people in all places and walks of life. Membership Secretary of the IRC is Mrs. Marjorie Wolff, 2007 Green Rock Lane, Indianapolis, Ind. 46203. A number of other clubs, each with its own flavor, have since contacted me.

If your interest is primarily in tapesponding, the largest and oldest organization is The Voicespomendence Club, whose 2,000 members represent all states and some forty foreign countries. The club also extends special reading services to the blind and prints a quarterly magazine, The Voicespomendent. For further information, write Mr. Paul E. Reeser, Jr., Secretary, P.O. Box 207, Shillington, Pa. 19607.

Intentionally smaller than many clubs, but still international-minded, is the Global Tape Recording Exchange, whose overseas members come from England, Germany, Ireland, Norway, New Zealand, Canada, and Australia. Director Thomas H. Havens (P.O. Box 336, Wayne, N.J. 07470) reports that in addition to maintaining many intra-club activities, the organization has been frequently cited by the American Legion and Disabled American Veterans for their program of sending tapes to servicemen abroad.

For the audiophile whose interest lies in sharing tapes and tips about live music recording (or in learning more about it), probably no club can compare with the Amateur Tape Exchange Association. President Ernie Rawlings (5411 Bocage St., Cartierville, Montreal 9, Canada) keeps an Ampex duplicating system with seven slave recorders busy to circulate some 500 copies of the club's more than 1,000 master tapes. In addition to a monthly publication Decibel, the club has a second magazine, Sforzando, for its special division dedicated specifically to wind and electric organs.

Although it is not restricted to tape recording, the New York Audio Society will interest readers in that area who really want to learn about quality sound reproduction. There you can meet and question the experts as well as hear demonstrations of the most up-to-date techniques. In addition to regular meetings and socials, the Society sponsors visits to factories and has had guest speakers including the editors and contributing editors of this magazine and the designers of much of the top audio and recording equipment available today. About a third of the members are avid recordists. For information, contact: Barry L. Winthrop, 215 Adams St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201.
A working musician talks about the new VM professionals.

Ron Steele’s newest album is Chicago, for Ovation. He’s a first call guitarist for artists like Ella Fitzgerald, Barbra Streisand, Nancy Wilson, Liza Minnelli, Dionne Warwick, and one of the best known behind-the-scenes musicians in films and TV.

“The sound is roomy. Good.”
That's the real reason for power as big as ours. It gives sound spaciousness at normal levels.

“Man, no distortion. None!”
Less than 0.5% actually. That’s because of the two new 5-pole phase linear toroidal filters in our IF stages. They achieve selectivity and distortion values far beyond crystal filters. It’s permanent performance, too, because they’re permanently aligned.

“You don’t over-control. I like that.”
Actually we have about all the controls imaginable. What professionals admire is the ability to get a “master tape” sound. It’s possible because certain of our controls are cancellable—Loudness, Balance, and Treble/High filter.

“It’s dead quiet. Beautiful.”
Our tuner-amplifier is full of complicated electronic reasons for that. ICs in the IF and multiplex circuits, all silicon transistor and printed board circuitry, new 4-section front end with dual gate MOSFETs. We've about eliminated noise, wiped out cross modulation, and our overload characteristics are beautiful.

“How come it doesn’t cost more?”
That’s our secret. But you compare our specs, listen to our performance, look at our price, and you’ll probably go away asking yourself the same thing.

Incidentally, the turntable and speakers in our new Professional Series are equally remarkable. If you would like all the facts and figures write: Professional Series, Dept. 74, P.O. Box 1247, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022.

If the professionals can please recording studio engineers, sound technicians, and musicians, people who make a living making and reproducing great sound, we're confident they can make you very happy, too.

Made in Benton Harbor, Michigan by VM CORPORATION

The VM Professional 1521: Semiconductor complement: 49 transistors, 30 diodes, 3 ICs, 2 MOSFETs.
FM circuit: four ganged front end with 2 dual gate MOSFETs for lower cross modulation, greater sensitivity and overload; two 5-pole phase linear toroidal filters and 2 ICs for selectivity, sensitivity and limiting that surpasses all previous standards in this price range.

CIRCLE NO. 50 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Cabinet: Comes complete with cabinet of oiled walnut veneer hardwood at no extra cost. (Model 1520, same as above except 25 watts RMS/channel power.)
4-CHANNEL SOUND

Electro-Voice takes the first practical step:

EV STEREO-4
compatible four channel

Being more a progress report than an advertisement.

The Promise
Thousands of people have heard 4-channel stereo reproduction at hi-fi shows and special demonstrations in the last few years. Others have read about this fascinating and rewarding technique that promises more faithful reproduction of musical performances. Early experiments have also shown 4-channel to be an effective tool in creating new sonic environments for both serious and popular musical forms. The concept has met with almost universal critical acclaim, and strong general approval.

The Problem
But alas only a handful of enthusiasts can actually enjoy this advance today. Because only a few 4-channel tapes have been produced for sale. The problem is simple, but basic: 4-channel means just that—four separate signals. And to reproduce it properly demands four of everything, right down the line.

Using four amplifier channels and adding four speakers is easy. Even creating a 4-channel tape recorder is practical (although expensive). But the stumbling block has been finding a way to put four completely independent signals in a record groove, or broadcast them over a standard stereo FM station.

And if you can’t buy a 4-channel disc, or hear it on FM, the market is limited to a precious few 4-channel tape owners. But their numbers are so small that record companies just can’t afford to release four channel material. So they continue to produce 2-channel stereo that you can play (and that they can sell in volume).

The Way Out
Now Electro-Voice has moved to break the impasse. With a system that can offer the significant advantages of discrete 4-channel, yet is compatible with present record playing equipment and present FM broadcasting. It is called STEREO-4.

STEREO-4 is a system that encodes four channels into a stereo signal that can be transmitted over FM or recorded on a disc. In the home you add a STEREO-4 decoder, plus another stereo amplifier and a pair of rear speakers. The result is reproduction that closely rivals the original 4-channel sound. Four different signals from your speakers, with a feeling of depth and ambience you have never before heard from any record.

Admittedly, STEREO-4 is not quite the equal of 4 discrete signals. But while there is some loss of stereo separation, there is no reduction in frequency response or overall fidelity. We might note that this reduced separation actually seems to aid the psychoacoustic effect for many listeners in normal listening situations. And on the plus side, STEREO-4 offers an advantage that even discrete 4-channel cannot provide.

The Remarkable Bonus
Playback of almost all of your present 2-channel stereo library is greatly enhanced when fed through the STEREO-4 decoder. It’s the result of multi-microphone recording techniques that include a remarkable amount of 4-channel information on ordinary stereo discs and tapes. Adding STEREO-4 releases this hidden information for you to enjoy.

The Details
A STEREO-4 Model EVX-4 Decoder costs just $59.95. And with it, plus 4 speakers and dual stereo amplifiers, you’re equipped for almost any kind of sound available. Encoded 4-channel, enhanced stereo, regular stereo, and discrete 4-channel (assuming suitable source equipment). Even mono. So you have the one system that is completely compatible with the past, present, and foreseeable future.

The Present
And what about encoded 4-channel discs and broadcasts? Well, recording companies have already started mastering STEREO-4 records, and more are joining in. And STEREO-4 is now being broadcast in many major cities around the country.

The Future
Like you, we hope for the day when discrete 4-channel sound will be commonplace on records and FM, and your STEREO-4 decoder will be relegated to enhancing your present library. But that day will have to wait until some very knotty design problems are solved. And probably after a host of new FCC regulations define an utterly new system. Indeed, there is serious question whether these problems can be solved at all.

In the meantime, the STEREO-4 system is getting 4-channel recordings into the marketplace in increasing numbers, in a form that people can enjoy. Hear STEREO-4 at your E-V soundroom soon. And ask your local FM station for a schedule of STEREO-4 broadcasts. Or write us for complete information. It’s not too soon to start planning for tomorrow.

Electro-Voice, Inc., Dept. 614F, 616 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
In Europe: Electro-Voice, S.A., Lyss Strasse 55, 2560 Nidau, Switzerland

Electro-Voice® a GULTON subsidiary